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DEDICATION.

TO

THE BISHOPS

OF THE

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES.

RIGHT REV. BRETHREN,

THE following publication being issued on your

recommendation, I cannot but hope, that there will be

the resulting influence ofyour names.

In my preparation, and in my delivery of these com-

mentaries, I have never anticipated their being of use,

beyond the limits of. the Diocese for which they were

composed. No other idea occurred, until it was sug-

gested by the Right Rev. Bishop Bowen, whose judg-

ment and whose desire could not but have great weight
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with me
; especially when repeated, at the late meeting

of the House of Bishops in General Convention. It was

at his instance, that you gave to the present edition your

unanimous sanction
;
which is duly appreciated, Right

Rev. Brethren, by

Your friend and brother, _

WM. WHITE.

Philadelphia, May, 1833.
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PREFATORY'ADDRESS.

BKOTHER [OR BRETHREN,]

WHEN I entered on the work of ordaining to the

ministry, it was not without a sense of the responsi-

bility referred to in the saying of the Apostle St. Paul

"Lay hands suddenly on no man." Notwith-

standing the induced caution, there arose tempta-
tions to laxity, from pressing exigencies of our des-

titute congregations over the whole of the United

States, our ministry having become almost annihi-

lated, during the war of the Revolution.

After a while, there opened on me two sources of

sorrow from the ordinations which had taken place.

On the one hand, there had been admitted to the

ministry some men, whose succeeding conduct pro-

claimed them to be strangers to the influence of th&

truths, to the teaching of which they had pretended
to devote their time, and their talents. Although

.1*
-

*

'
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10 PREFATORY ADDRE SS.

this was the result of false professions, and in many
instances of deceitful recommendations; and al-

though it had been an object in the preceding inter-

course, and especially in the examinations, to imitate

the views which should govern in the contemplated

undertaking; yet, the thought at 'last occurred, that

the doing of this, in discourses framed for the pur-

pose of guarding against an unwary taking, on the

tongue, of promisest
not harmonizing with inward

cast of character, might, in some instances, cause a

reconsideration of the subject, and thus restrain from

great sin. -

The other cause of regret, was, in some ministers,

deviations from the clear senses of those answers in

the- services, which give the pledge of adherence to

our liturgy ;
and of submission to an authority recog-

nized by our system of ecclesiastical government,
and by the canons. It is impossible, that this conduct

can be vindicated by any professions of piety, sup-

posing them to be sincere ; but I must declare the

opinion, that it has been chiefly owing either to van-

ity, or, under the most favourable circumstances, of

views of the dispensation of grace, differing from

those sustained in. the Church of England, and in

this Church. The most favourable interpretation to

be put on such cases, is that the parties, perhaps in-

sensibly to themselves, have no preference of our

ministry, otherwise than as it is a door to our Churches,
iot otherwise to be entered.
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The candidate [or candidates] is [or are] possessed

of the motives, to the commentary now presented.

For some few years after its being prepared, it was

read during the examination': but subsequent reflec-

tion, suggested, that if read in retirement, with medi-

tation and prayer, the intended effect would be thus

the most likely to be accomplished. With this view,

it was printed in a periodical Magazine, as were also

the two other commentaries in this book ; and some

copies were struck off, to be given to succeeding

candidates. The copies are reduced to two : which

imposes on me the necessity of delivering, to each

candidate, a copy to be- read and to be returned by
him.

WM. WHITE.





ORDINATION OF DEACONS.

QUESTION I.
" Do you trust that you are in-

wardly moved by the Holy Ghost, to take upon you.
this office and ministration, to serve God for the pro-

moting of his glory, and the edifying of his people?"

In^proportion to the solemnity of this appeal to

the conscience, there should be care, on the one

hand, not to adopt any expedient for the lessening of

the responsibility designed to be brought on the can-

didate; and on the other hand, not to suppose that

there is exacted a species of.call of which not a

single instance appears on record in the New Tes-
tament. Accordingly there may be a propriety in

delaying the attention for a while, on the force of the

expression,
cc I trust." It is not uncommon to hear

this question appealed to, in order to prove that the

.Church requires an absolute assurance of a drgjne
call to the ministerial office. Were there indeecran

inward call, alike clear with that outward call which
St. Paul heard, on his journey to Damascus^ it

would become the person receiving it, in imitation of
'the same apostle, who "conferred not with. flesh and
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blood," to enter on his office without the consent of

man. But the whole scheme of the Christian minis-

try, as framed by the apostles, and handed down to

us in succession, implies the intervention of an

ecclesiastical order, designated for the purpose.

Accordingly, as the question of the candidate's fit-
,

ness for the office, is not subjected altogether to the

test of a consciousness in his own mind
;
so in refer-

ence to what passes there, as duly, pointed to its ob-

ject, he is expected to declare, not his assurance, .but

his trust. - And indeed, the Church by making this

the ground of her proceeding, rejects the other;

which, if there were any warrant for -it, ought to

have been noticed and demanded.

Very important, however, is the appeal made,
under the expression which the service uses : and

very awful is the responsibility involved in the re-

ference to the Holy Spirit. It will be no difficult

matter to ascertain what the Church means, when
she warrants the ascribing of any religious disposi-
tion of the mind to so high an agency. The Scrip-
tures assure iis, Eph. y. 9. '" that the fruits of the

Spirit are in all .goodness, and righteousness, and
truth." In Gal. v. 22, the fruits of the Spirit are

described more at large. And the passages are

many, in which there is attributed to the Spirit'of

grace whatever is holy and good in man.' Our

Church, keeping in view this evangelical truth, re^

cognises it continually in her service. If .then,

agreeably to the expressions which follow in the

question of serving God for the promoting of his

glory, and the edifying of his people, a man be de-

sirous of taking on him the ministerial office, under

a sufficient knowledge. of the purposes for which it
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was instituted, accompanied by a due regard to them
j-

and if he be desirous of devoting his time, his talents,

and his labours, to so holy and benevolent a use ;

surely it is not less to be ascribed to the Holy Spirit,

than any good work which he can perform.*

'But, to place this matter in a more practical poinf
of view, let it 'be inquired, what are 'the grounds on

which, after an investigation of the evidences of

being moved by the Holy Ghost, in the sense which
has been unfolded, there may be either assurance of

the negative, or a modest trust in the affirmative.

If the motive be either wealth or maintenance, it

is corrupt ; coming under the censure which St.

Peter passes on those who undertake the ministry
" for filthy lucre's sake." If it be the effect of am-

bition, and for the display of any talent which may
be possessed, it is indeed not so sordid as the other,

but not in the least more holy.
There is no need to enumerate the improper pas-

sions which may actuate the heart of man : of all

which we may pronounce, that the motive cannot be

correct, if there be any trait of character which, if

known, would throw dishonour on the- .calling. On
the' scriptural principle of there being "no commu-
nion of light with darkness," the Holy Spirit cannot

dwell, under such an alienation -from the genius of the
. / . -

-

* On the supposition of there being required a special revelation

'of the call to the mind of the candidate, it is incongruous in this

service, that when the bishop, after the imposition ofhands, Deli-
vers the Gospel to the candidate, and gives authority to read and
.to preach it in the Church of God, the -preaching is with the re-

strictiiju
" if thou be . thereto admitted by the Bishop himself."

On the said-supposition, this is an arrogant limitation of the divine
commission. .

It is equally incongruous in the candidate, to submit to the test

of a literary examination.
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Christian ministry ; and therefore, under . the dis-

qualification of such a circumstance, cannot move
to it.

Further; if there be not, in addition to this ab-

sence of every foul
1

stain, .a bent of mind that dis-

poses to devotion
;
that takes delight in the truths,

and in the consolations of religion ; .that rejoices in

whatever extends her influence, and grieves at any
thing by which she is dishonoured ; it is impossible
that -a person to whom this is wanting can be moved

by the Holy Ghost, to interest himself in her con-

cerns, or to administer in her offices. .

'

But if a man desirous of the ministry, should be-,
lieve-on an honest inquiry into his heart, that in .sin-

cerity, although doubtless mixed with imperfection,
he is desirous of discharging his duty to' God and
man ; if he should be not sensible of any known

sin, that cuts him off from the benefits of the Chris-

tian covenant, and .ought therefore to bar him from

the Christian ministry; if he do not feel himself

prompted, either by the love of gain or by the love

of honour
; although under the former head we may

lawfully look, with moderation, to the supply of the

wants of himself and of his family ; and, under the

latter, he may enjoy any reputation which 'may be

brought to him by his talents, giving the glory to

God, and not bearing himself with arrogancy to men ;

and finally, if he should be sensible, of a 'direction of

mind interesting him in whatever extends the king-
dom of grace, and fits men for the better kingdom of

glory ;
such an inward character, satisfactorily per-

ceived .by those -to whom the Church has committed
the right of judging of the sufficiency for the under-

taking generally j may be counted on as evidenceTof
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that moving by the Holy Ghost, which the service

holds out as so important.' .".

'

,

"

,Under this head, there remains something which

seems worthy of consideration. When Christianity

was first planted, the apostles ordained the most

suitable persons from among their early converts,

without a . preparatory^ education, under an especial

designation to the service, which, in the circumstances

then existing, must be evidently seen to have been

impossible. -In all succeeding ages throughout the

Christian -Church in general, the ministerial offices

have been filled by^persons designed for them3 from

early periods of their lives. How far this is consist^

ent. with the sanctity of the profession, is the inquiry
which is now proposed.

For a father to destine his son to to the ministry,
for sorne secular object-to, be accomplished, and. the

project to be carried into effect without any reference

to qualifications, and especially the essential qualifi-
cations of love and zeal for the work, and desire of

being useful in it, is to bring on them both a heavy
load of sin. But if a parent, being himself devout,
should give his son an education "qualifying for the

ministry, so far as education can qualify for such a

purpose ;
if the parent should wish that the effect

may be his son's future usefulness in the Church ;

and if, all along, the .inclinations and the fitness of

the latter are circumstances without which the former

neither endeavours nor. desires to carry his plan, into

effect
;
he is so far from deserving censure, that .his

conduct may be pronounced the effect of holy
thought and purpose ; and, whatever may be the

issue, he has deserved well of the Church, by his

zeal and by his endeavours .in her service.
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'Nothing remains under this first head, but to ex-

press the wish, in regard to every candidate, that his

preparation may be such as to stand the test here

laid down. Were it possible to read his heart, and
there were discerned in it a manifest falling short of
the sense of the question which is .to be proposed and

answered; he should here be cautioned, as he ten-

ders the honour of God, the good of the Church, the

salvation of his soul, and not these only, but even
his comfort in the present life, not to take on him-
self an office, "which will cover him with crime;
which has peculiar trials, bringing with them corres-

u|gsitonsolations to others, yet hot to him
;
and

B all, which will subject him to a responsibility

herejaifter; before the Judge of quick and dead.
5*

QUESTION n. " Do you think that you are truly

called, according to the will of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and according to the canons of this Church,
to the ministry of the same?" J .

There is here a change of language from "do

*
Against examining into the movements of the mind of the

candidates, farther than is provided for in the services, there are
the following objections :

No authority for -it can be shown from the Scriptures ; while
the contrary to it may be shown, from the absence of it in 1 Tim.
iii. 1 13, and in Tit. i. 6 9.

"'
.

It affords temptations to prevarication and deceit
It may be a door to tyranny of-the Bishop, or of those concerned

with himrin admission to holy orders ; who may put a veto on a

candidate, because of his want of something not defined, but held

by thenrto be essential.
'

-

,
-

.

-
.

'

In England, duringthe prostration of her Church, it was produc-
tive of tyranny and of Hypocrisy', in the hands of tryere, as they
were called.

These considerations ought not to prevent addresses to the
consciences of the candidates ; which are an object of the present
commentaries.

" r
\_>
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you trust" to "do you think." In the preceding

-question, the matter asked after, related entirely to a

certain consciousness in the mind
; but here the in-

quiry has partly a reference to external institution.

And therefore the question is so framed as to. admit

of a greater degree of diffidence in the answer.

What confirms the distinction^ here taken, is the

phraseology made use of in the Latin service; for

this being of equal authority with the English, in the

Church of England^ they are mutually interpretative
of one another. The expressions Used by the Latin

service in the first question is, :f.f
Num persuasum

habetis ;" and that in the second question i,-
"
rNum

in ea estis sententia :" in which two forms tne~jdiffer-~

eiice seems more pointed than in the

There is a reason for this difference

questions. Although, the mind should be made up
under the effect of due care, and although a man
has to answer! for the influence of vicious prejudice
over his judgment, yet the Church considers, that

opinion should be delivered as such, and not as

knowledge.
There are two branches of the opinion to be

given : that the call is agreeable to the will of our
Lord Jesus Christ; and concurrently with this, to

the canons of the "Church.

To justify the candidate in believing that he is

called according to the will of Christ, he should
be convinced, after due inquiry, that the Church to

which he looks for ordination, is a true apbstolick

Church, deriving its authority from that founded by
the apostles. For since they did confessedly found
a communion, and since it did confessedly transmit'

its ministries, there seems no possible right to the
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name of a Christian Church at present, but in suc-

cession from the originally established body. What
then is the result, but that an opinion, formed un-

der due care, is a prerequisite of admission to the

ministry? ,

It is. of importance to. every candidate, and much
more so to the Church, that he should have his prin-

ciples settled on the present point; since otherwise

he will be in continual danger of setting up his own

opinion in contrariety- to what the Church has de-

cided or ordained. Why not, he will be apt to say,
in matters resting on the will of man ? Even in

this he reasons wrong, since individual right may be
limited by compact. But if human will be exer-

cised under an authority delegated by heaven
; and

if it require nothing absolutely sinful, (fpr
in the lat-

ter case the reasoning does not apply,) it is surely
a heavy aggravation of individual caprice, that it is

the resistance of an authority so high ;v an authority
which the exigencies of the Church make necessary ;

which must be exercised by fallible men ;
but which

had best not be exercised at all, if every man carries

in his own breast the measure of the submission

which should be paid to it..

The other particular is the canons of the Church.

Although as a branch of the general Church, she

has essentially the power of self-government,' yet
this should Tae conducted by known laws, which,
when made, ought to be respected and obeyed; In

this place the canons are considered more imme-

diately as applying to admission to the ministry. In

regard to which, it is proper to. remark, that if a

minister should be obtruded on the Church, in vio-

lation of the canons, it must be in consequence
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either of some imposition on his part> or of neglect

in his ordainer. The question then, by the appeal

which it makes to the conscience of the candidate,

may prove a counterpoise, not oiily to excessive fa-

cility in the bishop, but also to the shameful loose-

ness of principle often found in social life, inducing
men of plausible character in other respects, to put
their names to testimonials, exhibiting for facts what

is beyond, and even what is in contrariety to the

knowledge of the subscribers. If a candidate should

know, that there is in his case an attempt to evade,

in this or in any other way, the design of the canons

of the Church, it concerns him to be aware, that

the contrary was intended to be provided for in the

question which he is to answer in his ordination.

But there is another evil, which was intended to

be guarded against. It is that of 'a man's entering
the Church, not contemplating the being subject to

_the canons, ;and conducting his subsequent ministry
in defiance of them, and of the authority by which

they were ordained. Surely such a man- cannot

think himself 'called agreeably to the canons of the

Church. It is possible, however, that he may con-

sole himself with the thought that he is called agree-

ably to the will of our Lord Jesus Christ. But
this cannot be when the object is accomplished by
imposition. Were the two matters at variance, the

divine oall would dictate to him to disregard the

other. It is to be feared, that if the conduct here

noticed could be traced to the spring of it_ m the

human heart, it would be found to originate in the

failing, which induces men' for the accomplishment
of an object supposed good, to make great sacrifices

of conscience : the object in the presentcase b#ing
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the procuring .of admission to opportunities, from

which they would otherwise be excluded.

Any candidate, before whom this may come, would
do well to consider it as a caution against the ma-

king so light of the sacred law of truth. He may,
perhaps, conceive that his general object is good.
Let him remember, that he may misjudge in this,

from the imperfection of the human understanding :

but there can be no mistake in affirming the unlaw-

fulness of doing evil that good may come.

. QUESTION III. " Do you unfeignedly believe

all the canonical Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament ?" <

This requisition has -two points in view ;
the gen-

uineness of the sacred books, and the evidences on
which there should be faith in their contents.

For the unfolding of the first, it should be noticed,
as to what is understood by the canonical books of

Scripture, that it appears from the enumeration of

them in the book of the Thirty-Nine Articles ;
and

as to what is presumed to demonstrate the authenti-

city of the books, that it may be seen in the part of

the twentieth Article, which denominates the Church,
" the Witness, arid the" Keeper of Holy Writ." It

will therefore be perceived,^ that their genuineness
rests on the testimony of the Church : and the sta<-

ting of this must be understood to the exclusion of

other standards of authenticity, imagined by differ-

ent descriptions of persons. The Church of Rome
supposes herself entitled to declare the catalogue of

the sacred books, not in the way pf testimony merely,
but as of authority : which appears in her including
of books, acknowledged by her best authors, not to
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have been known as canonical in the early Church.

There are some who refer, for a criterion, to the con^

senting testimony of a Christ within. And further,

there are some who think we need,>no other evidence

than the stamp of divinity, which may be traced

in the excellent matter contained ; which, by the

wayj is precisely the argument alleged by the Mus-

sulmans, to prove the divine authority of their Koran.

But when we consult .any early writer,, who has

made this his subject, we find the ground taken to

be that of human testimony. So far, indeed, were
the fathers from supposing that there was an uner-

ring standard, either in the will of constituted au-

thority, or in divine monition to the mind; that at'

first there were rejected a few books which were af-

terwards received, in consequence of further inquiry
and better information.- . ,,

Ought it to be supposed, of the course marked
out by them and trodden in by us, that it is the re-

sult of a low estimate of the doctrines and of the

f morality of :the Gospel? %By no means: but both

they and we act in harmony with,the injunction of
an apostle, to be "

ready to give an answer to every
man." That the reason at hand should be such as

-ought fo satisfy those to whom it is to be -offered
;

according to> the established principles on which, by
the law of our nature, we generally act, seems evi-

dent. And why our own 'minds.should take up with'

any species of proof, which we cannot offer to others,
with the expectation of its being effective, is a mat-
ter for which no reason can be assigned.

If it should still be objected, that this is a resting
of the genuineness of the sacred books on a lower

species of evidence than such as their high contents
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might warrant us to expect; let it be asked, is the

objection against moral evidence,, as such, or against
the instance of it particularly in question? If the

former, the difficulty extends to every branch of

what is called natural religion ;
not excepting the

being and the attributes of God. For when St.

Paul ^ says, "The invisible things of him from -the

creation of the world are clearly seen ;" here is

nothing which noticesjjthe subject spoken of, as being
submitted either to the senses orjto the mensuration

of lines and angles. But if the objection be intend-

ed of the instance of evidence applying, to the pre-
sent subject, there can hardly be conceived of any

""more convincing. It is precisely that which is re-

lied on above every other in all the concerns of col-

lective bodies. For look at the histories of states,

in all the variety of their forms, and you will find

that it is never contradicted, never questioned. The
accounts of their several origins may be full of

fable ; which will be received or rejected by indivi-

duals, according to their' respective measures of un-

derstanding. There may also be handed down -jo
*

them the histories of former times
; which will be

judged of by every man, according to his opinion of

the credibility of the writers, and of their sources

of information. But that laws and institutions

should be attested in any nation, from age to age, as

the works of defined periods of time, and that the

books recording them should be ^declared, on the

like testimony, to be faithful records of their subjects. ;

and especially when these are such' as have had im-

portant effects on manners
;

and yet, that there

should be at last detected an imposition in the ori-

ginal delivery ;
is an occurrence of wjiich no his-
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tory/can give ah instance. Far from it
;
the .records

of such laws and such institutions may be lost^ and

yet may be presumed to have , existed, merely -in

consequence, of the remaining influence of them,
over, the habits of thejsoeial state". The more there

is contemplated the actual force of-this species of evi-

dence, in >innumerable -instances over , the human
mind." the more it will appear, that to .sincere and
candid persons.no higher was necessary in reference

to the canon, of holy Scripture^ At any rate, ho

.higher has' been bestowed; and it becomes us grate-

fully to receive the evidences of our holy religion, as

they .are r, leaving to the deniers of it, arrogantly,
and according^to their custom, to determine what in

their opinion it ought to and might have been.

There is - something worthy of remark in the

unanimity of testimony whieh-the Church, in all the

various places of,her settlement, has "borne to the

integrity of the Scriptures handed down in her. In

regard to the Old Testament, indeed, the Roman
Catholic Church has added to the canon. But this

does not affect the principle maintained; because the

witness. in
:
that department is ; the Jewish Church,

-and- not the Christian. Now, among the Jews, un-
til our .Saviour's time, there was an acknowledgment
b precisely the same books which Protestants re-

ceive, and of ,no others. And even smce that time,
'

tne only exception is the exclusion of the prophet
Daniel; doubtless 'becausejof its very, clear descrip-
tions of their rejected Messiah ; ^although it has 'its

place in the canon, as this is given by Josephus; Iq

regard to : the Scriptures oif the Heytr , Testament,
there is" no (diversity. ^d vthat .this, should be the

cas
fe, after all the eontentipns Which ]iaye;taken place

2 '''-''*"'.'. ."
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iii regard to the sense of their contents, would seem

ascribable to nothing, less- -than the good providence
of God, which has preserved the sacred canon in such

integrity, that the contending parties
consent in. it,

however widely they may differ-in the interpretation.

There ':may^ further, be a use in remarking inci-

dently on this branch. oif the subject, the vast in*1
'

portance resulting from it to the position, that the

Church^ a?
* a social body, is divinely instituted.

'

There have been some who have avowed the opin-

ion, that,-although the Scriptures were given by in-

spiration, yet the means of extending a knowledge
of their contents, and of sustaining the correspond--
ent worship, are committed^ to . human discretion

merely. .And it is to be feared, that the same opin-
ion has^an unperceived influence on many ; there

being no othejr way of accounting for the undisguised
reference to personal considerations, in all their con-

duct relative to ecclesiastical concerns. Wer0 the

opinion cbrrect-, there would have been an unsuitable-

ness in resting the sacred books on the testimony of
social bodies, created by compact ;

and not having
any necessary connexion, with the sacred truths of

which they are the depository. But if the Church

be, as the article affirms, ?' the .witness and the keep-
er of holy writ," there results from this a responsi-

bility, which greatly criminates the interference of
vhuman. passion, in the concerns, of this divinely in-

stituted bddy^ :
. , \ v \

So much for the authenticity of the books of

^Scripture. The
rec^isitipri applies, however, to dur

believing of them not. only genuine, but' true/ Of
course, the grounjTfcn which the-latter rets becomes
equally important withfihe other. ;
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On this part of the subject, also] there hare

endeavours to reduce truth to the standard of inward

testimony, some referring it to one species of ope-
1

ration', aiid some' to, another^ of the human mind.

But if we consult "ther* Scriptures ^themselves, the

evidences to which they refer us, in proof of their

divine authority; ari? entirely.of Jumoral sort; If this

should seem too feeble to any person, let hife, be-

fore he renounce it for something apparently more

luminous, be aware, that this may perhaps 'prove ;

less stable: .and let<birn a't least weigh the evidence

of ^hich his conceptions are so low. Surely it will

not be rash to affirm, that, as it is said in Scripture of

the 4ivme '-Being,
^ He left not himself without a^

witness,"' meaning in his works ; we may say-of his

interposition in the revelation of the Gospel, he has

ridt left- himself without a witness in thp^dispensatiqnr

itself: meaning this, riot merely of the" record' of the

event, buf of the agree'ment of the .same with effects

which no humah' contrivance could have produced,

especially cm the plan on Which Christianity was

published -to the world, destitutes as it was of any
aids, either of the wisdom or of 'the power of inanv

If we first consider the Scriptures as a connected
chain of divine dispensatidns,

;

given at different

tinies, but all relative to the same object^ that of th.e

redemption ; this being at last brought about by. the

intervention of 'passions and
'

prejudices, in which

nothing was less contemplated than the end to which

they were made subservient, such a mutual relation,

is itself .an argument of divine design throughput the

whole. For thus there is not a single prophecy*

from the first dawn of prophetick information in Pa*
radise, to the close of it in Malachi, which does not,
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in the very circumstance ^of its having been deliver-

ed, and independently, on its accomplishment, apply
as an evidence of what was at last promulgated; by
the Gospel. And in the same point of view, there

is scarcely a patriarchal or- a- Mosaick institution

which does not at this day preach Christ .to us ;
in-

dependently on the collateral evidence of. its fulfil-

ment in the event which it prefigured;
If there is so much evidence in the existence of a

connected chain of prophecies, and in, the Ordaining
of typical institutions, how much more results from

the opening on us of the anti-type in all his splen-
dour ;

and in his thus pointing to divine inspiration,
as the; only way of accounting for the announcing of

events, which no human wisdom could have foreseen !

And this is an argument of revelation, hot appearing
with peculiar-weight in the age in which it was given,
and perhaps not with -as- great then, as in.the suc-

ceeding ages | in which the prophecies are still going
on in a fulfilment, reaching to the consummation of

all things.
Even" in regard to the argument from .miracles, it

would, be a mistake to consider it as consisting

merely in a credible narrative of facts affirmed. It

is not in;this of itself, but as accompanied by certain

effects in the visible state.of the world,- .no other-

wise to ,be accounted for ; and, independently, on
the cause here pointed to, in contrariety to all our

theories of the human mind, and all our (experience
of human life;

In addition to this variety of evidence, there; is

the excellency of Christian morals ; in their being
'so fruitful of whatever can contribute to priyate sa-

tisfaction and to public peace ; an advantage which y
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inestimable asVit is, pomes to us exceedingly en-

hanced in value, by the circumstance, that the mo-

rality of the Gospel is not, like that of the philoso-

phers, influential only in the-schools and on the higher

orders of society ; but brings home' its admonitions

to the bosoms of the mass of the people ;- by whose

labours the state of society is upholden, and on

whose submission to law and order it is most of all

dependent.
And ithis is a recommendation of the; Gospel

which distinctly points to heaven for its origin ; in

proportion as we compare different states of society
with one -another, in regard to the moral improver
ment respectively obtaining in them. For it will be

found/ notwithstanding all the boasts which 'have
been made of the sufficiency of the reason of man,
for -the discovery of his true good, thatvthe specious

"theory is
1

contradicted by the state of morals, ip.

every form of society, wherein revelation is at this

,day unknown: which confirms tjie opinion, that ;iri

the ancient world there was nothing^ deserving; the

name of morals, . except what was an imperfect rem-
nant of"3. revelation originally communicated to :6ur

species. -'"' - -

That the apostles of our Saviour were content to

rest the divine authority of the-' Gospel on the evi-

dences here stated> and especially on the two pillars
of the performance of miracle and the accomplish-
ment of prophecy, appears through the whole- 'of .

theijr transactions. There shall be adverted to a few
circumstances only. We find St. Paul in his ad-
dress to the Athenians, appealing to the miracle of
the resurrection

; but in his speech to king-Agrippa, ....

varying, his evidence to the 1

character of his hearer,



and laying, the chief stress on the propheoies.pf the
Old Testament. And ,we :find St. Peter, in what
he says to heathen Cornelius, appealing to apostolick

testimony in proof of the miraculous works of.Christ ;

and yet, in a varied manner, like that of his fellow-

apostle, urging prpphetick testimony in .his speech
to the assembled

jSanhedrim.
This shows that such

were the evidences on .which the :truth"0f the Gospel
was designed principally to rest. And if, :as sorne

imagine, these were to ;be : referred to a permanent
evidence of any other kind, it would be unaccountr

able that, while the subordinate evidence is made so

prominent, :the more^ important is entirely over-

looked.

Let it not be": understood that there is denied.tp

arise in a pious and virtuous mind, ^not satisfaction

only, but confirmatory evidence,
' on finding .a suit-

ableness . in the :Christian revelation to all the wants
and the weaknesses of human nature ; especially, in

its bringing of r^Jief
= under a sense of sin ; in its

supplying of- aid for the remedying- of human weak-
ness

; and, in short,; in its illustrating of its powerful

energy,v by subduing corrupt propensity: and by
moulding the temper, more and more, to the requisi-
tions of ;the: divine law- and the standard of supreme
perfection. So : far as a man is conscious of this, he
has found, by experience, that the : Gospel is "^.tjie

-power.- of
'

-

G'od unto salvationi" .It can never, ;
how-

"

ever^be a medium of conviction, thro.iigh' which he

inay address the understandings of other persons: ; .or

even induce. in :his own. mind the reception of truths,

^before; unknown or doubted of. For -this we must

always .appeal, like ^St. -Paul, -to
" the, demonstration

'; of rthe Spirit and : to power ;,"
. that 'isr to prpphe0y
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and miracle, which he certainly intended in these

expressions,:and -to similar.proofs on the visible face

of Scripture..
.

,

-

Lest it should seem thafthe present statement has

been:

needlessly engaged in, occasion is taken to re-

mark, that.it stands in opposition to various fancies,

which .set reason^ arid revelation in contrariety. Qf
that description; we may Consider means of conver-

sion^ which agitate, the passions without conveying

any information to the understanding ; and according
to, which : there are supposed assurances of salvation,

without the. possession of. a particle of knowledge,
either of . the truths of ouf holy religion, pr of;the

grounds on which it rests. Under the'same classes

the sentiment .avowed by some, .thafthe proper way
of communicating the Gospel to those who are

strangers to it, is by.merely preaching Christ to them,,

in the offices in which he is designated in Scripturej
leaving the issue to the operation of divine grace..-- o -

- .,,-.- % i . -
, . o

ft ought to be a subject of grief; when, in .; reading
accounts of the labours of pious men, for the con-

verting of\Heathen nations, we find this the only
ground on which the desired conversion was either

attempted or expected.' There is here no hesitation

to express the opinion, that it in some measure ac-

counts /or the almost absolute inefficacy of their zeal

and pains. -vAnd- we. .cannot but believe, that when
the time shall come, .as it certainly will, when the
nations now in heathen darkness shall be blessed with

jGospel light, itwill be through the medium of the

same evidences on which it was originally.carried to

other nations, who now enjoy the benefit- "Whether
such a further extension will be accdmpanied by
a miraculous, power, as in the -beginning; arid agree-
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ably, to an opinion delivered by an eminent prelate

of the Church . of England, (Archbishop Tillotsonj)

is more than it is now possible to ascertain. 'But

if there should be no such power, and until .it is _

given, it seems essential to all such conversion, that

it be accompanied by a knowledge^on-liistorick testi-

mony, of the states of the world connected. with the

series of evangelical events : without which it would

seem that there cannot be any national reception ;of

the same Gospel which was planted by the apostles ;

when "their sound went out into all laiids^ arfd

their words unto the ends of the world."

This part of the discourse ought not to -be "left

without its being suggested to candidates to make
themselves more and more acquainted, -as' -well '.with

the occasion, the design, and the distinguishing pro-

perties of every book of Scripture, together \yith the

grounds on which the Church has included it ,

in the canon, as with the evidences of the divine

authority of the whole BiblCj in relation to all the

points to which they apply, and as cleared from all

the objections which the enemies of our faith have
set against them; objections grounded on rfalse state-

ments, on bold assertions, and, most of all, oh "me-

thods of reasoning, which, pursued into their con-

sequences, are not more hostile to the revealed reli-

gion than to moral virtue. Were candidates for the

deacbnship designed to be stationary in .that grade,

perhaps less knowledge might .serve, than under the

present circumstances, of their looking forward to

the priesthood. In this, an inability to give satisfac-

tory answers to .the infidel sentiments which have

been propogated of late years, with a sort of apos-

tolickzeal, and with which they will continually run
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the hazard of being assailed, will not 'only,expose
their insufficiency, but shake the faith of those who.

may be within the hearing; and who, unless better

informed than those'within whose.prpfessional'sphere
the subject more especially lies, may be tempted to

think that cause desperate, which even the design
nated guardians of it are not capable of defending.

QUESTION IV. ."Will you diligently read the

same, (that is, the books .of the Old ' and New Tes-

tament,^ in the church where you shall be, appointed
to serve ?" .

On what ground the" office of reading, is here espe-

cially, mentioned, as attached to the deaconship, will

be a .question coming/with similar matters, under the

next head. Under the present there shall only be
remarked the circumstance in the system, that such

reading is considered as a part of the service not to

be dispensed with..-
1

-;

"

-

Of the many marks manifested by this Church-, of
her being built on the foundation of the apostles and.

prophets, there may be .considered the importance
which she gives to the public reading of the Holy
Scripture's, as not one ~ of the least. There, is no
branch of the service of the primitive Church more,

demonstrative than this. In the apology of Justin

Martyr, edited within half a century of the decease
of the last of the apostles ; and in the account which
the apologists gives of the worship of the..Christian

^assemblies
of his, day, this is distinctly noticed, as a

part of it. Of similar testimonies from other fath'ers,
there might be produced very many ; prbving also,
that the same reading took up a, considerable propor-
tion of the time. But it is not necessary to be parti-

2*
-

.

-
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ealar. ;
the .facts affirmed being not questioned.; In

proportion tortbe growth^of; popery, there ensued, an

Abridgment of the practice, until it became confined
to a'-.few-. select portions,-under. the-.name of"Epistles

and Gospels jr.being much the same with those which

now bear the name in the. communion-service of this

"Church. And it- is not to be doubted, that eyen
these scanty, but judicious selections, afforded some

light, under the general spread of the dark cloud

which for ages hung
~over the whole Christian world. -

When England threw. off the yoke of Rome,..the

importance of restoring 'the old and edifying practice
was distinctly seen ;arid acte.d on by her reformers.

But when there seceded frbm that Church persons,
who formed new communions, partly on the professed

principle that her liturgy was lifeless
-,
and that_ piety

was to be promoted,by"the abandonment of forms .of

prayer ; this was accompanied, and . it '.-. would seem

naturally, with some, by an entire exclusion of : the

reading of the Scriptures ; and with others, by a very
limited exercise of this sort. The.truth is,.it does

not ? harmonize with that degree of . animal .fervour

which has been affected in the separations herelal-

luded to. The same has happened,, in others of. a

more recent date. Concerning all these societies,

it is not unnatural to conceive, as to what may be

deemed error in their systems^ that. the;:c6ntinuajiGe
of .it has been in a great measure owing .to4he.drop-

ping of the reading of the Scriptures,-or else to the

reading .-of- them in a very scanty measure; :-We^re

there shown^ any one of- them which has returned to "

primitive 'integrity in this particular, it .would ,be

a temptation to predict, that before long such a

society would, abandon the extravagancies of. its :pri-

ginal separation.
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-There shalLbe.concludesd this article by remarking,
\of t>9th deacqiisi and the. other orders of the ministry,

the propriety of . their^perceiving, in the exercise here

the subjectythat it is a declaring of the glad tidings

of.salvation,
Ln6t mixed, as sometimes happens in their

own : discourses, with human imperfection. They
maybe assured, that the ..Gospel, so read, is often ->

brought home to the consciences and the. affections

of the hearers, by the same holy Spirit,which inspired
it. And hence- there arises a strong, inducement in

.those, less showy departments of administration, to

aim at that gravity and that correctness
;which, are

likely to aid in the impressing of important truths

and. lessons, delivered ito the people from their im-

adulterated source. -
'

.

QUESTION V- After laying down -the rpeculiar
duties of a ,deacon,, demandsr-^-" Will you do this,

gladly -and willingly'?"" .

It.would seem impossible to read the duties of tlie

deaconship, .... as delineated immediately before the

^present question, without vsqme degree of painful

sensibility, occasioned ,by the palpable inconsistency
of practice, as wiell in England as in this country.

JBlut. before the bringing forward of any sentiments

to this effect^ it will be proper to answer an objection
made by some, against -the extension of the duty of
"the lowest order of the ministry, beyond the serving
of; tables

;
that . is, the care of the poor, as laid, pn

them in the sixth .chapter of the Acts of the Apostles.
That this was the object especially in contemplation,
is.indeed evident in,the passage referred to.- .And
that it^iiust be desu-able to keep in view the.same

original designation, as -a prominent branch of
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employment, may be conceded. But that these con-:

siderations restrain the Church from exercising the

order, in some departments not-noticed in the history

of the transaction- which gave an ecclesiastical being
to it, is a consequence riot to be allowed. Indepen-

dently on this remark, the very early records of

^duties laid on deacons,, beyond the single duty of adr-

ministering to the poor, afford a strong presumption,
that such accession of labour had taken place even in

the days of the apostles. Thus, when we read in

the passage now the subject,
" It appertaineth to the-

office of a-deacon in the Church, where he shall be

appointed to serve,- to assist ;the priest in divine ser-

vice, and especially when he -ministereth the Holy
Communion, and to read holy Scriptures arid Homi-
lies in the Church, and to instruct the youth in the

Catechism;" there is nothing of which we. do,not

find abundant evidence of its being generally prac-
ticed in the primitive Church ; and how this should

have happened in different places, distant from one

another, without its having grown but of usage, In-

troduced under the eyes and with the approbation of

the first, teachers of Christianity, it is not easy to

conceive. This Church goes
x on to instance, as

another branch of duty, "in the absence of the

priest, tolbaptize infants." - That a deacon might, at

least in the case of an emergency, baptize not only
infants, but an _adult, appears within two chapters of

the narrative of the institution of the order, where we
read of the baptism of the. Ethiopian eunuch i>y

Philip, recently appointed a deacon. The allow-^

ance of deacons to baptize is therefore lawful.

JWhen infants are specified, it may be supposed to be
in reference to ordinary occasions ; and grounded on,
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the /expediency of an approbation- from a, higher

grade of the, ministry, of the fitness of a presented

adult. .And when the matter is limited to times of -

th& absence of the priest, it may be an intimation,

that the office is more properly his, Although
1

lawfully

permitted.to the deacon. Furtherrwhenat is added, ^
;" and ^to preach} if he be admitted ~ thereto by the

bishop;" it is probable with .the- same view, of up-

holding the difference of grade. Tlie preamble goes

on,to add, "furthermore it is his office, where pro-
.visibn is so made, to search for the sick, poor, and

impotent people -of his .parish ; to -intimate their es-

tates, names, -and places where "they dwell, to the

curate, that by his exhortation they- may be relieved

with theBairns of the parishioners or others." And
h*ere it is much to be wished, that this were sustained

as well by practice as ,by theory, Jto be apart of the

designation of a deacon. ;

Of the improvement here intimated, there can be
little hope, until the Church shall think it expedient
to ~6rdain to .the office of deacons, some of -whom no

expectation is entertained that they will rise to a high-
er order of the ministry. And where would be the

impropriety, or rather how comely as well as use.ful

would it prove, if, even in churches provided with

incumbents, there were a religious person of -each

church following some secular employment, yet

managing any revenues appropriated to the pbOr,
under a designatipn known to be permanent, and
from the source of all ecclesiastical authority?
Which expedient might be so conducted, as toileave

^the tenure of property where it is, in the hands 'of

church-wardens and .vestrymen : to whom also there

should be an accountability, for the disposal of
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monies in the deacon's hands. But the institution

would be still more useful in places in which, Be-
cause of the small number or the A

poverty of the

people^ there caa be no permanent provision for a

minister devoting his whole time to the service of the

sanctuary; an evil, which would be in some .mea-

sure remedied by the appointment to -ttte deaconship
of a proper character, wherever it should offer, with

the view not only of his distributing to the; poor, but

further,..fpr the .reading of the Scriptures and ^dis-

courses, .and for baptizing.. It. Cannot but pe -sup-

posed, that his reading, of prayers and of sermons of

approved ; divines, wpald carry more weight than

when it is done, as occasionally at present,, by a lay-
man

; although .this, .where necessary, vis commend-
able. , -'...-'. "

- While there is thus held put the utility of an ajtera-

tion in pur practice, it is not wished to be .understood

as a.proposal,to hazard the accomplishment of it, by
an- unprudent rhaste ; . especially by producing -such

dissatisfaction as might endanger the peace of the

communion. ; But there is perceived no impropriety
in the expressing of the opinion, cpuntenapced as. it

.is by avowed principles of this Church
; .frpni which

there is a deviation in practicej although in points
not materially affecting, either truth or orp'er. ..--'

r' In the preceding statement; of the duties of a

deacon, he is presumed not to
1

preach, but by. .the

permission of the bishop. , Notwithstanding the

declared wish, that matters were brought to the. con-

dition, .in ,which there -would be some ^deacons .not

.intending to be priests ; yet as.this. does not apply at

present, and as the exigencies pf tW Church, make a

claim for the extension of the permission to _preach
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- as- far. "-as : shall be consistent with settled. order,. it is

probably eonsidered. as given to every candidate who
is ordained. -

QUESTION; 4TL ,.

" Will you apply .all . your dilir-

gence to frame and fashion your own lives and the

/lives :pf your families, according to the doctrine of

Christ^ and .to make both ^yourselves and -them, as

much as in you lieth, wholesome examples of the

flock <>f Christ?'^ ; ;

Here are
,,
three particulars ; the good life of the

person promising, the good lives of his famjiy,,and
:the salutary influence of both, in the way of example
Jo-the Church.

.

There can hardly be occasion of bringing authori-

ties from Scripture, to prove the obligation on every

clergyman, of whatever order, to a holy life and con-

. yersatiqm ,On a subject sa far from admitting/doubt,
it will/be sufficient barely to- intimate, jind that not

,as ihstfuction, but in the way of reminding^conceni-
ing matters of w.hich ^formation may be presumed,

. wjhat. is,implied t
in the demand which the Church

makes runder the present head.

-. .Every candidate will, in the first place, perceive
how inconsistent, his engagement would.be with anxy
.sin in which, he> might at present .live, and^of course

:;with: any into which h'e might.fall in future. Forf ' ' ' ~ s .
-

,. j-*- ^ '

. .
-

-

- ,- .-

.what would this
: be, but the unsaying,.in the_ unpaui-

. vocal languag^. of the conduct, of :what would .be

:;said ,in public discourses, in the hypocritical language
-of the lips? Or if there be cases to which hypo-
crisy do.es not apply anH indeed it

:
must be , confess-

:.idj:.thai.there have been some clergymen; not at the

;
to, hide their immoralities from the. world- the
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difference is only this, that he is; released from

the charge of that vice to be loaded with another the

personating of a character not his own ;
and no other-

wise to be supported, but by the use of language;,

which, however pious in itself, becomes in his mouth

profane. And it cannot be doubted, that every thing
of this sort contributes much to the increase of

immorality and infidelity.
. .,

~

What has been here said is far short eyen of the

negative part of the obligation lying' on a minister of -

the Gospel. For it is evident, that he may carefully
avoid every scandalous immorality^ and yet be mark-

ed by such levity, by such indifference, and by such \

devotion to the world, as prove unequivocally, that

nothing is.furtheY from ,being the object of his zeal

and of his" affections, than the duties to which he bad

engaged himself by the most sacred promises.- So

far asi decorum and the good order of society are

concerned, there must be allowed a difference between
such a character and the other noted; but in regard
to any usefulness to the; Christian Church, in address-

ing the instructions of the Gospel to the consciences,

and its consolations to the hopes of men, there-is.no

material difference between the two ;
and the world

is not likely to overlook, in either of them, the con-

trariety betweeri the character and the ^profession.

But.it is a slender ground of commendation of a
"

clergyman, that he ' avoids whatever is in direct con-

trariety to the letter and -to the spirit of .his calling.

He pledges himself to much more ; to the cultivation

of all the virtues,which can either, adorn him person-

ally, or" apply to the various' relations in which he

stands. Here it would be easy to display a splendid

assemblage of Gospel graces, universally confessed
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to 'be ornamental to any man, but especially looked

for in the mstn of God. To all this, however, there

wiirperhaps be opposed the consideration of the im-

perfection of human nature^ in order to show in rela-

tion to what is: true in theory, that considerable

allowance must-be made in practice. Now, since it

cannot be denied, that human virtue will be imper-
fect at the best ; it may be worth the while to ascer-

tain, in what shape the plea affects the argument.
The line of distinction is here understood to be, that

where th e mind manifests the positive evidences of

substantial virtue, , allowance is to be made for the

mistakes, and even for the frailties, which occasion-

ally prevent the application of correct principles to

questions of conduct which occur; but that in regard
to persons, in whom there is no high and ruling prin-

ciple, and this evidenced in the general life, frailty is

but another name for~ depraved passsion, and, imper-
fection for,vicious conduct.

The extension of the care of the Church from the

personal conduct of the candidate to that of his

family cannot" but be seen proper; when it is consi-

dered, .that there is no line in which his personal'
character may be more clearly traced. For that a
man should have his owri~ mind impressed by the
truths of religion, and yet that he should"be indif-,

ferent to their influence over those in whose hap-
piness he js the most ;deeply interested, and much
nibrei that he should; without concern, be'hold them
addicted to any corrupt practices or opinions,.is- so

evidently impossible, that it is equally, so not to im-

pute indifference of this sort'to a want of faith in the

subjects of' publick ministration, or at best, to its not

interesting of his affections. -"'. :
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,-It is know,n' to all, that .it is in a .limited sense, in

which one human being TTan .be responsible for ano-

ther
;
and .that this applies, although hi; a.lower de-

gree, in respect to
1

those .who stand to us in/ such a
relation as subjects ,

them in some measure to our com-
. mand. But even here, a distinction should be taken,

between x those matters which are 'properly the .sub-

jects of comm'and, and those in -which what is good
can be effected by persuasion only >. The minister

who endures, in his family, any thing which is a
breach of good morals, subjects himself to "the re-

proach passed of old on Eli, "that his son& made
themselves *ttle, and he restrained them not."" To
induce the piety of the heart, and to what is posi-

tively amiable in. the con.duct, lies within the province
of-persuasion. There areosome well intentioned

parents, and it may be Supposed that there is occa-

sionally a clergyman of the mimber, who obtrude the

duties of religion on their families,,in a tone of autho-

rity so high, as to create disgust. Better it is; that

:his family should be witnesses of the happy effect on

his temper, and on his hopes, of the truths which he

"inculcates. Fqr although it does not dispense with

precept, yet it .materially influences the dress in

which precept should; be clotheS. The great Father

.of all condescends to draw his ^children with the

cords .of love; and earthly parents must use the"

same means, if they would incite to the same end,

which. is the homage and obedience of the inward

man. .,';-,
N

-

It must be evident how much the accomplishment
of this. is dependent on "the discretion with

(

which the

matrimonial connexion is .engaged in, and a choice

made of a partner in the care of.a commoh offspring.



There can,.bev,pp-dpub^ of the difficulty of laying
down rules-, by;;whi0h future .character in this or in

any other line c.an .be ascertained : and therefore all

intended in regard to.it, is the general remark, that

.the man -who 'selects such a companion} .without a

vi^w to the .continuance. of the attendant, friendship

Beyond .the .scanty .term .of life, does, not possess or

deserve any .security, either for substantial happiness,
) or for. educating the, fruits of the connexion in .prin-

ciples which can prepare them for this life or
;fpr

another.
'

. Butj ,as was remarked, the Church contemplates
the.conduct of the candidate on the subjects stated,- '. - "'}.'. '

.

' V "-, S

as it may render himself, and :his_farnily
" wholesome

-examples .to the. flock of Christ." In regard, to his

family, <they .cannot be suppose^ of especial impor-
tance to his flock, any further than as it is his con-
duct which speaks through theirs. But both in his

own conduct and in that of those about.him, if deiin-

quency.be countenanced or connived at, it is a 'coun-

teracting, by ecclesiastical influence, of what is de-
'clared on the ground of ecclesiastical authority and
recommendation. -

It is said, indeed, that the.ungodly exanaple of the

jpinister should be. lost sight of in the divinity oif-his

doctrine, and the, utility of his precepts ;
and it must

be confessed a sign Pf no small advancement in a

holy temper, when a private Christian can attend on
the. publicvservice of the. Church, without hindrance
of his devotion, although not without griefr.

from the
wicked "example of him who ministers., .But the

Question is, not cpncerning what grace- mayAccom-
plish, or what: duty may require,, but of wh^t .may
ber,expected to. take place in the common course of
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things, and consistently with the -prejudices of man-
kind. On this ground it may be pronounced confi-

dently, that while all wicked doers have much to

answer for, not only on personal account, but be-

cause of the mischief of their example!, there is an

immense increase of this responsibility,~"on the head of

an ungodly minister, whose example operates, not

only like that of others, to the conciliating of the dis-

position j but, Besides this, to the corrupting of the

conscience.

In regard to every candidate, therefore, it is to be

hoped, that there will often occur to him the addi-

tional degree of obligation, resulting from his pledg-

ing of himself voluntarily ,\ and at a mature 'age, to

his faithful endeavours for -the performance of his

religious and moral duties ; which indeed are indis-

pensable, independently on such an engagement,
while yet this should make them the niore impressive
on his conscience. His promises; however, will not

be likely to be influential, without his frequently

making of them st test of self-examination, conducted

under a sense of the presence of the great Searcher

of hearts. And to this he may be incited by the

encouragement warranted by the divine word, that it

will be aTinean of all the aid necessary to the susr

taming of him in his ministerial course, and to his at

last finishing of it with joy. ."'.-'
:

' '
.

' \ -

SEVENTH AND LAST QUESTION. " Will you reve-

rently obey your bishop, and other chief minisfers;

who, according to the canons, may have the cEarge
and government over you, following with- a glad
mind and will their godly admonitions ?"

'
'

,

On this point there should be observed a .proper
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medium between the relinquishment of a right given,

not on any personal account, but for the maintaining

of. the good order of the Church, and
ttyf setting up

of claims, which, may give scope, to private .prejudice

and passion. . ..-,.. "-' .;'.
When the question jspeaks -of other ministers, it

cannot be considered as applying- strictly to -any

other dioceses than those which have been subdivided,

with presiding clergymen appointed over the several

districts. Nevertheless, it would
1

be unseemly in any

clergyman, especially a deacon, to be indifferent to"

the advice, or indignant under the admonition of his

seniors, who may^be supposed, from religious motives,

to feel an interest in the prosperity of the commu-

nion, and .who have a right to take all reasonable

measures to secure its reputation, even on account of

a connexion of it with their own.
""

When the passage speaks of godly admonitions, it

must, have respect to some standard, by which they
should be directed. This, standard must be the va-

rious established institutions of -the Church, and not

the private opinion of the bishop. .- It is well known,
that the Church- from which this is descended, like

the state to which it is. allied ^.is under a government
of/law and not of will : and we.cannot suppose that

Qurs, professing to follow it in; the leading features

of its system, should have designed to, reject this, so

congenial to the still more moderate degree of autho-

rjty, which it .will be possible in present circum-r

stances to exert. If it should be asked, Who shall

be the arbiter, on any question which may be raised,

as to the fitness of the. interposition of the bishop ?

The .answer is, the question being understood of

admonition, out of the line of strict ecclesiastical pro-
"^

' "" ,"'-'." ~

, ,

"'

*? -

"

-
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ceeding, whicl\ ought of .course'tobe governed' by a

determinate standard, that each party- must judge for

himself, as he shall answer for this and for every other

part of his conduct to Aimighty.God;- That injudi-
cious or even impertinent interference -is possible

ought not to be denied, and cannot be justified. But
there are two descriptions of cases to which ho such

censure is applicable : one is, when an offence against

morals, the other, when an pffence 1

against order is

the "subject. In either
'

of these cases,
; indeed j

"the

admonition of the bishop would be unseasonable, un-

less the offence were notorious and admitted ; because

he would otherwise be in danger of making himself

an accuser, where he is appointed to be a judge.
But if either of the species of offence be acknow-

ledged by the offending partyy and especially.if it be

justified and persevered hi, there is here .claimed to

the bishop the" right in question, not only on the

ground of ecclesiastical law, but on that of the con-

sent of the party, in the answer to the question last

read ; which may be considered as a personal, con-

tract,, binding him to submission under reproof for

past faults; and to amendment, under exhortation

relative to the time to come;
^

The series of sentiment arising but of -the
tques-

tions being "gone through; there .ought not to be
withheld a remark, which has often occurred in the

contemplating of them.^ It related to the opinion
entertained by some;^ that in the business of ordi-

nation there ought to' be a scrutiny into what are

called the experiences of the candidates. If this

opinion be correct/ there ought indeed to be ac-

knowledged the deficiency, and even the unfaithful-

ness of this Churchy arid bf the Church from which
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she comes. ; Accordingly, it may be considered as

vfallirig in with the subject to defend them in this

particular.
Lerthere riot be misunderstood, the ob*

jecting to the thing alluded to, as if it were thought

that exterior conduct is the only field in which reli-

gious principle is to act ;
'or that there can be an -in-

ward influence of it> without the consciousness of the

party. . If there-be felt by any, as one ofthe Church

articles expresses, -it, "a working; of the Spirit of

Christ, mortifying the works of the flesh, and draw- >

ing- up the mind to high.and heavenly things ,;" this,

with whatever is the result of it, intl^vout affections,

and in any thing else worthy of the source of. su-

preme good, must :be a ;
matter of sensibility'before

Mt can manifest itself in act.- Even on this part.of
the subject,. however, we are entitled to believe, from

what we may read .and from what we heaj concerning

those, who affect the pretended improvement.; that

they mean something ( superadded" to the experience -

which has been described, and pf a -very different

complexion. But even on the supposition, that they
Would exact nothing .visionary or erroneous, the re-

quisition would be censurable on these two grounds y.

that it 'is unauthorized, or rather impliedly discoun-

tenanced by Scripture ; and that the possible use of"

it is far more than counterbalanced by the probable
or rather certain abuse. - .

It is here- said to be unauthorized by Scripturej
under TI conviction that the challenge may be safely
made to the producing of any passage in which it is

found. And it is' said to be impliedly discounten-

ancedj because there are two passages, one.in, the

third -chapter of the Epistle pf St. Paul to Timothy,-
and the other in the first chapter of-the

;Epistia to
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- .

Titus; in which the -apostle professedly, and as d.

directory to persons to whom the business of ordi-

nation had been committed, lays ;do'wn qualifications
of the ministerial character ; out without a word
which can be perverted to the requiring of this, sup-

posed by its advocates the most material of . all,

'And when there is spoken of the probable or rather

certain abuse, .the^ meaning, is to tyranny and to hy-

pocrisy ; and this3 not by such incidental consequence
as may be entailed on any expedient generally good ;

but by means of a natural relation between the mea^-

sure -and the mischief to -which it leads. The ex-

periment was once made, --not/ in the Church of

England, but in that country, during a-- temporary
downfall of its Church ; and the consequent evils.

wete so many, and are so well attested, as to be a

t security against the return of the error, while .she

shall retain any thing of irerself besides her name ;

and also-against the inroad of .the same error on the

order of this Church,' so long^s there shall remain

any trace of communion with the Church .of Eng-
land, besides the bare fact. of. our having derived

from her its^descent.
; '-.-..

If what has been now said should be conceived of

.by any candidate as countenancing the idea, that his

life heing unstained by immorality, he is qualified,

for the ministry without piety, without the subduing
of natural corrupt affection, and without a concern

for the extending of the spiritual kingdom 'of. the

Redeemer ; it is declared, to^him, that if, under such

a mistake, he have advanced thus far in the pursuit
of the ministerial commission, the advice to him is.

to stop at the threshold, and not profane the sanc-

tuary -by entering it in a state of mind in whic'h the
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responsibility to be assumed by him will not be sus-

tained, either with satisfaction to himself or with

use/ulness to the Church of God. On the contrary,
he will be heaping on his head a heavy load of guilt.

But while so much depends on his consciousness of
the movements of his mind, the Church does wisely,
in resting her satisfaction on the promises which he
is to make, in the solemn transaction that lies before

him. An explanation of them has been now at-

tempted ; although misunderstood, if it should seem
to rest a fitness for the ministry on any ground that

dispenses with the po^verof religion over the heart. -

Far from this
;
that the power may be felt by all

those who shall be ordained to any grade of the min-
isterial calling, and that this discourse may have
some tendency, to so happy an effect, is the sincere

desire, and will he a subject of the prayers, of him
by whom it has been prepared.

3
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PREFATORY ADDRESS.

BROTHER [OR BRETHREN^]

Is the. solemn admonition which the Bishop,

agreeably to the ordinal, addresses to every candidate

for the, priesthood, before his making of the profes-

sions and the promises exacted of him,., it is pre-

sumed that there had been held up to him the

importance of that grade of the ministry, ia Iris

"private examination." Although this maybe done

by oral statements, made personally, it has appeared

to me, that they will be more likely to be effective,

if submittedto perusal in retirement
;

in which, they

may be more deliberately weighed, and more closely

brought home to the consciousness of the partis;
and all, with the accompanyment of prayer.

.The ground-work, of what is to. be delivered are

the questions in the service
;

in like manner* as in

ordination to the deaconship, the questions hi ttie

service for that grade were the ground on which the
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duties proper to it were founded. Some of the

questions and answers are common to the two ser-

vices
;
and shall therefore be unnoticed at present,

except by intreating a re-perusal of them. The

greater magnitude of the points especially belonging

to the priesthood will require more lengthened re-

marks; although theywill.be still far from doing

justice to their respective subjects; and should rather

be received as Tiints intended to give a direction to

present and future meditation. They will at least

serve the purpose of a solemn declaration of the or-

daineiyof his construction of the promises of the

ordained. Although in the case of error in the

former, the promises will not be armed, by his opin-

ions, with senses not contemplated by the Church of

which he is the organ ; yet it is to be hoped of every

candidate, that he will be aware of the responsibility

attached to any endeavour to diminish the import of

the words which he is to take on his tongue.

There seems a desire to guard against the danger

of this, by the solemnities with which the promises

are clothed. The high tone of the precedent ad-"

dress, its concluding with the intimation that the

engagements are to be made in the presence of God
and of His Church, the short invocation made by the

Bishop for the faithful performance of the engage-

ments, the invocation of the Holy Spirit immediately

before the imposition of hands, the call made on the

congregation to put up their secret prayers, and the
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sealing of the transaction in a participation of the

memorials of the body and the blood of Christ, are

so-many expedients for the upholding of the sanctity

of the act. The object is still kept in.view in the

concluding prayers, put up in the name of all

present, in respect to the presbyter or the presbyters

now duly constituted, that "we may- have grace to

hear and receive what [he or] they shall deliver out

of the word of God, or agreeably to the same, as

the means of our salvation." The implication to

the -Bishop and the other clergy, that they are not

now above their being profited by their younger

[brother or] brethren, is also to [him or] them an"

intimation of their unworthiness of the station, if it

have been entered on without a due estimate of its

duties. c

It is for the purpose of additional security against
so great sin, and so great injury to the Church, that

the perusal of the following commentary is required.

r WM. WHITE.





ORDINATION OF PRIESTS.

QUESTION I._
" Do you think, in your heart,

that you are truly called, according to the will of our

Lord Jesus Christ, and according to the canons of

this Church, to the order and ministry of priesthood ?"

Under two of the questions, there will be =no need

to say any thing; because they are precisely the

same_with .those in the: ordination of deacons.

There may be a use in intimating, that the senti-

ments to be brought forward are to be considered as-

explanatory, not as argumentative. This distinction

applies as well to the remarks which have. been

made on the service for deacons, as to these now '

intended as relative to the -priesthood. But it is

tne more important to note it under the latter, because

of the great variety of the matter; which would
otherwise exact investigations, embracing almost the

whole of our ecclesiastical system. It is true, that

, in each of the departments of this commentary,
there is the necessity of adverting occasionally to

the arguments on which the decisions of the Church
are grounded; but it is only when a view of the-

'

. 3*
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argument is essential to the purpose of explanation.
To some it may seem a material omission, that,

in this service, there is no such question as the first

in the service for deacons " Do you trust that you
are inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost ?" And,
indeed, if this demand had been designed- to carry
the sense which has been imposed on it, of an in-

ward summons to the ministry, distinct as was that

outward call of St. Paul in a voice from heaven,
this would seem the place more especially calling

for it
;
because now, and not before, the candidate

presents himself for the reception of an authoritative

commission to preach the Gospel. Accordingly.
the silence in this place confirms the interpretation

given of that important question, which : was ex--

plained as requiring the consciousness of .there,being
no unworthy motive to the ministry: .and of there

being the influence of the true motive^ directed to

the end specified in the question
" to serve God

for the promoting" of -his glory, and the edifying of

his people." And.even in regard to this, although
the motive inquired after is a matter of consciousness,

yet the Church, aware of the difficulty of self-

knowledge, and the danger of self-deception, demands
a declaration, not of assurance but of .trust.

Still it may be aske'd; Why is not the same trust

exacted in the more important act of an.admissioh-

to the priesthood? - There would seem to be no

good reason besides this
; that the governing prin-

ciple being supposed to have been securea! in .the

first service, it- is presumed in that succeeding* The

subject maybe illustrated by a comparison taken"

from domestic life. The steward of a large house-

hold, in admitting to an office in it, may be supposed
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to makesinquiries, the design of which would be the

ascertaining whether there were an inward cast of

character, qualifying for the master's service. And

yet he might dispense.,with ibis, in elevating" from

a lower to a higher grade ^integrity of principle

being required equally in both. In like manner, if

the deacon have been sincere in his former answer,

h&may be presumed to be still under the same bent

of disposition : especially when presented by a pres-

byter of standing in the Church, who testifies con-

cerning the presented party, that he has inquired

concerning him, and examined him, and thinks him
meet for the priesthood ; and when the bishop can

truly say, that, after due inquiry,
" he finds not to

the contrary ;" that" the same party
" is lawfully

called to his function and ministry ;
and that heis^a

x

person meet for the same." But we have reason

to presume, that if the Church had designed to rest

a. warrant for the exercise of the ecclesiastical' func-

tion-, on tire persuasion of a call to it in the party's
_ mind, airy question framed to this effect would have,

been inserted in the service for the ordination of-

priests, to which it would especially belong ; and
not in the service for the ordination of deacons,
which- is so far from -.being considered as clothing the

deacon with an independent power to preach, that,

he is reminded of -his having no such power, ." unless
> admitted thereto by the bishop."

It must be evident, that the first question in the

present service has the same "relation to the priest-
hood which the second, in the other service has to

the deaconship. They are intended to guard, as

well against the insufficiency of qualification, which

lenity might overlook, as against -the impositions
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sometimes practised by those who certify; what isi
;

contrary to their knowledge, or at least not within it.

With this, any candidate under the government o

conscience, would be the less likely to come forward,

from the knowledge that he must, in so solemn a

f6rm, join in any falsehood which may have been

fabricated to secure his admission to the. ministry.

In this part of the address, there ought not to be
:

neglected the opportunity of opening what is taken

to be the meaning of the. words "
priesthood" arid,

"priests."
-

Priesthood is the office or ecclesiastical standing
of a person of the order of priests ; for when it is

taken in a more extensive sense, comprehending the

three orders of the ministry, there is a use of the

word not warranted by the practice of early anti-

quity, or of the Church of which we are members,
but springing from an, erroneous system, against
which it is here intended to give a caution.

The
;
word "

priest," is evident the Greek word

rifet;Ts, so far changed as to have a termination

suited to the English language. In Scripture, the words

iegevg,
and TisftGvrcgos, denote characters far from

being the same : and if it had happened that our

language had been supplied with a rendering of the

former word by some name not similar in,- sound to

the latter, perhaps much of the confusion here la-

mented would have been guarded against.
It is well known that many of the errors of the

Romish Church involve the presumption, that the

Christian ministry is analogous, and in succession to

the Jewish priesthood. To this theory there occur

these three objections : First, the dissimilarity obvious

on the face of the institutions. . Under the law, the
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priest stood between God and man, offering to the

Creator the sacrifice, and .with it the devotions ol

the creature, in a manner corresponding with the

imperfect nature of the legal- economy; but not

comporting with the nature of the evangelical, under

which all are invited "to draw nigh to God with. the

full assurance of faith." Again, agreeably to the

preceding sentiment, the Epistle to the Hebrews is

express and particular in declaring, that all pertain-?

ing to the ancient priesthood had been fulfilled in

the person of " the High Priest of our profession."
And further, had the affirmed analogy been intended,
it would have been natural to have perpetuated under
the Gpspel,-the names consecrated and become fa-

miliar under the law
; which was not done, but new

names were introduced. It has been said, indeed,
to have been owing to the impropriety of setting up
one priesthood against another; the Jewish being

confessedly authoritative among the Jews, until the

destruction of their polity. But how did it happen
that there was no intimation of a succeeding priest-

hood, to take place when the other should cease?
. How did it happen that, after its ceasing, apostolick
men do not appear to have performed any act, or to

have uttered any sentiments, for the effecting of the

change that has been contended for ? In short, how
l
did- it happen that the new name never showed its

head until the latter end of the second, or the begin-

ning of the third century ; that; in the. course of the

latter, it grew but slowly into use
;
and that it did_

notlaecome sanctioned . by custom until the fourth ?

Doubtless it was then the familiar style of many
holy men, who little thought of the gross errors to

which it would lead.
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-The influence of it in generating and, sustaining
some of the worst errors of the Roman Cathblick

Church, was clearly discerned by the great and good
men who took the lead in the reformation of the

Church of England. Accordingly, although agree-

ably to their plan uniformly adhered to, of not

changing for the sake of change, they retained the

words "
priest" and "

priesthood," sanctioned by
their etymology; yet, that they; had.not an idea of

the former as
ispsve, nor of the latter

asjepeosv.*-*,
is evi-

dent. For in the latin liturgy, designed to be of equal

authority" with the English,, they ,use the words
"
presbyter" and "

presbyterium" not "sacerdps"
and " sacerdotium :" by which last, and not by the.

two former Latin words, the preceding Greek words

are translated.! Even in the question under consi-

deration, there may be . discerned the sense of the

Church on the present subject. For if
"
priesthood"

had been designed by her as a term comprehensive
of the whole Christian ministry, which is contended

for by those who advocate the system here denied, it

would have been incongruous to address the candidate,
as presented for the order of .priesthood, [ordinem

presbyteriatus,] without distinguishing the intended

grade ;
he being already in one of the three orders,

while there is yet
1

anotherj
higher. -

. .

' ^
-

'

. -,
'

QUESTION II. " Are' you" persuaded, that the

Holy Scriptures contain all doctrine required' as

necessary to eternal salvation, through faith in

Jesus Christ ?" And are you determined, out of

the said Scriptures, to instruct the people committed
to your charge ;

and to .teach nothing as necessary
to eternal salvation, but that which you shall be per-
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suaded may be concluded and proved by the Scrip-

tures?" --"

In this question there are contemplated a per-

suasion andV a promise.
The persuasion is of the propriety of a prominent

characteristick of; all Protestant churches ;
the hold-

ing of the sufficiency of Scripture as a rule of faith,

and a directory of practice. And this is well known

to be the -leading line of distinction between them

and the Church of Rome.
As the objections of the latter turn on -the hinge

of the insufficiency of written documents to the

.occurring occasions
' of different times, it is natural

to: suppose, that in settling the present point, our

"Church looked back on .the Jewish economy, and

inquired, what provision' there hacTbeen made in it

for the' guarding against
-a difficulty, which, if exist-

ing at all must have been precisely the same in the

Jewish Church. No such expedient was adopted in

that instance by divine wisdom. - There was a

priesthood to administer in the offices of the dispen-
sation instituted ; arid there is a ministry for* the

same purpose in the Christian Church : but in neither

case is there the gift of infallibility, for the guarding

against error.
.
And the argument applies with an

increase offeree, in consequence of two circumstances

under the Jewish^ecoriomy, of which there is not

anything, similar pretended under the .Christian.

One of the circumstances is, the high priest's asking
counsel of Go'd by Urim and Thummim : .which

was always for direction in a special, case occurring,
and never for the resolving of questions in reference

to doctrine. The other is the succession oL prophets
raised up from time to time

;
for these, however
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guided by inspiration, and, having an insight into

futurity, never extended their authority to the deter-

mining of controversies
;
the law and the testimony

being considered as fully accommodated to all needful

information.

This is a sufficient -. answer, to -the supposed, ne?

cessity, which many have avowed as the point on
which their attachment to the Romish communion,
rested- because of its being furnished with a living

judge in controversies. If indeed it be possible .to
"

find such,a judge commissioned in the New Testa-

ment, we ought not to be prejudiced against his

authority, on account of there being^nothing like it

in the Old. But where are the documents of such
an appointment ? The, one principally .alleged, is

the promise, that " the gates of hell shall not pre-
vail against the Church :" " The gates of hell," or

'A<JW, that is, the invisible world, to which the pas-

sage is by death. The promise amounts to an asr-

surance that the Church shall be coeval with -the

world. It is not stronger than many assurances

given to the Jews, of the perpetuity of the covenant

made with them : and yet. this hindered not but that

there were many and even .general defections to

idolatry, under which the Church was still preserved j

however corrupt her members in faith and manners.

What greatly confirms the principle here advocated>

is the utter uncertainty of there being any standard

other than that of Scripture. The Romanists: are

exceedingly divided among themselves as to this

point. They who vest the infallibility in St. Peter,

and in the popes as his successors, although this is

done only by those who. profess such an unlimited

submission to the see of Rome, as Roman Gatholicks
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generally abhor, have the advantage both of sim-

plicity and of consistency.. But there is in Scrip-
ture such an absolute dearth -of 'evidence of .St.

Peter's authority over the other apostles ; while yet
there is the record of another apostle's withstand-

ing of him to the face, in a matter that concerned

faith as well as practice ; and further, it is so evident

from history, for here Scripture will not be pretend-
ed to have spoken, -that if St. Peter resided at

Rome, it is more certain that he. resided, and for a

longer time,^at Antioch ; and still further, there is

.such entire silence, as the candid of the Roman
Catholick historians acknowledge, as to any respect

paid by the very early Christians to the Church of

Rome, above the Churches of the other principal
cities of Christendom ;

that the point of papa! in-

fallibility is but feebly-maintained, even within the

bounds of that communion. And what ought to

place the matter beyond all doiibt, are the instances

of popes who have been censured by the whole

Church, not for mai-practice only, but for heterodoxy
also, as in the instance of Liberius in the fourth cen-

tury, and of Honorius in the seventh.

Still, when the Roman Catholicks look beyond
the popes for the infallibility, , they entangle them-
selves in endless difficulties. If there be set up the

decisions of general councils, it becomes difficult to

ascertain what circumstances are necessary to the

constituting of- such bodies ; and even whether there

ver has existed an individual council of this de-

scription. Those the most generally respected, and
which were held in the fourth century, were, sum-
moned by the emperors, and were rather council^ of
the Christians within their dominions. And, indeed,
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the necessity of^ general councils could never ,have~

been in contemplation in the divine '. ecjonomy in

Scripture ; because this was fitted, to the Church,
under whatever circumstances she might be placed ;

whereas it might interfere with the prerogatives of

secular authorities, that citizens or subjects should

repair-, without leave, to a distant land, on the .sum-

mons- of a foreign prince or prelate ; . and especially
-of both these characters in the same person. .And

then,.what is to be said, when councils, nearly equal
in number, contradict each other ? This is what
has happened. But to fit the case,, union with,
and subjection to. the bishop of Rome, is interposed
as the test by which to distinguish between a trufe

and a false council. But what foundation can there

be for this, when, in .the earliest councils, there was ,

not even the, presidency of the bishops of Rome,
much less their controlling pleasure ?

The last resort is to tradition. The ablest of the

'Roman Catholick authocs rest principally on this ;

so that whatever weight they ascribe to councils, it

is declaratory of traditionary doctrine, originating in

inspiration, and descending jn, the Episcopal suc-

cession. But there can be nothing less consistent

than this, with the very course which the Church of

Rome adopts, for the establishing of truth, and the

exterminating of error. There' is convened a gen-
eral council, or what is so denominated. The points
are put to issue, and opposite sides are taken by
different bishops, not charged with heretical prayity.
In the x end, the matters litigated are determined by
a majority of .voices : and supposing them all to

acquiesce in' the major vote,, yet how evidently had
the stream of tradition run wide of the dissentients
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and .their respective flocks, until restored to its chan-

nel by this human management ! Considering also

how rarely such occasions occur it being, two hun-

dred years since the last, and generally supposed that

there .will never be another how incompetent must
tradition, be, to the imagined necessity of a living

judge in >controversy ! In the council of Trent,
here alluded to, it is notorious, that a great proportion
of the prelates were men . of high rank, who had

never concerned themselves with theological con-

troversies,, and who stood in need of .the discussions

of learned divines, .not members .of the council, in

order- to. be prepared to vote when the questions,
should be decided on. . Were such men the recep-
tacles of, the unerring standard of tradition ? In the

account of the proceedings there seems nothing like

it, or of their imagining.'of themselves to be so.

That branch of the question before us which ex-'

acts a promise, divides itself into a positive and a

negative part. The positive part is, that the future

minister will, out of the Scriptures^ instruct the

people committed to his charge.
It is agreeable to every part of tb.e question to

suppose, that, each clause of it has an aspect cfn the

Church of Rome, and was intended to guard against
her errors, both in faith and in practice. One of the

abuses of the latter sor,t was, .a practice which -had

-been introduced in the middle ages, and -was, .per-

haps, at its height at the-time of the reformation, for

preachers to entertain then: hearers with discourses

on vthe lives and . the virtues of saints ; and those'
. *

very often either fabulous or insignificant : not only
-

so in^propf of doctrine, there were commonly quoted
the decisions of councils, and the opinions of ancient
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authors, as, though of equal authority with holy writ;

And what aggravated the evil, mafay of the autho-

rities, then held high, are in later tinies confessed, by
learned Romanists, to have been forgeries. Of such

abuse there seems but little danger in the present

day.
But although, the circumstance stated may be

supposed to have -principally given occasion to the

words now before -us, yet they fall with their whole

weight on any more recent modes of- preaching^ in

which the sense of Scripture is not so prominent as'

it evidently stood in the Contemplation of those by
whom our ecclesiastical system was framed, or rather

restored, to the standard of times much earlier than

those .from the practice of which it was intended to

depart*. $ow there is a certain sort of sermons, of

which it would hardly be guessed that they were de-

signed as such, or that they had any connexion with

the Christian dispensation, if notice were not given
of these things, by a passage of Scripture under the

name of a text. Possibly, the subject of the ser-

mon maybe the same with that of the text ; which,

however, might be exchanged for something from

one of the Heathen moralists, without any injury to

the body of the sermon ;
there being no opening ot

the sense of the Holy Spirit in that passage, from the

words which precede, or from those which follow,

and no confirming of any doctrine originating from

either, by suitable passages from other parts of Scrip-

ture, much less any endeavours to bring home the

declarations of God's word to the hearts of the

hearers, further than may be found in that species
"of inference or application, in which a counsellor

niay be supposed, to sum up his argument to a bench
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of Earned judges, who have neither prejudices to

bias their understandings against the truth, npr pas-
sions indisposing them to receive it. But what is

here considered as one of the most offensive circum-

stances in this species of preaching is4 the little re-

gard paid in the choice of subjects, or in the manner
of stating^ them, to the degree in which they are

likely to be interesting to the minds of either saints

or sinners.
'

What though a discourse be ingenious,
it ought, indeed to be eminently so to render this a

counterbalance to the disgust which the mind may
reasonably entertain, either because there has not

feeen opened some influential truth, or because theje

has been no endeavour to give such a truth ahold
on the affections. _ -

Let not the opinion here expressed be mistaken

for that of persons who, confounding metaphysical
theories with prominent truths of Scripture, know
of no evangelical preaching besides such as is sea-

soned with their theory. As there ,are some who thus

pervert the expression from its proper signification,

the greater is the pity, that occasion should be af-

forded to.them thus to censure every thing not exactly

squaring with the standard which they have devised.

Neither is it here wished to hold up the idea that

a branch of Gospel morality may not be made, dis-

tinctly, the subject of a discpurse. All contended
for is, that instructions grounded on -such subjects
should be seen as comprehending Christian morals

;

that is, should be delineated in a Christian extent,

and enforced on Christian motives. And indeed,
there is no Christian grace in regard to which it may
not .be affirmed, that all useful effect,depends on the

regarding of the distinction -here stated.
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The defective preaching alluded to had no rplace
in the Church of England, during the times interven-

ing between the reformation and the restoration,

nor even in the age in which the latter event took

place."- But one effect of the preceding troubles

seems to have been, that the species of preaching
made fashionable by thenij being afterwards held in-

proportionate abomination and contempt, it was

thought by some, that their distance from it -could not

be too great. Although it has been justly remarked,
that enthusiasm and hypocrisy have a direct tendency
to make infidels of those under whose notice "they

come; yet it may be doubted, whether the same
effect be not produced in at least an equal degree,

by the hearing of the Gospel imperfectly preached

by those whose minds are evidently unaffected by
its peculiar doctrines

;
and who give unequivocal

proofs, that they discern no excellence in it, except
such as it possesses in common with various produc-
tions of the human intellect.

There can be no doubtj that the fault here charged
on some -English preachers crossed the Atlantic ;

and that it has withheld the sincere milk of the

word, from ,the mouths to which it was due: and

further, that this very thing has been no small hin-

derance in the way of the increase of our communion.
Still the evil has been described with aggravation,

by somer as was intimated before, because they sub-

stitute metaphysical theory for evangelical doctrine ;

and by others, because they suppose that everything
must run; aside of this, provided it be -agreeable to

the faculty of reason. But misconceptions and

misrepresentations like these, cannot dispense with a

duty which God has laid on the ministers of his
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word, and to which they, have consented at.their or-

dination. Accordingly, the matter is here presented

.to the .mind of the candidate,., as entering essentially

into the obligation which he is assuming.
_ After mention of- a -fault chargeable on some of

ther: preachers of the parent Church, and from them

insinuating itself into ours, it is with pleasure added

concerning the former, that in the present day there

seems much less of this mischievous leaven than

formerly, so far as may be judged from the printed
discourses of her bishops, and other distinguished
characters among her clergy. It is to be wished,

that their example maybe influential on the clergy
"of this distant branch of the same communion ; of

whom we -may affirm, that they hardly deserve the

name of Christian, and probably are not so in their

hearts, if they be indisposed to Christian preaching :

and who, on the other hand, are destitute of. other

qualifications suited to their calling, if they cannot

demonstrate by their doctrine, that revelation and
reason may combine, in a union as natural as that so

often witnessed between enthusiasm and nonsense.

This branch
1
'

of the subject shall be concluded

\yith two motives to the plan of preaching recom-
mended.- One is, that so far as can be judged from

observation, it is .that alone which carries conviction

to the consciences of the ^hearers. The other is,

that it is that alone which has the promise of being
blessed to their salvation. Both these remarks apply

immediately to the uses for which the ministry of the

Gospel waslnstituted. The first brings here to mind
a well known anecdote concerning a French bishop,

[Massillon,] of whom it was said by his sovereign,
that .whereas he listened to -some other preachers
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with pleasure,
:he never heard the preacher here 'al-

luded to, without being displeased >with himself. If

the present; papers should be ever read by any can-

didate who conceives of praises bestowed on ingen-

uity, or on eloquence, as comparable to a compliment
like this; on such a candidate the advice given at

this time is probably thrown aWay. But if any
candidate should perceive the declaration to be the

most satisfactory that could have been made to a

Christian preacher, he needs but peruse the discour-

ses of the same bishop, to perceive, that the holy
unction giving occasion to it, was transfused into

them by the spirit of the peculiar doctrines of
;
re-

v

velatidn; and that without this, however otherwise

eloquent and sensible, they would never have; had
the effect on the conscience of the monarch.

The other motive is alike important, when taken

in connexion with the promises made in favour of

the preached Gfospel ; such as the assurance of its

blessed Author's being with' his ministers, in the

office especially appointed to them, "even unto the

end of the world." The promises imply, in addition

to the internal excellency of divine*ruth, operating
like the excellency with which some other writings

may be clothed, an agency of the Divine Spirit,

giving its efficacy towards the ends designed by it.

Now, while it would be easy to find abundant evi-

dence of the fulfilment of this promise, in the

preaching of the truths of the Gospel, even where
it is accompanied by ho small portion of error ; yet,
in regard to mere moral preaching, it would be diffi-

cult to find much-fruit to the like effect, even where
-no error can be imputed. If then, as is expressed
in the ordination service, the ministiy was "ordained
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ibr-the salvation of -mankind," here is- the highest

.possible motive .to the conducting of it in .siich .a

manner -as alone can make it effectual to its end.

There is related, of a famous English prelate, [Arch-

bishop Williams,] a fact which may perhaps set tlifs

matter in a strong point of, view. The prelate air

.luded to possessed very splendid talents and acquirer
mentSi. But although he made a figure in the world,
it was in civil -transactions, and not in those of the

Church. Indeed, his -whole life was so secular, arid

in.some instances -so incorrect, that, from all recorded-

of him, it wpuld not have been natural to have .in-

ferred, that religion had made any impression pn his

conscience, "were it not for a declaration made by
hitti.towards the close of Jiis days. "The declaration

was, that could he know of any person brought to

heaven by his instructions .and persuasions, it would

give him more satisfaction, than he found resulting

from-,all the labours of -his active life. What a pity
is it, that such, a sentiment should have taken, pos^-

session of a mind near the close of a ministry, rather

than in the beginning of it. And what a pity would
it also be, if such an impression, attendant on the

beginning, should npt,be accompanied by a correct

view. of. the ; means whereby alone the end can be

accomplished! . /. \ ..
*

- The negative partof the_question is" And teach

nothing as. necessary "to eternal salvation, but that

which you shall be persuaded may be concluded and

proved ,by the Scriptures ?" ;

There can be no doubt that this-was designed

principally with a , reference to traditions
^
and . the

decrees of councils
; which, when the service . was

composed, had become^elevated to. a level with the
'

4
'

-
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word of God. But the prohibition applies, with

at least equal force, to doctrines of more modern

origin ; because;antiquity, although it cannot sanction

error, may palliate the reception of it, under, th6 per-
1

suasion of its being true. And it applies with the

most force to the suggestions of private opinion.
For although the preacher, who delivers, any -thing
of this sort as essential to salvation, will first persuade
himself that it is proveable by Scripture; yet; the

consideration of the consequences of error-,' in this

particular, may prove a considerable restraint; on that

vanity, which so often carries men in:quest of some-

thing novel, merely that they may be distinguished.
On the .subject now presented to the view, there

arises the serious- question,: What esteem and defer-

Jence are due to the opinions of those who are called

'the fathers of the Chuteh ? Especially as we find

from the writings of. some of the very reformers by
^vhorn the present service was composed, tharthey
laid no little stress' on the documents which had
been, handed down from the first ages ; although they
drew so marked a line of diSerenfee between .them

" and Scripture.. It has been already intimated, that

the ascertaining of the line of distinction intended by
th^m ought to engage attention under the" present

r

question. .

N .

--

There seems noway pf reconciling,them to truth
arid to themselves in this particular, but by admitting^
that-while they considered Scripture as the standard,
they thought that in the -interpreting of this some
light mihY, be gathered' from the opinions of the
Christian Church in the times immediately subse-

quent to those" of the apostles. Now the principle
'

seems reasonable, on those rules of evidence: -.which
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carry conviction to all 'raihds^not^ under tHe bias of

strong interfering prejudices.
"

.If: ,the question
"

had

related to^ a system of legislation
of high antiquity, it

is not likely there would have been a dissentient, as

to the sufficiency of this species of proof.-
And why

it should be otherwise iir regard to a: religious eco-

nomy, it is difficult to perceive^ It has been said,

that we^have not only the same Scriptures, but the

same helps to interpretation. This is true in a

degree, but not entirely ;'..because, whatever aids- to

criticism result from circumstances peculiar to the

, Gospel 'age, must have been more in the possession

of the age succeeding than in our own. And this

has the greater weight, on account'of the very few

works handed' down/ to us, ..of the many which we
know to have been written, between bur Lord's ascen-

sion and 'the end of the second" century. But were

,
the allegation true in the; extent intended, still thereO . X~>.t

" ,",. .

.'

-seems to be a help riot duly considered in the quarter-
from which the allegation comes. The help alluded

tpis^in facts attendant "on the subject. The position

may be illustrated in two instances
; ^Jne of doctrine,

and the other of discipline. Suppose a ^question
raised concerning the pre-existence^ and the divine

nature of our blessed .Saviour ; and the- sentiments

of
s
-the age immediately succeeding that of the*

^apostles
to be on the one side or 'on the other; tak-

ing into view the extent of Christendom, compre-
hending churches in places remote from, arid having
little connexion with one another. To conceive, on
the one hand, that having been annbunced.to the

wtwld as mere man, and this in a system which had .
% '

, . ^
"

* - -
* '

r -,

Tor one of its leading objects .the, downfall of idolatry,
he should, in 'the next age, and 'in so many various
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v ,
;

^

places, .and without .contradiction, have^ divine attri-

butes ascribed- to hini; or,, on the other handj
1 that

having been announced:.'< as possessed of these, he

should,, in so short a- space of time, be reduced to the

grade of the first of prophets ; is so contrary, in either

.case,, to the experience of the world, and to our ideas

of human nature, that such an event would ,seem -

impossible. Accordingly, on finding the earliest

accounts of the person of Christ to describe him
:
as

.an object of adoration, there seems reason in consi-J .

^
. ,.-/.

.^-
; . -

, dering this,? not .indeed as creating a truth of Scrip-
ture, but as confirming an interpretation of it, rela-

tively to, that very point. So, if there be moved the

question of .a subordination or a' parity in "the
J
m\n-

istry; when we perceive, in the second age of. the

Church, .the former established throughout the world,
and testified to have been so from the- begin-

ning ; testified, not in^controversy, but as. an undis-

puted fact ;
- and affirmed, not of particular places

merely, but of all' Christendom, in its disjointed
state already noticed ; there seems ample evidence

of the characteristick of our system, which; requires
three orders of the ministry ;

'still not .as
"

adding to

Scripture, but as illustrating it.. For the reason stated,

and here applied to two subjects only, but admitting
*pf application to many morej it . should

:
be-

'

recom-

mended to every candidate, to pay a careful-attention

to the records of the first three centuries of the-

Church: at least of those of them which are princi-

pally illustrative of the faith and the discipline^ of
then* respective times. This is here recommended
with a.view to various theological notions of modern

times; for when it shall appear, concerning any of

-these, that, .during the ages mentioned, they; were not
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"khowti either in the character of truth or m that of
. \. v , ,' .

f
-

*

error ;
there seems the highest evidence -admitted of

by* the "subject," that : they cannot have had anyJ "

. / '""*. j. W ".. ,

' .' *

:

place among .the truths delivered 'to us in the Gos-

pel. ..' .- -

'

:

' ~

. \,.
' ' '

1Although in the weight here assigned to the opin-
ions of the fathers, they have been contemplated as

standing On the very ground on which; they are placed

by the institutions 'of our Church, yet it may be

proper 10 notice ap objection always,brought against
us by the Roman Catholicks. And it is noticed :on

the explanatory, plan ; . because the sentiment in-

. volved in it has been sometimes;brought forward "by

clergymen of the Church oF England, inconsist-

ently as would seem with a very leading :prineiple
of their communion. The objection is, that in -the

two points of infant baptism and^fhe Christian Sab-

bath, we have' .''no scriptural precept ;"that they rest

on tradition only, and that, therefore, being acknow-

ledged as well^by Protestants as by Roman Cathor

ficksi they are an evidence of the obligatory virtue

of tradition. .

Of infant baptism, how can it be said that there
is no precept for it in the Scriptures? The com-
mand of our Saviour to his apostles is, to " make dis-

ciples, baptizing them in the name of the Father^
ofthe Son; and. of the Holy Ghost."" The question
then turns on this other

; Who are hi a state suscep-
tible of discipleship? The answer as- it concerns
infants- is in that passage of the tenth chapter of St;

Mark, which our Church has introduced into the bap-
ti?mar service for?infants. This; renders-it a~n)atter
of surprise, that any" persons "of- the said;

:- Church
should fall into the old Romish sentimentj'of

:

tbJere
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being no precept for the baptism of infants
; .and if

the argument' needed further confirmation,- it might
be-_derived from the circumstances under jvhich pur
Lord's baptismal command was given. It was ad-

dressed to persons familiarized to the Jewish economy,
the initiatory rite of which was applicable to infants.

There was now to bean initiatory rite of a new, eco-

riomy. In what sense then must the command have

been understood by the persons to whom it was
addressed? Surely they could not have conceived?
that under the Gospel, ,so much more liberal in all

other respects than .the. dispensation whicfy it suc*-

ceeded, there was such a narrowing of the visible

fold, as must be the result of the exclusion of infants

from the privilege of '

being within its pale. ,
;

In regard to the Christian Sabbath, there is here

conceded what -the Romanists presume ; .although
under the recollection of its being a disputed point,
that with the Jewish Sabbath there expired all the

authority on which the observance of one day,in

seven rested. Accordingly, some new authority for

the observance of the first day.instead of the-seventh,
is to be looked out for. But such an authority is to

be found. , For the making put of this, it is to be re-

collected, that social worship-is. a. duty independently
on any appointment like that in question. But
there must be a designation of some times, for the

carrying . of this duty into effect. If, therefore, it

should appear, as well from the sacred Scriptures,
as from the records of the .Church illustrating them;
that ittWas the habitual practice of Christians, taking

place under apostolical direction, to meet on a par--

ticular day of the week in preference to the other

days of it, for the discharge ,of the publick offices
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of their religion ; this, taken in connexion with the

independent nature of the -duty attached, to the

offices themselves, carries with it the force of a com-
mand." For thus the subject becomes of a different

nature from the subjects to which it has been com-

pared^ such as our Saviour's washing of the feet of

his disciples, and the sanctioning of the love-feasts

of the early Christians by the apostles, neither of

whichf is now held obligatory, because of the distinc-

tion between practice and command. These matters

are in themselves of no force, and therefore require
a command for the proving of the observance,, of

them to be obligatory. But. not so there being some

appointed time, for the waiting oh God ;n the insti-

tuted duties "of religion. The very instituting of

such duties calls for periodical times, and, therefore,

the times designated by the practice of the "proper

authority become the appointed times. But rthat

there was a solemnity attached by the apostles tp

the first day, of the week is evident ; and its
f being

entitled (Rev. i. 10,) "the Lord's day," is^additional

evidence of the fact. Also, in 1 Cor. xvi. 29, and
in Acts xx. 7, the first day of the week is spoken
of as the appointed weekly day. of social worship*
On some of the preceding points, there has been

given a very imperfect sketch of the grounds of the

controversy between the Roman Catholicks and usj*

Imperfectfhowever, as it is, there may seem to have
been more said than is consistent -with tne explana-J

torjr plan laid down. But there was seen a necesr"

sity of .opening some of the views of the main point,
on which ;qur system rests ; in order, to' the deter-

mining of the degree of weight which , among ouf-

selves,yshbuld be .given,.,to

r

.opinions extraneous to
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Scripture. For we may apply to this case what St. .

Paul says of another in Gal. ii. 18,
" If I build

again the things which I destroyed, I make, myself a

transgressor*" The application of this to. our case

is as "follows : If we go back to the principles on

which we have separated.from the Church of Rome,
th'e separation is thereby acknowledged to have been

unwarrantable.

III. " Will^ou then give your faith-

ful diligence, always so to minister the doctrine, and

sa'craments^ and the discipline of Christy as the Lord
hath commanded ; and as this ChurctThath received

the same according to the commandments of- God,
so that you may teach the people committed to your
care and charge, with all diligence, to, keep and
observe the. same ?"

. The objects of the question come Bunder three

heads ;
that of doctrine; that of the sacraments';

and that of discipline. Of each of these in their

order.

Under the head of doctrine, the first inquiry QC-?

curring is, What right has a Church to -define a

standard of orthodoxy, to the rejection- of those

whose- faith is otherwise? And is not this an as-

sumption of power not warranted by the Gos'pel?
The answer is, Whatever right a minister possesses
in his individual capacity, the same may belong to

the ministry, of which he is a member-; and this,

riot with a greater, but in general; a much less inter-

ference with individual opinion. If indeed it be

presumed, that in every congregation, every minister'

happening to officiate among them has a right to re-

quire; attention to what he holds to be divine truthi;
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if itb'e unchristian in them 1 to exclude any min-

ister4 from officiating; because of errors supposed-by
them in his instructions ; and further; if it be a ;vio-

lation of religious liberty for one minister to give

discouragement tb another, on' these accounts, our

System 'is fundamentally erroneous on the present

point: but if the negative of these hypotheses, as is

here expected, will be -confessed by all, the question
becomes reduced to a much narrower compass than

; before, and ought to respefct, not the' power itself,

but the., manner, in which it is the most likely to be

exercised with wisdom, and,without the intermixture

of personal enmity or rivalship.' .And here it might
be supposed,: but for evidence to the contrary, that

there Could be no room for difference of opinion.
jOf the many controversies, the results of which

depend on discerning the precise points whereon

they respectively turn, perhaps there is no one in

which the precise point has been more overlooked

by one of the parties than n the present. When, to

those who censure our Church in this particular; you
state th'e inconvenience and the indecency of op-
.posing doctrines, and opposing .parties, within the
same walls, you will find them constantly recurring,
as conceiving it to be the only security of their pe-
culiar system, to the discretion of the congregation ;

which, .they think, will dictate- the avoiding of the
choice of a pastor hostile to it. "Even this -has .been

.found among them insufficient for die purpose, where

property was
:regarded. For, there has been per-

ceived the necessity of vesting" it in trustees, in order
to guard against the popularity of some future pastor,
and^the "mutability of :

the>flbck. Is it not evident,
in these two- casesi of the former,

:
that'there: was'"
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lodged in the major vote of the congregation, and
in the latter, that there" lay with a few select.mem-

bers, the very power determining a standard of. or-

thodoxy, which, with us,, has been exercised in

another way more likely, as we think, to be agreeable
to truth, and promotive of "unity and peace?*'

In opening what -is to be understood by com-
manded doctrine, as

-

interpreted by the reception of

the Church, it may be sufficient to delineate some 1

leading traits of ' what appears from her institutions,

and especially from her articles, to be her sense of

the system of the Gospel. ; . (

Not only general propriety, but the crisis in which
she stood when the articles were framed, occasioned

her being very decisive and particular in her protest

against the errors of Popery. ; Her testimony, as to

every particular connected with this subject, is too

express, to be mistaken.

It is equally so in regard to the Ariah
(

and Socinian

errors, which existed even then, but have been pro-

pagated in our day with an extraordinary degree of

zeal. As no Arian or Socinian can intrude into.our

ministry, without the practice ^of gross deception and

prevarication, there needs not be any thing further

said concerning them.

There are around us sundry Communions of,pro-t

fessing Christians j whose peculiar tenets are contra-

dicted by our articles, with_an explicitn0ss not per-

mitting mistake ; and it is to he hoped; that no reli-

gious and vu'tuous members of
~

such bodies will

suppose us possessed of> the. less esteem for their

persons, on account^ of/ the testimonies which we
hold ourselves bound to bear against their opinions.

But there is another question meeting us,, and pc?
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casioning considerable diversity of sentiment. It is,

whether, according to a distinction of names origin-

ating since, the framing of the articles, they are

C.alyinistick or Arminian. The opinion here, enter-

tained is, that they are. neither; but that there are

discernible in- them these three things: that on the

first branch .of the controversy, (predestination,)

they are silent as,to the point discriminating between
the Calvinjsts and the Arminians

; that on other

points they, fall, short of the Calvinistic.k theory ;

and that on others they are opposed to it.

When it is said' that, on the first branch ofvthe.

controversy, the articles embrace both Calvinists and

Arminians,, the. meanirig is, that there is no ^decision

on the question Whether predestination be or be.

not founded on prescience? And yet this is a ques-
tion which must have been before the compilers," as

it had been resolved in the affirmative, by the fathers,

both of the Greek Church and' of the Latin, before

the days of St. Augustin ; and continued to be so in

the former .Church, even after the great ascendancy
of this father had effected the negative of the ques-
tion in ".the latter Church. .

The points on which the .articles are here thought
tofall short of Calvinism, are, the imputation of the

righteousness of Christ
;
the imputation of the sin of

Adam
; such a corruption of human nature,as to

impel to every species of crime, except so far as

those are restraints indifferent to moral good and
evil: and finally, irresistible grace. Not ,one of
these. things is declared in the articles.

And the points on which they are supposed to be

opposed to Calvinism, are the universality ofire-

demption, and the possibility of a fall from grace.
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Li relation to the first of these) the thirty-first article

would seem to speak in terms too plain to be mis*

understood, arid a sense which is also supportecT by

many explicit passages in the liturgy. The latter

of the points is essentially involved, not only- in

positions of the article on baptism, but in the whole

of the baptismal services. It is here supposed not

to be alleged-by.the favourers of the doctrine of the

final perseverance of the saints,' that it is to be met
with in the articles.

_

The opinion of the Galvinistick: description .of the

articles, seems to have arisen from the tendency to

Calvinism in the clergy of the Church of England,
after the sanguinary reign of Mary. And yet -it

does not appear that, in the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, the favourers of the system were so apt to

plead the authority of the articles, as the example
of what they thought the best reformed churches.

This is certain, that" what are called the Lambeth

Articles, were drawn up to supply a supposed de-

ficiency. . And, .accordinglyj we find .that 'persons
dissatisfied with the establishment, were solicitous td

have them incorporated with the other ;
in which,

however, they were never gratified.
'

.

While there is thus delineated, though briefly, the

sense of our Church on the points in the quinquati-
cular controversy, it is wished to be done with the

forbearance which should be the result of the con-

sideration, that many wise and good men have held

the articles to be strictly Calviriistick. But what is

here deemed intolerant in some persons of this des-

cription, , is, their continually exhibiting of their

ojrinions on the subject, as the doctrines of grace,
while they refuse this character to the opinions of
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.deeply lamented; that there should ever be a specious

pjrete,rice.
afforded them by/any'of the clergy of our

Church, in the riot laying of sufficient stress, and

the not insisting sufficiently often, on those of her

doctrines by which the Gospel/ as ^a dispensation of

grace, is characterized. For. the opening" of what
is here intended, there shall be referred to. the five
, . , _ \" .

.

"
.

points severally, in' order to show how far, under

each of .them, the glory of divine grace is interested.

On the first, although Scripture as 'well as reve^

latiori'teaches, that " known to God are aU his works,
from the beginning of the world:"' yet if, as the

.article decides,
" we must receive the promises of

God in such wise as'ihey^be generally set forth to

.us' in Holy Scripture ;" the denning of a line b&-

\tween opposite errors on the subject, may be wavedr

as a mere -matter of metaphysicks. This is agree-
able to the silence of the article, in relation to the

principal Difficulty of the controversy. And it is

-agreeable to Scripture also/if, as is conceived to be
the case; the predestination of which it speaks, be"

&f the collective tyody of a Church, and in reference

to their state of covenant with God, in the present life*

Of universal redemption it-. is difficult to be per-
ceived, "eithen on the ground "of the articles, or' on
that of the Scriptures, how it can be declared too

explicitly; provided, as the article containing' it

exacts, it be ascribed wholly to " the offering of

Cbjist once made," as " a perfect redemption, pro-

pitiation, arid "satisfaction for the sins of 'the whole

world;" to the exclusion of all humaff deservings,
as operating in the~least degree to the forgiveness' bt

'
' "'''- " ''' '" '

:
'

' "'' ' '

' - ~-'
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As the effect, of the fall, we are to acknowledge
and teach constantly, that all right to immortality
was lost:in Adam; and; that, by our descent from

him, our understandings become darkened, and our

wills depraved ; or, as the ninth article spe'aks, "we
are far gone from original righteousness ;" :so that,

without the mercy of God through Christ, we are

amenable to his justice for -the punishment of sin in

a future life, frpm which nothing in or of ourselves

can rescue us. .

Ifere intervenes the question'of grace, as the word
is used to denote divine assistance y to which source

we must refer whatever may be holy and good within

us, from the beginning of it; to its consummation.
And this is a sentiment which cannot encourage us.

to. be inert, because, to the attainment of good, there

must be the desire of it jrwhich desire is itself the

work of grace, independently on all questions con-

cerning this principle, as to its being resistible or

otherwise. 1

, . r- . .;

The subject of perseverance, according to the

medium through which it is at present viewed, no

further concerns us, than as it- is to b,e kept contin-

ually before our minds, and made the great' object
of our endeavours) and as what, if ours, is ascribable

only in respect to the praise of it, to the grace by
the aid of which .alonn we can, be kept through- faith

unto salvation. .
,

'

These are.-doctrines which may be traced every

wlijeire
on the face of the New Testament ; they

are comprehensible by the most ordinary capacities ;\

and they are immediately applicable to practice.

But, alas 1 there have been engrafted on them many
metaphysical Subtleties, which the mass of mankind
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will never be able to understand; which no man
is obliged' to endeavor to understand ; and which,

generally, are the least understood fry those whose
^faculties are devoted .to them. .Yet let not the

minister of the Gospel, Awhile he looks -with eon-

tempt on the hay and the stubble, undervalue the

foundation, which alone can sustain the superstruc-
ture of "gold, silver, and precious stones,'' to be

brought together and built up by his ministry.
" For other foundation can no man lay than that fe

laid, .which is
x
Jesus Christ." And if, for this .foun-

dation' he substitute that of the sufficiency of human
reason and human virtue, the issue will not, be either

profitable to the Church, or satisfactory to himself.

To proceed to the; subject, of the sacraments.

The senses in .which our Church has received them,
so far as concerns her departure from the Romanists,
is so clearly set \forth' in the twenty-fifth, twenty-
sixth, twenty-seventh, and twenty-eighth articles,

that nothing, needs be here said, in that respect.
Those articles. 4>ear ample testimony against tran-

substantiatibn, the introduction of five sacraments,
unknown as such tq antiquity^ and some matters.con-

nected with the same unauthorized doctrines. But

among Protestants, and. especially in modern times,
there have been introduced .opinions not at, all con-
sistent with the articles of the Church referred to.

It is necessary only to read what is said o|" bap-
tism under the "twenty-seventh article, and what
is included concerning it under the more general
terms of the twenty-fifth, to perceive, that our
Church considers this ordinance as an actual graft-

ing into the ^Church; without any such distinction as

the pne invented^ between a visible and ah..invisible
.

'

.

"

.
- V-

"

.

'
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society under -that name. The same had been

uniformly taught in the primitive Church, long before

the introduction of the errors of Popery ; which,
enormous as they .were, left this matter untouched.

It- was so blended with, the system of' St. Austinj
that'- the early Churches of the reformation, who
held the writings of

:
,tmVfather in great^esteem, could

not overlook the circumstance, that it was .there re-

tained, although perhaps not in perfect consistency
with some of his favourite doctrines. Calvin affirms

it, in terms equally explicit with those of Austin.

Even the creeds -of some Calyinistick Churches of

the present day contain expressions .which must have

originated in' the same principled How this is re-

conciled with 'the general sentiment of thememberS)
it is 'not easy to perceive. For the ministers and

others of these Churches consider baptism merely as

an introduction to the visible Church,, without any
such effect as* our -articles have defined. Neither is

this confined to Calvinistick communions; for there

are some of an ariti-calvhiistick desqription, who
Hold and teach

directly^ contrary to us in this parti-

cular^ It seems inconsistent" in any person 'who
thinks with them, to declare his belief in bur articles.

For not only are they explicit in themselves, but if

they needed a comment, there : is an ample one run-

ning through- the baptismal offices. The same is

obvious in some of, our prayers, in the other parts
of the Liturgy ;

and it is further declared in the

Catechism, in which the person examined isaffirmed_

to have been made, in baptism,
'' a member of

Christ, a chjld of God, and. an inheritor of the king-
dom of heaven;" In addition to SK5ripture, the uni-

form language;of the Christian Church on this sub-
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ject is a disproof of some doctrines, of which it may
be, perceived, on historick grounds, that they were

superinduced on the Christian faith, -at no very early

period of time. The inferring-frora this circum-

stance of a caution against the uhsoundness of suclt

doctrine, is one of the uses here proposed, in the

opening of the present particular of the system.

Concerning the Lord's supper, it is intended to

guard against two opposite extremes.
. -i

Oh the one haridj there has been frequently re-

marked, that some divines, treating of this holy or-

dinance, make it little more than a man's celebrating
of the memory of a deceased friend, from whom he
had derived considerate benefit. That' there has

been ground bf complaint in this respect, is here

clearly conceived : but with ; a suspicion, that there

is frequently a mistake r in the .application of the

censure, and that the error iri view lies deeper than

the censure reaches. As our Lord's7command was

simply,
" Do this in remembrance of me ;" it seems

as if^no more Were necessary on the part of the re-

ceiver, than the act of commemoration,- provided
there be adequate apprehensions of the commemo-
rated subject ; that is, of the death of Christ, not

merely as for huraa.ru benefit, for so were the deaths

of Sf. Peter and St. Paul, but as a propitiatory sa-

crifice, the antitype of that paschal-sacrifice, at the

close of which the eucharist was instituted. In this

. point of view, the bread and the wine are memorials
of the body and the blood of Christ, as a sacrifice

for .sin. And the consuming of the .memorials; is a

.participation of the benefits of 'the sacrifice. Whn
these 'things are kept but of view, there seems an

matcuracy in ascribing imperfection to the mere
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commemorating; the imperfection wholly lying in

low ideas of the commemorated subject. The effect

of this, sentiment should be, not the countenancing
of representations below the dignity of the eucha-

'

rist, but the applying of the idea of dignity, to the

proper point.
-

. :."'.

: For there are some who, to avoid the ^extreme

stated, have gone into its opposite; that of affirm-

ing a proper sacrifice in the eucbarist. If the de-

ception concerning this were unconnected with other

questions, the definitions of "sacrifice have been so

numerous, that it might , perhaps be resolved into .a

strife of words, although in the scriptural sense,of

sacrifice, except when used^metaphorically, slaying
was an essential circumstance. But to the idea of

a.sacrifice
^in

the eueharist, there is attached that of

an altar, and that of priest,, in the Jewish sense, of

the terms, which is unauthorized either by Scripture
or by GUT Church, or rather in violation of the au-

'

thority of both. .

The. word "priest," has been spoken of id

another place ; and concerning
"

altar," there is to

be remarked, that it is never used in Scripture, as

applicable, to the place of depositing the elements;

"table,"- being the word; Heb. xiii. 10, has been

quoted to the opposite purpose"; -but independently
on the metaphorical style of that book of Scripture,
the text is differently interpreted by the best writers

of our Church, among whom is Dr. Hammond.
The history of changing altars for tables l?y pur re^

formers, in the reign of Edward VI., is well known ;

and although at a latter period endeavours were .

used to restore what they had done away, it was one
of the many improprieties (Which produced effects
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very disastrous, and .which were frustrated in the

end
; so that- our Church remains in this particular, .

as; she had been left by such men as Cramnef, Rid-

ley, arid Latimer.

If the communion service be examined, it is easy
to perceive places in which the eucharist itself might
have been called a sacrifice^ had any such thing been

thought desirable.; but in no such manner is the term

applied. In the prayer of consecration, our prayers
and thanksgivings are called a sacrifice ; and we
offer ourselves as "a living sacrifice." -But these

are evidently in the same latitude of sense in whiqh
our, alms, are so called in Scripture. As to there

being- a sacrifice in the., elements, or a sacrificing in

offering them, nothing like it is .to be found.

That some pious arid learned, men of the Church

of England, being .sincere Protestants also,, have

entertained a wish to bring her back, in the premises,
to what she has relinquished, appears too plainly in

their writings. However great their names, we may
presume so far to differ from them, as to think that

there may be discerned the germ of some of the

worst of the errors of the Church, of Rome," in the

sentiments which they have expressed. On this

ground, and supported -by the unquestionably de-

clared sense of 'Our Church, it is proper to.' caution

the. candidate against exploded opinions, in which,
if they should ever, gain considerable ground in our

branch .of the Protestant Church, there may. be

clearly discerned an opening^to; contention and dis-

union.
r

*..'.

There- remains to speak of discipline; and the

most obvious circumstance in the shape in which our

Church receives it, is the Episcopacy. .
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In establishing the superiority of rthe Episcopal
order, there has been some variety mthe : arguments
of eminent men. There is- no occasion to ascertain

the merits of their several pleas.
">' But it is to the

purpose to remark, that the most moderate principles
on which the candidate can estimate his relation to

his bishop, requires submission to the canonical .ex-

ercise of authority. ,For if the^ presbyter is rightly
to minister the discipline committed to himself, h6 is

of course to be submissive to that under which he is.

But what is needful oil this -subject^*has been said

under a question omitted here ; because handled in

the treating- of the service for deacons. .It is; more

important therefore to remark, that the ministering
of the discipline requires of the presbyter the sus-

taining of the Episcopal system in his ministrations.

There have been some ministers of pur communion

who, from affectation of liberality, have encouraged
,urider their superintendence, ministerial doings," im-

plying an entire disregard :of Episcopal sanction.

Even in regard to the
, professed charity of such a

practice, it is in appearance only ;
because charity

will always be best manifested in forbearance towards

those-who differ.from us : and in thinking well of

their motives^ and of their persons, so far as" circum-

stances may warrant, rather than in sacrificing our

principles to theirs.- But be this as it may, where
such license is intended, to make the promise is pre-
varication ; .and where resolved on afterwards, is, a

breach of promise. :- ,

The subject exacts a few remarks concerning

discipline, as it respects, first,
the clergy; and

secondly, the laity.
. -'

As it respects the. clergy, the promise requires of
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him who makes it, that he shall so far faithfully dis-

charge his. share of discipline, .as to perform what it

enjoins on him, for the censuring and the removing
of ^lisorderly, brethren in the ministry. It is not

. meant, that he should make himself an inquisitor;

nori without knowledge of a just causle, an accuser;
nor yet, that he should concur in any such arbitrary

measures, -as, being adopted without evidence", and
even without .regard to fair methods of proceeding,
would tend .to leave to no :man security for .interest

or for reputation. But it is necessary, to the con-

scientious discharge of the obligation here assumed,
that the party feei a '

deep interest in the; cause of

Christianity in general, and of this Church in par-
ticular -that, with a view to these objects, and
without -personal malice, he concur in all orderly and

temperate- measures, for the clearing of his com-
munion from apy existing scandal that if called on

to judge and to determine in any case, he have a

.due sense of the interests of religion, although not

such. a mistaken idea of them, as to imagine them to

be served, by excessive severity, much'less by tyranny
or injustice in short, that the principles confessedly

applicable to men in authority in the concerns of"the

state, and to which they are tied by the solemnity
of oaths, be considered by him as binding in< this

case, without an oath, in the civil sense of the word ;

yet by a promise, made under circumstances at least

as solemn as those accompanying ah path. For this

must surely be. seen to attach to the answer to be
made at the Christian altar, to the question now be-

;
fore us; whifch must be seen to have' little meaning,
if .it do not oblige a clergyman to vindicate the purity
of his professional character

;
so that, if it be yio-
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*lated by a depraved brother, there may lie -a. -con-

currence' -with respectable brethren, in their measures

for "putting away from among them that 'wicked

person." Where a minister is grossly negligent of

the duty here stated, it^would be rash 'to say/that it

may not be owing to .lenity of temper, carried to a

criminal extreme ; but there would seem required
Considerable evidence ;of his Seal for religion in some
other way, to justify so favourable an interpretation
as that supposed ; and to shield him from the charge
of being equally indifferent to his, profession j-

and ~to

the, religion which it was given to sustain arid pro-

pagate.
:

- V
As discipline respects the laity, there ought to be

remembered the limited sphere within which' our

canons have extended it : and ft is not .here designed
to uphold to a candidate the idea of his so stretching
of his authority beyond the canons, as, if permitted,
would be a precedent for the making of a tyrant of ...

every minister of a parish. There ought, however,
to be declared the opinion, that if ecclesiastical dis-

.^cipline .were maintained among Us in its perfection,

open and proved .immorality would be followed by
an exclusion from a membership of our communion.
How moderate would be an authority exerted to this

"effect, Compared with that assumed by other religious

communities
; "which

j
in some instances, extends- to

an inquisition into the movements of the minds of

men; and, in others, excludes for causes not .contrary
either to reason or to Christian precept ! For the

present, however, there does riot open the prospect
of such aTeasoriable extent of discipline, as is here

advocated : so that' in the promise here exacted by
the Church, there, is .enjoined nothing further than
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the limiteid.'discipliae, which respects exclusion from

the eucharist for just clause,
and on account of scan-

dal. To-this the candidate certainly binds himself

lay the promise.

Before leaving the question,; there will be- pro-

';priety.in noticing these
N
words in it " So that you

may -teach the people, committed to your care and
. charge, with all diligence to keep arid ,ojbserve the

same?". It applies to all that went before, to doc^-

trine, arid to the sacraments^ as well as to discipline.
The duty in question is bound on the conscience of

the~minister, by its intririsick importance, and by his

voluntary "promise. But ; its end is the sustaining of

the 'importance of the matters specified, not in his

own estimation and practice only, but also jn the

body under his charge. If the pastor be lax in the

administratration of ecclesiastical discipline, he can

hardly blame even a greater degree of laxity among
his parishioners ; and, particularly, in- points in which
his individual interests may be concerned. There is

"

the greater reason to notice this, because of the read-

iness of those prone to violate institutions, to make
Idud complaints, when any are violated to their own

disadvantage. But such ought to be aware,- that if

they set the- example of an emancipation from dis-

cipline, it ^s in the ecclesiastical line as in the civil,

that the leaders in such license are hot the competent
judgesj as to the lengths to which it may be ex-

tended.
"

.

ON IV.-^ " Will you be ready/ with all

faithful .diligence, to banish and drive away from the

Church all erroneous arid strange tloctrines, contrary
to God's word ; and to use both publick and private
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'
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'

"

-'
'

monitions andrexhortatiqns, as well to the sick:as to

the whole within .your cuFes, as need shall require,

and,occasion shall be given ?". .,",/'

Before the \discussion of any particular, here oc--

curring, there may be propriety hi ascertaining the

precise senses ,of the terms. .

" Faithful diligence" is exacted, and continual

readiness for .the exercise of jt. . The matter against
which it is to be exercised are, "all erroneous jand

Strange doctrines/contrary to God's worid."^ .They
are to be " driven away" so' far as ministerial vigi-

lance and activity can
^ produce such an effect

"from the Church." These words are<.npt in the

English service ;
but were inserted in the American,

in order to avoid the harsh appearance of a sanction

of civiL proceedings relatiYe- to error m religion.

Not that this could have been designed in the

Church of England, which knows of no power to

that effect in parochial ministers. It was, however,

prudent to guard .against all> danger
9 of our being

charged on this account. . In driving .away error

from the Church,
" both publick and private mq-

nition are to be used;" and they areto be addressed

"as well to the sick as to the whole." This does

not seem to , designate the sick and the healthy, in

the common acceptation of the words ; for.however

applicable, to them,
;

as to ,pjjiers ; .the specifying of

them in this place would mar the unity of design ;

and thus weaken the force of the matter principally
to be enjoined.

- What is added,
" as need shall re-

quirej and occasion shall be given," is. a reasonable

qualification of the duty,; .and shows, that discretion

is to be called in for the judging of the probability
of usefuhiess. '
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seems to have been especial care bestowed,
in. the choice of the expressions in this question. In

the preceding, there had been exacted faithful dili-

gence in the ministrations, in which the pastor, under
all possible circumstances of personal ability, is sup-

posed to be
% employed ; but here, mention is indeed

made of the same faithful diligence, yet he is re-

quired to be ready to exert it as circumstances may
require. -Although this presumes the possibility of

his being stationed where error does not show its

head to the disturbance of the Church
;. yet- there is

exacted a willing mind to be prepared for the sup-

pression of it, if such an exigency should occur.

Here it is of importance to remark, that if the miri--

ister is to have a ready mind, to the effect stated,

this presumes him furnished with the necessary ac-

quirements for the purpose ; so that without pos-

sessing them in a competent measure, it would be

rash to bind himself by the promise. Some enter-

tain the opinion, that besides piety and a good life,

nothing further is necessary to qualify for the pastoral

charge, than what they call a gift for preaching ;' by
which word they understand little more than a talent

for speaking volubly on the usual subjects of popular
edification. Now let there be this endowment in

ever so great a degree; and let it be exerted with

ever 'so little disfigurement of the weakness which
is often concealed or mad& acceptable by it ; we
cannot but perceive, that there,may be a possession,
of the talent, attended by a- glaring deficiency of

the information requisite to combat fundamental error,

in the various shapes which it may assume. -

Under the idea of banishing and driving away
error from the Church, there seems especial refer-
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ence to such error as is brought forward to the dis*

turbanee of its peace ;
so that the promise does not

oblige to an inquisition into the private opinions of

men's minds. It is true that, independently on this

promise, a minister should always be ready in the

ease of material error on the mind of any individual,

.however sincerely entertained, and however modes.tly

expressedj to point out its contrariety to the Gospel ;

and the dangerous, although perhaps unintended

consequences to which it leads. This is a bounden

duty ; but it is not the object of the question, .which

supposes something obtruding itself on the social

body, so as to disturb, or threaten to disturb its

peace.
'

Under the expressions
" erroneous .and strange

dofctrines, contrary to God's word," there can be no
doubt that the Church comprehends all those against
which she has borne her testimony in her_ articles ;

arid so far at least the promise must be seen to bind.

It cannot be denied That time has brought forth

others; not contemplated in the framing ofthe articles ;

"andialthough the promise must, be acknowledged to

include them also, yet there
:
is danger of erring

through indiscreet zeal on pne hand, or criminal

femissness on the other. It is not every shade of

duTerence in opinion that will warrant the minister

to throw on it the odium of material error; and the

danger of confounding the two is an additional reason

for requiring a sufficiency of intellectual information

as a qualification for the ministry; because this canr

not fail to operate as, a counterpoise to : pride and

passion, in their tendency to intolerance ; not indeed^

eradicating those principles where they have taken

possession of the heart,, but restraining them from the
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excesses which are the, result of ignorance. But, as

was intimated, there is the other extreme of; indiffer-

ence to upstart errdrs ;
and this will in vain look for

justification' to the silence of the. Church, which;

having exhibited a connected chain of Christian

doctrines, has a right to presume, what is indeed a

fact, that" there can arise no novelty which will not

be found a contradiction of some truth affirmed by
her.

.

The question goes on; " and use fcoth .publick
and private monitions and exhortations." The pub-
lick 'monitions and exhortations are evidently the

exercises of the pulpit. It is evident that the Church

expects of her ministers occasional .remonstrances

againsf prevailing error ; and therefore, however true

the position that sermous should be directed to the

amending of the heart, aba
1

the reforming of the life ;

and although this end may reasonably be thought
defeated by the bestowing of too great a proportion
of preaching on speculative subjects ; yet it should

be understood with a due regard to the sanctions by
which alone evangelical morality is sustained.- The
garden of Gospel morals'may be:

acknowledged the

especial subject of cultivation ; the fence, ^however,*.'' * '..-"'._- ' _,'
is not to be neglected by the gardener, however
blameable he would be in "making it the principal

object of his attention. The matter cow treated of

is a proof of what results from many other .sources

also the importance of a minister's . adapting of his

discourses to the present state of his congregation.
And particularly it reminds -him, that if there be"

danger of the extreme of dwelling too often and too

long On subjects which give much scope, to litigation,

how much more "will he isrr, if, as to the subjects
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dwelt ODJ his congregation are little if at all in danger
'of being led astray. This, however, ought hot to.

make him inattentive to the consideration, :
that

~
if

there be the prevalence of any particular, error, he
is in some degree chargeable, if he do not bear his

testimony against it. And although there is no im-

propriety in doing this by discourses addressed par-

ticularly to the evil
; yet. a judicious preacher may

accomplish the same end, and perhaps more effectu-

ally, by contriving occasionally that monition and
exhortation shall grow out of some branch of an

argument, apparently framed independently on'such

design; : -. .

There are contemplated not only publick but also

private monition and exhortation ;
the most difficult

of all the duties here enjoined by the Church, and
to be taken on the conscience: especially as the end
of it, being hot the exercise of ministerial superiority,
but the good of the person admonished or exhorted,,

if either his proud- passions would evidently render

him the~worse for his -being the subject of such .an

exercise, or if the minister be conscious of the want
of a weight of character in himself, to render his

interference any other than a matter of contempt ;

there would seem no use, but, on the contrary, great
disuse in the office in contemplation. The latter of

these suppositions is among the many considerations

which should induce a minister to aim -at such a

purity of character as must render his instructions-,

and even his presence, a rebuke of any thing contrary
to good morals. And it should, besides', move him
to such .vigilance over his own -heart, as that any
verbal rebuke, if given, shall -not be attributable to

vanity, or to the idea of a wounding* qf his personal
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dignity on the occasion. In short, on this delicate

subject there are to be taken into the account many
considerations, arising out of the 'personal characters

of ministers and of people. And besides these, there

are to be taken into view other considerations,
accommodated to time and to place. The conscien-

tious minister must judge under an alternate danger ;

on one hand, of throwing pearls before swine, or of ex-

hibiting himself as not knowing what manner of spirit

he is of; and on the other hand, of a criminal indif-

ference, which ^would be not. only a Breach of the

present promise, but endanger the bringing of his

ministry and, deservedly, his person into contempt.
It shall only be added, that the least exacted .of him
in this respect, is his manifesting not resentment, but

disapprobation and grief, when religion and morals

are offended in his presence. .If he have no sensi-

bility on such occasions, he is a stranger to the spirit

of the Gosjpel ministry ;
and if such occasions occur

often, without his evidencing a sense of impropriety
in the offenders, he' may be assured that his real

character is not a v
secret to the world. -

The monitions and exhortations are to be given,
" as well to the sick as to tbe whole." It has been
intimated already, that these expressions should tie

construed with a reference to the subject of error;
and. explained to \denote the being under its influence,
or the contrary. This -meaning best harmonizes
with the prominent design of the question. If the

interpretation be correct, the sentiment is, that the

minister, not contenting himself with" inculcating
sound doctrine on the minds of the people generally,
is to make it an especial object to extend 'the same
to those who are the most in danger of perversion.
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But tf any one should suppose that bodily health

and sickness are the matters intended, the sense will

still be good : amounting to this, that the; admonition

^nd the exhortation, fitly addressed in time of health,

are especially seasonable in time of sickness
;

at

which time there is an extraordinary use in -ministerial

aid. And yet we may' doubt of its being the matter

provided for in this particular place; the more so,

because the sick are held put as prominently : the

objects of attention. This indeed they are in respect
to consolation, and in some cases information ;

but

not in respect to admonition and exhortation.

There was remarked of the last 'clause, that it

calls for theological knowledge : but by the remain-

ing clause there is called for, perhaps as much as by
any thing in the system, a quality of another nature

that of Christian prudence. A minister is to use

his best diligence to prevent the spreading of error

among his -flock. But is it by inquisitorial process,
and by interferences on slight grounds, known -in all

ages to have increased the evils which they were

designed to remedy ? Not at all : 'It is " as need
shall require.and occasion shall be given." Here,

then, as was remarked, is a loud call for Christian

prudence; for it often happens, and even as "the

effect of an honest and inquiring mind, that doubts

and difficulties occur, where there is no unworthy

passion inducing a bias to sectarian error : doubts,

which are easily removed by free and friendly con-

versation, and .even by the parties' more mature

consideration ;
while the hastily treating of it as

heresy
J

or schism would be the likeliest mean, such

is the infirmity of .human nature, of inducing these

extremes. We may lanient, that seeing there is in
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the world so much sectarian zeal, impelling to un-

wearied endeavours to make converts to senseless

systems ; ministers should have much reason to com-

plainas indeed they have -of those who .are

occasionally seduced from our communion, without

giving opportunities of freely discussing the causes

of contemplated separation. Here is an additional

motive to the exercise of the discretion recommended.
But much more, it is a motive to all the. virtues of

the Christian character; the want of any one of

them operating as some discouragement of such

disclosures as have been represented to be desirable.

But if a minister possesses, any, trait of character

evidently opposed to Gospel morals; and even if, in

connexion with decency of deportment, he be marked

.by a- worldly spirit, and manifest no, considerable

interest in the defence and'the propagation, ofreligious

truth; he is not likely to be had recourse to, in any
such -seasons of difficulty as- those supposed. .

- QUESTION V. " Will you be diligent in prayers,
.and in reading the Holy Scriptures, and in such
studies as help to the knowledge of the same, laying
.aside the study of the world and the flesh ?"
-The first matter .here mentioned, is diligence in

prayers. Of;,the sense of this,solemn interrogatory,
there needs be no exposition.

- And of the importance
of the subject, there needs be no demonstration to

any person whose mind is. seasoned by tlie most

elementary precepts of our holy religion. But .there1

may be pertinency in remarking, as a circumstance

which ought to be very important with every c'tiadi-

,date for the ministry, that God and his own .con-

-science, and
;
none besides, are judges of the sincerity-
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with which he binds himself to a duty so sacred, and

at the same time so retired. The remark is confined

to his sincerity in making the promise, and : is not

extended to the fidelity of his performance. In this

there are other judges besides his, conscience and his

God. The world in general -will be his judge. For

although they do not follow him to his closet, or

look into his heart, yet his conduct will testify to

them the degree of influence of the promise over the

exercises of both. What is meant is, that if the

person thus pledging himself to have his thoughts
and his desires in heaven, should have them fixed on

- this transitory world, much beyond what is necessary
for the fulfilment of its duties

;
and especially if lie

should show himself in any way under the guidance
ofwicked passion ;

he proclaims more unequivocally
than can be done in words, "I have been unfaithful

to my promise, made before God and his Church at

my ordination." ,

Diligence is required, as in prayers, so also in

reading the holy Scriptures. The prominent plae,e
here given to the latter subject, has tended much to

confirm an opinion here received, from a consideration

of Christian subjects generally, of an erroneous

and that perhaps the common-^-method of directing

the study of divinity, which is to put into the hands

of the student, the systematick treatises of this

description, without exacting a ^previous and careful

study of the sacred text. In this there is no design
of condemning systematick study in the gross; as

some in the Bother extreme have .done. Not but

4hat the substantial parts, even of systems, may be

gathered from the Writings of those who have be-

stowed their labours on explanations of the Scrip-
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tares. Still, as they who are young in ecclesiastical

.studies, are in some 'danger of hastily taking up
opinions not conformable \vith\one another; very
often considering ah opinion in its distinct merits as

thtey appear on a particular view of it, and not aware

of the relation which yet it may bear to some other;

there may be a use in such,writings as helps, so to

speak, to systematize the Student's own mind. Still

. the substratum, the applying of all the parts of which
to their proper uses, ought to be the end^iined at

in all human reasonings, -are the holy Scriptures.

Vl(ithout habitual perusal of them, it is impossible
that the minister of Christ should be prepared for

those exigencies which will doubtless occasionally

occur, of defending sorne parts of them against, the

objections and the scoffs of infidels, or of explaining
other parts against the perversion of them to very

dangerous errors. For the* former it is somewhat

easier to be prepared, because of that blind credulity
to which nothing is equal in any other line, where-

withsinfidel writers hand down, from age to age, the

same stale objections, and which modern unbelievers

pick up, without a knowledge of the able and satis-

factory replies. -But in the latter line, it is impossible
to foresee the various misconceptions by which de-

tached passages of Scripture are perverted to - the

support of whimsical fancies taken up in hasfe. It

would be very injurious to the sacred oracles to

suppose, that this is an evil peculiarly attached to

them. It belongs ,to
x the expressing of any subject

in human language. At' the same time- there is

discernible in Scripture, . a clearness of diction iu

regard to whatever enters essentially into the faith

or the practice of a Christian. But when people
-5*
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overlook truths so luminous, and become ingenious
in selecting' what they; understand the .least, there

may be weakness in this, but there is a mixture of

perverseness also. Still, the minister of the Gospel
meets it often

;
and if heJaave not studied- his Bible

with sufficient care; and if, in addition to this, he

have not been in the habit of refreshing his memory
by recurring to the connexion and other explanatory
circumstances

;
he may find himselfoften confounded

by ignorant and weak persons., with the furniture of

.a more diligent reading of the* Bible, especiallyJf this

be aided by a retentive memory and a volubility of

tongue. But there is a more serious reason still, for

great readiness in^the Scriptures. A clergyman will

occasionally have to address a person in a state of

mind, rendering an application of the consolations of

the divine word peculiarly important ;
and in doing

this, he will have to Counteract misrepresentations
of other parts of it, leading to deep distress. Of
persons of this sort^ sometimes in health, and some-

times in sickness, instances will occur often : and

they will come unexpectedly; and are, no otherwise

to be provided for than habitually. It is to be hoped,
that there can be no need to demonstrate how, miser-

able is the insufficiency of a minister of the Gospel,

unprovided on such occasions, with what must iie

confessed among the most precious of the fruits of a

diligent study of the holy Scriptures. Surely we

.may say of this in regard to him, as of charity in

regard to men in general, that without it, "if he

have alL mysteries and all [other] knowledge, it

profiteth,nothing." . :

But the candidate promises, that he will "give
bis faithful diligence," as " im reading the Holy
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Scriptures," so likewise " in such studies as help .to

a knowledge of the s^me."
.

JHei-e the Ghurch decides explicitly on the .ques-
tion-? Whether there be studies extraneous to the

Scriptures, yet helping to the knowledge of them ?

There lias been already noticed, that, to an inquiring

mind, Scripture is itself, and without foreign aid,

sufficient for whatever, enters essentially into -faith

and practice. But this is to be understood, under
the supposition, of so much modesty as will be con-

~tent with want of information, where God has not

bestowed an opportunity of acquiring it.' Never-

theless, the more full,opening of the Scriptures is one
of the uses for which the ministry was ordained.

There is recollected the delicacy of the .point now

brought into view, how far the prospect of usefulness

may be a reason, for dispensing, in some cases, with

branches of learning held to be generally important.
This question has. been much discussed among us, in

another line ;
and it is not intended to counteract the

moderation which has governed in the public coun-

sels of the.Church. But it is wished to state strongly,
the distinctions between the dispensing with litera-

ture and the denying of its importance. The latter

stands opposed.to air correct apprehensions of the

nature of the Gospel ministry.
On every subject .there should be a consistency

of theory and of conduct. There are societies of

.professing Christians,- who hold and .zealously, defend

the tienet, that to.thie discharge of the ministerial com-

mission, ,there can Jbe required -nothing that is de-

pendent on study, or on any other application of .the

human intellect. . Whether among such societies

-there are ever admitted to authorised instruction,
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persons who cannot read the Bible, is a point ion

which no information is here possessed. -On "the

ground of their professed principles, it does not ap-

pear how such a person, otherwise approved of, could

be refused. All this, though erroneous, is consistent.

But in the persons now in view, who contend that no

literature besides, that of reading the Bible should be

required, there is manifest inconsistency in supposing
that even this is necessary, since it is -an attainment

requiring the intervention of human, art. If such

inconsistent reasoners should be brought so far as --to

concede, that besides the bare reading, the under-

standing of the Bible;may be made a requisite, there

is desired no further concession, as the foundation of

the following statement of what may be supposed to

have been understood by the Church, under the terrris,
" such studies as help to a knowledge of the same."

In the first place it must be presumed, that a know-

ledge of the languages in which the Scriptures were

given must have been considered by her as of ,10

small importance. Be it so, that the knowledge of

them is not necessary in every case; yet what would
be the condition of the Christian Church, if its minis-

try were ignorant of them altogether ? -And would
not Christianity be taken by tradition, as much, and
indeed more, than in the darkest times of the middle

ages? Some divines have pronounced; and among
them is no less a. man than Calvin that, in the

minds of godly persons, there is a witness to true

Scripture, distinguishing it from tlie false. But those

divines proceed on the supposition,^that the Scriptures
are faithfully translated'; and none of them go so far

as to affirm the same inward test of the fidelity of the

translation. Even this, indeed, has been professed
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in the .societies^ before alluded to
; but, although in-

stances have been affirmed as facts, it is not here

imagined that the matter has been put to the test of

a fair, experiment, which might easily be done. But
to :

bring the'se remarks to their proper point; if if be

acknowledged that the .Holy. Scriptures of the Old
and of the New Testament1 were delivered in the

Hebrew and .the Greek "languages ;
and that the

translations of them are guides no further than as they

agree with the originals ;
it must needs be of essen-

tial importance that there should be some persons .

qualified to judge of the correspondency. And if

there rriusti absolutely be, some so qualified, the more

general tbTer qualification th& better ; especially as

there must frequently occur occasions of controversy

concerning doctrine
; when, for elucidation, recourse

must be had to a comparing of the translation with the

original.

In regard to the Hebrew language, there may be

propriety in making the acknowledgment, that there

seems weight in the remark of its being rendered less

necessary than it would otherwise have been, by the"

translation of the seventy ; which maybe depended
on as substantially correct, since it was used in' our

Saviour's time generally, by the Jews in the Grecian

countries ; and since some of the quotations in the

New' Testament, of passages from the Old, agree
more exactly with the Septuagint than with the ori-

ginal Hebrew. The latter, however, will be often

found of great importance, and o'ught to be recom-

mended ;
and indeed more strongly required,^when

opportunities shall more generally be .found of ac-

quiring* it. Still, that it may be easier 'dispensed
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with than if there bad not existed the said aid of the

Septuagint translation, is here conceded. ^

Of the Greek language there can be no need to

.say much. It must Be self-evident, .that if any lan-

guage besides the vernacular is necessary to a clergy-

man, it must be that in which there are recorded the

life and death of the Redeemer ; and as well his own
blessed instructions as those of his apostles.

There are few, perhaps none, who enter on the

.foregoing languages, without being first acquainted,
in some measure, with the Latin. If any, however,,
should plead for the dispensing with this, because not

- one of the vehicles of divine truth, there cannot be

alleged in its favour an equal importance with that of

the other two. Yet it is of considerable importance ;

for if, as is. certainly the case, the history and the

very ancient monuments of the early,Church, bjrex-

hibiting its faith-, reflect light on questions arising con-

cerning the sense of Scripture ;
this is a consideration

which gives great importance to the language in

which,the said documents are conveye.d to us, so.far

as rega/ds one of the great branches. into, which the

Christian Church became nominally -divided before

the separation of communion, which at last took place
and became final. ._

.

'

Concerning all the languages here noted, it is a

stale pretence that Christianity was at first propagated

by unlettered men. This is true
;

, butj for the exi-

gency of the then existing . circumstances, were

-they not furnished with the gift,of tongues;? Were.

'they not possessed of miraculous gifts of various

kinds ? These extraordinary^ helps have confessedly
ceased

;
arid the Scriptures have : been transmitted

to us by their divine Author, under such circum-
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stances, that .without helps -of another nature they
would beaiSealed book. How inappligable the pre-
mises I How weak the conclusion !

Besides /these languages, without which, possessed

by. some, we should be as much strangers to the Gos-

pel as the inhabitants of Japan or China, even when
it is opened to us in our own language, it is so much
connected with civil history, thatwithout this, in con-

nection ! with ancient customs, we want much light

otherwise to be obtained, for the" explaining of pas-

sages very difficult without it, and for the reniovdng
of objections, of which the enemies of our holy reK-

:gion are always ready to avail themselves. There
shall be mentioned a striking instance. Whien the

present writer was a youth, there was no topicfc of

infidelity so much insisted on, as the inconsistency of

sacred history with that of the Chinese and of the

Eastern India. To this it was reasonably answered,
that the intercourse of the Europeans with the 'inha-

bitants of those countries-was so recent and so partial,

as to be inadequate to the obtaining of documents
commensurate with the positions made. Of late

years the delusion has vanished: principally in con-

sequence of the labours of the late Sir William Jones,
and others, acting in connexion with him. Tnat

great man, who is said to have gone to .India askep-
tick, became there fully convinced of the trutji of

sacred history, from the consenting evidences which
he fciund of the deluge; of the dispersion ;

of the

-prominent facts in sacred story ;
and of the epochas

to which they are .referred.
,
It would be, irrelevant

to 'the present subject to remark, as some might be

disposed to .do, that the matters mentioned will not

to.the renovation.of the heart. They are not
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mentioned as applying to such a purpose. But in

proportion to the' importance of this holy operation, is

that of sustaining the credibility of the Ghristian^ sys-

tem; which must be given up^ if it. will not tear a

rational investigation on - the -best established ^prin-

ciples of evidence. And by whom isit to be defended

on such grounds, if, in this point of view, it isr to be
abandoned by the clergy ?

Perhaps there is no branch of literature, the specu-
lations of which have so much mixed themselves with

theology, as those of metaphysicks. But while

their use in their proper place is confessed; and
while the divine is advised to avail himself of it, in

such a manner as to guard against the abuse; yet
there is none greater, than that which has been the

result of its laying its unhallowed hands on the sim-

plicity of Christ's religion. The science, .however,
cannot be without its use, as it respects the investi-

gation either of those properties of the Divine Being,
which shows a foundation of-theology in nature

; or

those powers of .man, which constitute him a subject
of moral discipline. But in the ages, prior to the

Christian, there had been among philosophers a.

monstrous excess of metaphysical refinement, to which

there was the greater temptation, as fallacy could

so easily shelter herself under the difficulty of detec-

tion, j Nothing is more evident on the face of Scrip-

ture, than its being unsophisticated by this science.

And the same may be said .of the,religion professed

during the first two centuries, and with some excep-
tions in the third. But in the fourth, the inroads of

metaphysicks on the territory of Christian theology
became conspicuous. It seems to have happened
thus: When philosophers became converted in con-
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siderable numbers to Christianity, it was natural for

them to retain a bias to their former systems, in such

points as they thought not inconsistent with the

faith ; and hence to imagine, that in this they saw
some countenance to the opinions of the other. The
first mischiefs of this stranger,' were in the Trinitarian

controversy. Afterwards ;she put her meddling fin-

ger on the questions of, predestination and 'grace.

And in the latter, her subtle theories became swelled

into dogmas, which press with their whole weight
on the Christian Church to the present day. So
fertile is the human imagination, when let loose into

this airy field, that it is riot uncommon to find books

written for the influencing of the faith of ordinary

Christians, in which the distinctions are so many and

so,minute, that if they be 'correct, it would seem as

though there were no faculty of man having so much
to do j

in the concern of his salvation as his memory.
The amount of what has been said," is the Opinion to

be here expressed, ttiat the requisite attention to

metaphysicks, of a clergyman, as such, does not ex-

tend beyond its most demonstrable truths ;
and that,

if he go further in them, it should be for the purpose,
not of bringing aid to Christianity, but to rescue it

from an unnaturarassociation.
-

Concerning physicks or natural knowledge, and

its attendant helps, there may be remarked, that be-

sides their tendency to strengthen th$ reasoning fa-

culty, and to enlarge our views, some information iii

this line is called .for, with a view to the defence of

the Christian fortress, against 'those by whom.it is

assailed, with the misapplied weapons of human lite-

rature. The remark might be illustrated in various:

instances : but there shall be given one instance only,
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.and that in a modern Infidel, whose work has been -

the more noticed in this country, because,of his hav-

ing been here himself. -/

.The writer, [Volney,] in a work well calculated to

dazzle .the imagination, has described all religion,

whether natural or revealed, as growing out of the

. astronomical observations of the ancient Egyptian"
priests, by them expressed in

r

hieroglyphick charac-

ters and fables; which, in time, became misunder-

stood and misinterpreted.- Nothing can be more

futile, than the evidence on which he ^grounds this
;

referring, to the pretended monuments of It, in ,his

notes, which do not sustain the things ..affirmed;

But any Sciolist can pick up the assertions, without

troubling himself with the notes, and thus assail the

faith of ordinary Christians. Very inconsistently,

indeed, will these act, if the .well attested records of

Christianity are outweighed in their estimation, by
every random hypothesis. Still ; the poison is at

hand ; and by whom is the antidote to be adminis-

tered, if it be beyond the sphere of those who are

the commissioned deputies of the great Physician of

souls ?
, . ,

Of the science of natural morality there shall be
said but little; because

"

there can hardly be over-

looked, that it co-operates with Christian morals in

accomplishing the same great end. These rest on
the command of God himself

;
not to be questioned

by our reason, or bounded by our discretion; that

traces duty to its sources in the nature of man, and
in the will of God discoverable by nature. 'There

may be propriety in guarding against an error ; and
if the mention of it should be thought not exacted

by the nature of this-address, the importance of the
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matter may be an excuse. The error is the taking
for granted, as is done by many, that the moral law

contemplated in nature, is what the human mind,

by its own energy, and under all circumstances,
ascertains.: Nothing can be. more contrary to fact;

as is evident in the gross conceptions of the subject,

by which, in 'all .ages, whole nations have been

degraded. It must, indeed, be conceded, and is

confirmed by-what St. Paul says in the second

chapter of his Epistle to the Romans, that, inde-

pendently on revelation, there is a law agreeable to

the light of nature, and rendering the conscience of

a man a law to himself. But however his mind

may not must reason correctly on data when

given to him on the present subject ; it has always
been a problem, how far, such data, with the wisest

of the Heathen, were : the remains of an original

revelation; and whether without this their minds

would not have stoppe4 at as low a point in the

scale of sacred truth, as those of the Eastern and of

the Western Indians-? .Bat be this as it may, there

.-might- be easily proved, that the moral theories of

the wisest of the Greek and of the Latin sages, were
far short of Christian morals. And yet, when the

luminous splendour of this has heightened the beauty
;of the morality transmitted by the Heathen, the

infidel seizes
1 on the subject thus .cultivated and

refined, and holds up" the. progeny of revelation, as

the rival of its parent.
But to return: It is Japped that there has been

perceived the bearing of all these remarks on the

point intended the sense of the Church in her re-

quisition of diligence m the studies Helping to the

knowledge of the Scriptures. But it is -important to"
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the subject 'to remark further, that if we think our-

selves indebted to the good providence' of God, for

our being at this moment emancipated from the.

Papal yoke, this benefit has been in a great measure

accomplished by the aid of that species of literature

which is more especially applicable to a right under-

standing of the Scriptures. When the reformation

began, there was thought cause of suspicion of attach-

ment to it, even in a zeal for the cultivating of the

languages in which the Scriptures were written.

Without the learning possessed by the reformers,

they- might have made disciples for martyrdom ;
but

they would not have withdrawn nations from their

subjection to the see of Rome. This was soon per-
ceived on the .other side

;
and consequently pains

were taken to relieve the clerical body from the load

of ignorance under which they lay. This, with the

aid of the inquisition and other penal props,
1 has

delayed the impending downfall. During the delay,
it has been conspicuous that the progress of literature

produces, if not Protestantism
j infidelity. Still, it is-

a known fact, that literature is much cultivated

among those orders of: the Church of Rome, which
are looked to for the educating of ministers for"foreign

missions; and this 'is .mentioned for tjie opportunity
of the remark -how low the cause of Protestantism

will sink, if Protestant ministers in general should be
found insufficient to the management of the- contro-

versies between the Church of Rome and us.

But although a portion of this disadvantage be-

longs to every instance of a < weak defence yet, in

the circumstances of these states, and considering
the encouragement to literature, ^vve need be under
no apprehension of an advantage to the Roman
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Catholick cause, from a prevalence of general igno-
rance in Protestant communions. "Far; from this,

we 'may remark societies formerly considered as very
defective in this particular, now adorned by clergy-
men of great literary merit, and indeed abounding
in them. 'What is the jnference resulting from the

consideration of this? It is, that if the , clergy of

the Protestant Episcopal Church should become re-

markable for their ignorance, she must relinquish her

share of the work of Christ, to societies which, as

such, and so far as the present circumstance extends,

will better deserve to be employed in it.

It may be hoped, that every -minister of bur .

Church, in proportion to his abilities, and according
to the opportunities which God has given hinij will

do what in him lies to prevent this degradation, and,

perhaps, this extinction of bur /communion ; still,

however, keeping in view that the literature which

he pledges himself to cultivate, is such as helps- to

the -right understanding of the Scriptures; This in-

dSed opens a field of such wide extent, that it is

difficult to say what branch, of -general learning, is

entirely excluded. But there is one branch of the-

ological learning, which must be perceived especially

pertinent-to the promise. It is the biblical, or what -

helps to the ascertaintng of the sacred text* Per-

haps there have been more labour and-more expense

-employed in -that line iii the present age, than in auy
other. And although the result seems to have been

a conviction in the minds of the learned, that the

common English^translation ;of the Bible is even

more valuable than: had been before supposed ; yet,
since there, is not perfection in human work, and

some imperfections are confessed in this, it be-
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comes a minister of the Gospel to give a. respectful
ear to any sober criticism which respects the integ- .

rity of the sacred text, as put into piir hands
;
to

, acknowledge the correctness of the criticism, if it be

proved; and to show, -for this may/be shown, that

no essential, truth is thereby affected. But to. be :

prepared for occasions of this sort, he must be fur-

nished with information in that kind -of learning;
which is the more necessary, as there are persons

very erroneous as we, suppose^ who eagerly .arm

themselves with weapons taken from this armoury.
As their right to have recourse to it cannot be 'denied^

nothing is left for us but to show the" misapplication
of what they gather there. But how can this be

done, by those who are materially uninformed in

the department ?

There yet remains a branch of the" question^
"laying aside, as much as you -may, all worldly
cares and studies." Although in the Latin the ex-

pressions are stronger. than in the English
" de

mundanis et corporeis nihil.soliciti ;" it must have
been directed against excessive care, and such a

measure of occupation in worldly matters as is.incon-

sistent with the high duties undertaken : for" such a

construction seems justified by the clause of the ad-

dress made by the bishop in the offioe-^-rt

Jaying
aside, as mucsh as you may, all worldly cares and

studies."
' :

In a Church which confesses the right of her

clergy to .engage in th& matrimonial connexion,: and

of course in the providing for a family, there cannot

be supposed to have been an utter disregard of the

consequent relations, -because this would imply the

idea of there being opposite and inconsistent duties.
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There is therefore to be drawn a reasonable line

of ^distinction ;
and it^ is less easy to do this than

to state extremes which fall short of or excee^ it;

Perhaps the eonce.ivin.g rightly of these may enable

any man to ascertain the proper medium, according
to the peculiar circumstances of his case. .

One /of the extremes is neglect, amounting to a

desertion of natural duty, which, as already.remarked,
could not have been the object of the" promise.
But there; can be no doubt that it was designed, in

the first place, against engaging in any otRer occu-

pation, unless this should become necessary for sup-

port : and then against the engaging in it in such

sort as to prevent the discharge -of the/ ministerial

vows, so far as the other engagementssw ill permit;
for doubtless they will always permit in a consider-

able degree; and further, that as the having of re-

course to them is the dictate of necessity, they should

be -chosen with a view to the circumstance of their

harmonzing,,as much as possible, with what the heart

is supposed the most engaged in
; the contributing"

to the establishment of -the kingdom of God on
earth. Besides, these things, it seems altogether in-

congruous, after being bound by the vows now under
discussion j to . engage in those "hazardous pursuits
which not only engross ~a- man's', thoughts and the

active portions of -his time, but plant the thorn of

anxiety within his pillow. They may be called for

by the.wants of social life
; but there is no call-on

a clergyman, to commit himself to so great a danger
of the breaking of his 'most sacred promises. -

It is not here forgotten, how much may be saidj

even :iri regard to, ministers who have support at-

tached to their vocation^to prove that the thoughts
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of a person may be generally bestowed on the world,
while yet they are" often enough drawn .off from its

concerns to have his mind seasoned with, -a sense" of

heavenly things. This is. true, while yet there is in

the matter in question a material difference between

a layman and the pastor of a flock. Religion calls

off the former, at times from his habitual occupation ;

of the latter the habitual occupation' ought to be
ecclesiastical duties, and the preparation for them*
There is no portion of his time, in which he is not
liable to be summoned, if health permit, to the^ex-

ercise of his function. And whether, called or not;,

no considerable space of time will; pass in which, if

faithful, he will not be. engaged in what has more or

less relation to it.

But there has not yet been opened the full extent

of the question. The candidate is required to pro-

mise, that he.will lay" aside, or, be nibil solicitus, not

only "of the study, of the world," de mundanis,
but also "-of the study of the flesh," de corpor.eis*
The last word, seems levelled at a measure of sen-'"''

a

'

r *.
,

'

/ -i

suality^ not amounting to intemperance, ;yet lowering

any man, and especially a clergyman, in the moral

scale. Let it not be understood, as wishing: to-extort
* v C3 ' *

from the institutions of the Church an abridgment
of the ;Ghristian liberty, which St. Paul admitted, .

when he said,
" as using, this world without abusing

it"
'
It is, only maintained that, independently on

intemperance, there may be an immoderate attach-

ment to\conviviality ; and that this, while it is derog-

atory to any man, has the difference in relation to a~

minister and to others, that-it destroys his usefulness,

and- yet. perhaps not theirs, in their respective occu-

pations. Be it further remarked j that the faulty
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propensity has been contemplated as allied to social

enjoyment : it seems hardly necessary to add, that

without this union, there is aggravated ignominy in

the former.

There is often' discussed the subject, how far a

clergyman may engage in one or another species of

social entertainment, liable to be abused to dissipa-

tion. Without any disposition to lay down restricr

tions on Christian liberty, there cannot be overlooked

the fact, that even they who plead for the greatest
extent of clerical license in this way, are not apt
to think highly of the clerical merit of those who use

it. The truth is, the professional occupation of a

clergyman is so little in unison with the relaxations

to which he is thus solicited, that neither serious per-

sons, nor those remarkable for levity, . conceive of

their being easily blended. Its lowering of him, in

the estimation of either description, and especially

9f both, -is ajoud admonition to him to be found in

his proper calling. These remarks are made without

a view to social entertainments involving what is

licentious or profane. A clergyman's attendance on

any thing of this sort, may reasonably be interpreted as

a virtual renunciation ofhis instructions from the pulpit;
There remain three questions ; but agreeably to

notice given in the beginning, two of them are to

be passed over, the .sixth and the eight, as they
stand in the 'Service.

QUESTION VIL-r-" Will you maintain and set for-

wards, as much as in you lieth, quietness, peace, and
love among all Christian people, and especially

among them that are or shall be committed to your
charge?"

6
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The compilers seem to have had their minds BO

fall of the importance of this .inquiry,, as to labour for

words, to place the subject in all the lights of which

it is capable.
" Will you maintain" that is, conti-

nue, or keep inviolate on your. part; "and set for-

wards "
that is, advance the design, and concur in.

all measures contributing to it.
" A.S much as in you

lieth :" that is, not feebly, but with the full force of

your endeavours. "Quietness:" the lowest grade
of unity, yet having a shade of difference from the

higher grades, although aiding them. '-'Peace:"

there may be quietness in the conduct, while there is

in the heart discord : to which peace is here opposed.
But there may be both quietness and peace, without

the sympathies of Christian charity, and the variety

of beneficence in which they issue : >vhich, under the

name of "
love," are to be promoted

"
among all

Christian people." This, as will be shown, is the

same with people of every description. But as the

opportunities of . a man are especially within the

sphere in which he principally moves, there is added,
"
especially among them that are or shall be committed

to your charge.". , .

-

It is probable that this question is never proposed
and answered on any occasion of ordination, without

its exciting of an esteem for the service, in the minds

-of the persons present; nor, if the compilers- should

be thought of, without an honouring of 'their wisdom
and their virtue, evidenced in this correct apprehen-
sion of one of the most important uses of the office

for the duties of which they were here providing.
-If we were to consider the Gospel ministry in the

light of an institution merely civil, there surely can-

not be conceived of an expedient better adapted to
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. . ..

restrain in many instances, and to moderate in many

more, the angry passions of mankind. This effect

it produces, in a great measure, independently on a

disposition in the minister to promote peace and

union ; and. merely by means of the devotion and the

addresses, in which, he will, officially at least, holdup
to the eyes of men the high obligations, to which

they have in this respect been subjected by their com-

mon Father. How much greater will be the effect,

in proportion as the official tendency is supported by

personal endeavours
;
and where ,these have the ad-,

ditional sanction of example !

It has indeed been not uncommon, to hear the cler-

ical order reproached with having contributed to the

fomenting of discord, as well between independent
nations as between contending parties, into which

every people becomes divided. But however some

ecclesiasiicks may have been guilty of the charge,
there is a fallacy in the stating of it. When stations

of high trust and influence have been filled by men
who become clergymen solely with a view to them ;

it might have been expected, that with the same
talents and the same ambition, they would have

played precisely the same parts, had their stations

been as professedly secular as they have been ren-

dered by a
spirit

m contrariety to their profession.
But in the general 'charge, the attention is princi-

pally confined to a few made conspicuous by their

crimes ; and there is lost sight of the many who, in

their circumscribed and unnoticed spheres, have con-

tributed .to the best interests of society ;
as in many

ways, so especially in this the labouring effectually
for its peace. , .

It was intimated, that a remark is nece'ssary on the
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expression,
"

all Christian people." When the ser-

vice was composed, all the people with whom the

candidate was to have any intercourse, were Christ-

ians in profession. Although there was prevailing

among them much unchristian strife, in those days
of England's vacillating between Eoperyand Refor-

mation
;
the attendant uncharitableness was to be

moderated by the minister, so far as was within the

compass of his means ; but the .principle on which
this was required, extends to the cultivation of the

same Christian virtue,, to persons of every and of no

religion. This circumstance has been thought"

worthy, of notice, lest the letter of the question, by
confining charitable deportment to Christian people,
should be construed as dispensing with it towards

those who are not Christians even in name; This,

contrary to what could have been designed, would
describe our Church as -.alien from the precepts , pf

Scripture, which enjoin us to " follow peace with all

men
; as we have opportunity to do good unto all

men ;" and to bear ourselves " with meekness to

them that are without."

If this be due to the open deniers of our holy reli-

gion, more evidently does the same conduct become

us, towards
(
those who profess with ourselves to look

for salvation to the mercy of God, extended through
the same Redeemer

;
and to be under subjection to

the same holy law in Scripture. What though .this

may, in our estimation, be mixed with considerable

error : we^are not to countenance it
;
but to make as

much allowance for the prejudices of those who hold

it, as may be warranted by the circumstances of

their several cases. There are some, indeed, who
to show how much they soar above illiberality of
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religious sentiment, would throw down every barrier

dividing our communion from some others in visible

administration, because, they think the existing differ-

ences are of no importance. Among the objections
to such a plan, it is not the least, that it tends to

the disturbance of peace and charity ;
while the

securing of these is "its professed object. And such

must be the effect, unless these mistaken promoters
of unity can persuade one of two parties whom they

may at any time aim to reconcile, to give up points
,which they think involved in Christian verity. So
far as there have been attempts to draw the Episco-
pal Church into this pl&n, liberal as some conceive,
th.e design has uniformly exacted the sacrifice of the,

prominent characteristicks of our system. But it is

to be wished, that while the clergy see through the

vail of such expedionts, they will embrace all

opportunities of cultivating friendly communications,
and an interchange of personal civilties with minis-

ters of other denominations ; it being understood
that their individual characters are such as to invite
to such a disposition. An essential ingredient in the
terms of so good an understanding, must be the dis-

countenancing of all uhcharitableness towards them,
in the members of our own communion. In every
religious society, more or less, there are zealots who
eagerly embrace every opportunity of making a blow
at the usefulness and the reputation of ministers of
other societies, considered by them, as rivals. Per-

haps it may be the result of partiality ;

;

but our com-
munion is" here thought to be as free as any other
from this unworthy kind of zeal. It is desirable, that
there, should be none of it

j
and 'that our clergy* ifc

particular would distinguish themselves in the dis-
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countenancing of it, and of a religious party spirit in

every way in which it may be manifested. - Thus
will they be discharging their promise to "maintain

and set forwards quietness, peace, and love, among
all Christian people."

If this becomes us, the principle must more for-

cibly apply to the communion of which the candi-

date is to be a minister; However to be lamented

the circumstance, that the body of professing Chris-

tians in these states is diyidedjnto difference of pro-

fession, extending much further than any material

difference' of sentiment; yet it cannot but be per-

ceived, that this is owing partly to causes . which

bring no reproach on the Christian name, and .partly
to other causes, the blame of which can hardly be
said to argue a present proneness to separation. So
far as our country has been peopled from different

countries of the old world, whose sovereignties and
whose churches were independent, it does not appear
that a body of emigrants from any one of them
could claim a control over the emigrants from another.

_ And even so far as separate communions have re-

sulted from controversy, and what we may think

unnecessary separation in the old world ;
the con-

tinuance of the separation in a new country where
there reigns a confessed equality of privilege, can-

not fairly be imputed to a propensity to feud
; how-

ever desirable the healing^of
the breach,. and a dis-

position on each side to that effect. How far union

ought to be promoted by either party's recession

from former opinion, is out of the question ; for it

requires conviction: and the subject at present, is

not truth, but charity. In all that has been referred

to, there seems but little ground for infidelity to
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triumph. But where angry controversy arises within

any communion, in which the points are evidently

such as that there may be tolerated a diversity -of

sentiment, without endangering essential truths ; in

which, notwithstanding this, the passions of people,

of ministers of the Gospel in particular, become

"heated to a degree of warmth, and issue in lengths of

uncharitableness which all good men deplore, even

when seen in the concerns of civil life; it tends

more," perhaps, tharix
any,thing else that can be named,

both to inspire and to confirm doubts of the truth oi

a religious system, erroneously supposed to produce
these mischiefs, 'which, however, are in contrariety t

to the spirit of its institutions, and to the plain letter

of very many of its precepts. .

When measures were begun for the organizing ot

the Episcopal Church in these states, perhaps there

never was a communion in circumstances.which.more

exposed it to the dangers resulting from diversity ot

opinion. - But although it cannot be said that noth-

ing of this sort has occurred : yet, under the -blessing
of the great Head of the Church, it -has not pre-
vented such a harmony as led to our being fully con-

solidated and organized ; and as is here trusted, with
the prospect of perpetuity. These things are men-

tioned, with the view of recommending to every _

candidate.by whom -they may be heard, and further,

of beseeching by all those sacred ties which are to

unite him to the ministry, to do all in his power for

the preservation of that unity of our Church of

which he finds her in possession, or for the restoration

of it,' if he should find it broken. .Occasions may
occur calling on him to bear and forbear for its^pre-
servation. Let him in such cases seriously inquire,
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to what lengths concession may be carried without' a

crime. That conscience is not to be sacrificed to

peace, is a point conceded. But before a man

brings her 'sacred name for the sanctioning of a

breach of order,- let him examine his own heart for

the sincerity of the sentiment. The world will com-

pare it with his conduct. We need but to read his-

tory, and without this we need but to look around

us, to know, that under this 'venerable plea there is'

often a straining at a gnat, and a swallowing of a

camel. And wherever this is perceived, we may
be sure that in the plea there is unhallowed passion

sheltering itself under the name of conscience.

Although there cannot but be perceived, that

what has been just now stated comes within the

promise exacted by the Church, yet she has espe-

ciajly an eye in the case of every minister, to " the

people committed to his charge."
There shall be here briefly traced the. influence of

this pacifick disposition, as it respects, 1st, A min-

ister in his private concerns : 2d^ The part he is to

take in the concerns of his Church : and, 3d, The
interest of himself and of his parishioners, in ques-
tions which concern the commonwealth.

In his personal concerns it will doubtless be al-

lowed, that the moderation which is commendable
in a man of any description, is especially to be look-

ed for in him. Not that he, any more than another

man, is bound to . relinquish a just right. But we
know, with how little litigation some men go through
the world in comparison of others

;
and this is prin-

cipally the result of the difference of character under

consideration. If there be here rightly understood

the precepts of
,
the Gospel addressed to this very
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point, a clergyman will forego a small right, -rather

than assert it at the hazard of great contention ; and

he will pursue a just right, not only honourably, but

-with temper, and without unnecessary irritation. If

the question of right should be involved . in a con-

tention between him and his flock, the same prin-

ciples apply as in, any other case
; except with this

difference, that it should lead . him seriously to re-

view his own conduct, to ascertain whether he have

faithfully discharged to them the duties on which any
engagements made to him were predicated. For al-

though, in such an inquiry the issue is not to rest

with the- party who may be benefited by an unjust

decision, yet there is a difference when the question
is put between a man's own conscience and his

God.

Next, in regard to the same temper, as it should

influence in the common concerns of a particular

congregation. Although there is for ever to be. de-

tested the illiberal policy which would shut the

mouth of their minister, on any question which may
occur ; yet it becomes every man, ana

1

him most of

all, not to be too positive, or too pertinacious in his

opinions. The questions here alluded to are 1 such as

do
.
not involve any thing, wherein either Christian

verity or ecclesiastical discipline is at stake. For
where one or the other of these is , threatened, he
cannot support with too much firmness, although
.even this should be without passion, the principles
to which he is bound by the most solemn ties. In
his personal .conduct nothing should divert him from
them

;
and if, in the conduct of others, he cannot

prevent error or irregularity, yet he can keep at a
distance from all allowance of it.
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For the promoting of unity in a congregation, there

is nothing more important, than that he ^hould dis-

countenance the forming of a party, of \vhich his

interests are the .especial object. If there be per-,
sons whom he supposes to be his enemies, to say,

absolutely that it cannot in any instance be the effect

of malice,-would be rash. But instances of this are

rare. In general, either there is a cause,, and..then it

would be unreasonable to be offended .;. or the per-
sons are in error, and a little time w<ill.convince them

of it. If the dissatisfaction arise frpirnthe failure of

attraction in the publick administrations of the mi-

nister
;
we all know, how different are the tastes of

different persons. No man ought 'to wish to be cel-

ebrated, for accomplishments which nature has not

bestow.ed on him. There may be, however, a want
of discernment in the, dissatisfied. But of this it

would be as unreasonable to complain, as of a want
of sight, if it had been denied to them. But.it may
be said, and the fact is here acknowledged, that some

complain from mere fastidiousness, and from a love

of novelty, which will be satisfied -with nothing long.
For the inconveniences resulting from this there are

but two remedies, or rather alleviations. The first

"is, to be very diligent in the discharge of those duties,

to which there is a competency in all furnished with

the qualifications indispensable to a proper engaging
in the vocation

;
and perhaps it would be difficult to

find a congregation with the greater' part of whom
this would not be a sufficient counterpoise to the

discouragements arising -from caprice. But if, after

,all, any portion of such discouragement should seem

intolerable, a clergyman ought to reflect, that the

evil is deeply grounded in certain properties- of hu-
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man nature.; and that to be too much troubled by it,

is to arraign the wisdom of the Creator, who may be

considered saying as he did to Jonah,
" Dost thou

well to be angry ?"- The wayward disposition thus

complained of being as much according to the com-

mon course of things, as were the ra^id growth, and

the as rapid withering of the gourd.

But, under the present point, there is still a mat-

ter not to be passed unnoticed. Sometimes, the

feuds of a congregation are the result of the rival

interests of different ministers. If this be the effect

of a competition for the charge of a congregation,
the conduct to-be observed on the occasion is so con-

spicuous, and the correct path has been so often

trodden by competitors. for civil. offices, and this, in

some cases, without the control of religion, and with

only discretion for a guide, that the matter cannot

be mistaken by an ^honourable mind.. This is how-
ever to be remembered, that what is supposed to .have

been done in some cases from the principle of

honour, should in .this case be prompted by the fear

of God. There 'occurs- more difficulty, when rival

ministers. are associated in the same charge, each

having, partisans, who conceive of a merit -in evi-

dencing their friendship for him, by hostility to his

rival. The clei'gyman who condescends to be the
head of such a party, disgraces his profession, as

much as he could do by gross intemperance. In
the supposed conjunction of clerical labours, it can

hardly happen but that each shall have peculiar
friends

; who, in many instances, .became such From
circumstances merely incidental. And if it have
been from preference, what profession is there not
liable to the same ? If one clergyman is to conceive
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of a parishioner as his enemy, because he is his

brother pastor's friend
; there arises from it an argu-

ment against the ministry itself, more weighty than

has ever been brought against it, either by infidels or

by those mistaken Christians who have denied the

divine designation of such an orderJ -Were ithere

foreseen of any candidate for holy orders^ that he

would be capable of harbouring such an unsanctified

spirit,
it would hardly be worth the trouble to. con-

template his case in this address.^ But on the sup-

position that a minister may be drawn unwarily into

difficulties, from reluctance to the, painfulness, and

perhaps apparent ingratitude of checking what may
wear the appearance- of friendship for himself, though

venting itself in unkindness to his brother,/the pre-
sent caution is given with the hope, that no occasion

will render it of consequence ;
but with the further

hope, that if this should happen 3
the caution will be

of use. ,

Finally, there are to be spoken of those jarring
sentiments and inclinations, which in all free govern-
ments, or rather in governments of every description,

agitate the minds of the people, and throw almost

every man into one party or another, according to the

view which he takes of whatever con'cerns the pub-
lick weal. Doubtless a man does not divest him-

self of any civil right, by becoming a minister of the

Gospel. Besides this,, as the .duty of the citizen

cannot be dispensed with by the duty of the minis-

ter, his testimony is to be borne on all fit occasions,
and in a temperate way, to what he conceives to be
the true interests of his country. But it will be

allowed, that all are not equally called on to take a

lead in, and give a tone to, publick measures: and.
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the only restraint here designed to be laid on a

clergyman is, that of those not so called, he is one.

Hisx taking -of the ground here intimated, will not

prevent his having an influence in moderating the

rage of party : it will rather contribute to his pos-

sessing of such an influence, which prepares him for

the discharge of one of the best of civil offices, and

one to which he pledges himself in his answer to

the present question. But if he become himself a

partisan, either he is insignificant, or he adds fuel to

the flame. One of the .most likely effects of his

error will be, the utterly disqualifying of himself

from being of use to' persons of the party opposed
to him, in any of those seasons which call for reli-

gious information or consolation. It is not an im-D ^x

probable event, 'that he may drive them from the

Church ofwhich he is a minister. It often happens,
that a man deserts his religious communion on some

very trivial pretence ; and among other pretences,
there is sometimes that of his minister's not being

altogether to his mind. If this be mere caprice, it

does not seem that the conscience of the minister

has wherewith to be much concerned. But if it be
from his having gone so much out of his proper vo-
cation as is here supposed, he cannot render a good
account of himself, either to God or to the Church.
There is no need to enlarge ; there being few who
would not agree in the position. But if.it be not

correct, and considering how the minds of men be-
come -heated and prejudiced by civil dissensions,
besides the divisions already subsisting in Christen-

dom, in order to enable ministers of the Gospel to

be of use, there should be in every neighbourhood
another division of every society, according to the
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exibting state of parties. But even this would not ,

answer the purpose altogether : for it would not pre-
vent the ecclesiastical zealot from suffering in ,the

estimation of those who think with him in politics,

but who will think meanly of the interest Which he
takes in his proper calling.' Such persons will avail

themselves of him as a tool, if his talents render him
a proper one to work with

;
but they will not revere

him as a spiritual shepherd.
The leading sentiments of these remarks -ought

to be considered as enforced to the conscience of a

candidate, by what the bishop is to say to him ex-

pressly in the service-: " We have good hope that

you have well. weighed these things with yourself,

long before this time." In consideration of these

impressive words, it may seem, that ,the present"
labour might have been -spared: and indeed .the

principal benefit expected from it is, that if ever of-

fered 'to a "candidate who has indulged the idea that

the promises are made in ceremony, and that they
are little to be regarded in succeeding life

;
the great

compass of them which has. been exhibited may
tpnd to counteract the delusion, anti show, that if

any correspondency is to be expected between words

and the intentions of the mind, great and permanent
should be the result.

There is the more reason to draw the attention to

this, as some men, after binding -their souls under so

weighty an obligation, have considered the clerical

profession as one which may be taken up and laid

down at pleasure ;
and have -even expressed surprise

at measures adopted to render the, effect of their

renunciation as permanent as- that .of .their ordina-

tion was intended to have been. . The question of
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propriety, as considered at present, is foreign to the

case of a man who has bound -himself by vows,
which he afterwards, on due inquiry, judges to be

contrary to truth or morals. In such a case, there

is ho difficulty in ascertaining the correct principle,

although an awful danger in making the application :

and were we to suppose it to happen relatively to

the ministry of this communion, still we must per-
ceive the propriety of severing the party from the

body. But for a man to imagine that he may be a

minister of the Gospel, or divest himself of the

character, as it may at one time or at another suit

his temporal convenience, implies an opinion of the

office not warranted by Scripture ;
and if it were

understood between the Church and the candidate

when she admits him to the ministry, it would be an

irreverent use of the highest sanctions of religion, to

suffer him to take on his tongue .
.the promises which

are in the answers to the questions occasioning these

remarks. Whether they will have any good effect,

however small, in fencing the sanctity of the min-
isterial calling, is known only to HIM, without whom
even Paul must have planted, and Apollos have wa-
tered in*vain.

In proportion as the remarks shall have the effect

designed by them, the issue will be the preparation
of the mind of any candidate for the, concluding
address to him by the bishop, after his receiving of
the answers to the proposed questions -"Almighty
God, who hath given you a will to do 'all these things,

grant also unto you strength and power tp perform
the same

;
that he may accomplish his work which

he hath begun in you, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen."
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PREFATORY ADDRESS.

BROTHER [OR BRETHREN,]
WHEN I began the Commentaries on the Ques-

tions in the Ordination Services, my design was

limited to. them : but, while engaged in the work, I

perceived the imperfection with which it would be
"

finished, in reference to the subjects now to follow ;

unless they should be discussed more largely, than -

was exacted by the points on which the questions

had respectively^ their bearings. In consideration of

this, I determined to extend the design ; and to

.make a further demand on the attention of candi-

dates : although aware, that while there will be some

matters of duty, there will be others, rather of opin-

ion or of taste. If the remarks which are to follow,

should in any measure give a proper direction to

your own reflections ;
and much more, if they should

throw any light on the right discharge of the duties

to be spoken of
;
there will be so far an accomplish-

ment of the object which the Church contemplated ;

to be attended to in the private examination of every
candidate for the priesthood.

WM. WHITE.





DUTIES OF THE MINISTRY.

THE duties to be spoken of may be arranged under

the three heads :

1. Of Preaching;
2. Of Officiating in the ordinary Service of the

Church ; and,
3. Of Administering in the Offices.

1. Of Preaching.

Perhaps there may be required a reason, for the

giving of the first place to the exercise of preaching :

since it is a remark frequently in the mouths of con-

sistent members of our communion, that the chief

design of holding religious assemblies, should be the
:

engaging
in the exercises of worship. The senti-

ment is considered as correct : but before it can ap-

ply, there must be presumed a constituted religious

body. When our Lord, after his resurrection, de-

livered to his disciples the commission " Go Into

all the world and preach the Gospel to every crea-

ture ;" there were not formed any churches, in the

different countries afterwards converted to the faith.

Even at the present day, a minister may.be under

circumstances, which call on him tcr open the great
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truths of the Christian Revelation
; to the doing of

which, there is no necessity of his being in a pulpit,
and furnished with other accompaniments of an or-

derly administering in a congregation ; while yet,

neither is there in the act any offence against the

prescribed order of the Church. In short, it is

wished to hold up the idea, that there is no time

and no place, in which a clergyman may not per-
ceive an obligation laid on him, to discourse in such

a manner as falls under the name of preaching.

This, , indeed, may be said of prayer also
; yet not

of such prayer as implies his being therein the leader

of an organized Christian congregation. In the

estimation of some persons, it is the commendation
of a clergyman, that with his official habiliments he

lays aside his official character. There is no ^design
entertained of taking the contrary extreme, in re-

commending what would render that character the

less useful, by the being obtrusive ;
and even de-

grade it to the absurdity of "
casting pearls before

swine." But a protest is" here entered against the

far worse evil, of a clergyman's so forgetting of his

vocation, as to tempt himself to levity, or to justify
indecorum towards him, or even to- bar the possibil-

ity of giving a religious turn to conversation.' And
as for the description of people, who delight in se-

vering between the clerical and the ordinary charac-

ter ;
if ever, in the changes of life, they should

have a call for religious counsel, the companion of

their hours of gayety is the last they would think of

resorting to for the benefit.

What is to be said on the subject of preaching,

may be comprehended under the two heads of in-

.struction and persuasion.
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The word "
instruction," is here taken in a com-

prehensive sense
;

as signifying what has a tendency
to inform or to convince ; although, perhaps, pre-

senting nothing new to the understandings of those

for whom it is designed. On religious subjects, it is

difficult to find-'out, for persons habitually attendant

in the house of God, either
1

general arguments or

appropriate' remarks, which shall -be entirely new
to them. , Besides, it may be affirmed of any preach-

er, with whom the doing so is a favourite object,
that he will be less likely to feed them with the solid

and wholesome food of evangelical instruction, than

with ,the frothy garnish of some empty conceits ;

or perhaps with the deadly^poison of some danger-
ous errors. Yet,' let it not be imagined, that, inde-

pendently on novelty, the preacher has no field before

him for the exercise of his own ingenuity, and for

the gratifying of the intellectual faculties of his au-

ditory. There will always be room for this, in the

perspicuity of his statements ; in the pertinency of
his arguments ;

and in the placing of ordinary truths

in such points of view, as are the best calculated to

open the minds of a congregation to the interest

which they have in them. . Where these are the pb-
ects aimed at by the speaker, the hearers are not

apt to become indifferent, in proportion to the infor-

mation before possessed by them of the subject.
Indeed, the contrary has been the fact ; which may
be made the more probable, by a reference to any of
those secular professions, which pre-eminently call

for intellectual cultivation. For instance, in listen-

ing, to ah argument in law, wben the same is han-
dled judiciously, it is nqt the less welcome to the ear
of a proficient, from the circumstance that he had
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frequently made the point in question the object of

his studies : or rather, he will listen the more at-

tentively to the discussion of it. Now, although
the subjects of the pulpit are not like those of the

bar, within the comprehension of a few only ; yet
the former are not, on that account, the less connect-

ed with relations and with consequences remote from

ordinary observation ; except as occasionally brought
before the mind, by some of those channels of in-

struction, of which the principal is that of the pul-

pit. So far as observation has extended, it goes to

certify, that attention is always excited by the

people's early making of the discovery, that the

prominent property of the sermon is its being an

appeal to their understanding, on some subject in

which they conceive themselves to have an interest.

It may be hoped, that at least with a great proportion
of the congregation, the cause -of this is a wish to

be instructed or confirmed in some truth, or in some

duty of religion. And further, it is not unreasonable

to conceive, that this may be the case even of those,

who, in any other place than a church, are indiffer-

ent to such discussions. The fact stated may in

some measure be accounted for, by their being thus

recognised as reasonable creatures. Still, however
unsuitable a place the pulpit for adulation, or for en-

couraging complacency in self; yet the respect,
here contemplated, is very reasonable, and should be

paid, not on this account only, but .with a view, to

the high ends to which all preaching should be di-

rected.

From these considerations, it may be laid down
as an invariable rule, not only that a prominent pro-

perty of preaching should be its being addressed to
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understanding. ;
but tSat its' being so should' be

easily, and in the beginning,- discernible by the hear-

ers'. '.There., has been often given the advice;, that

the -preacher open with :
so"me striking remark, in

order to awaken the attention. The; advice is not

jbere faulted, but indeed approved of. We^ may
nowe.ver fear, that it has been often misunderstood;
.and that many:a preacher/ aiming to put the lesson

in practice, has set off with' mere declamation ; and

.having arrived at his division-, has to descend so low
from the high tone set off- in, as that what follows

"

becomes insipid. .-Let there then, .when circumstan-

c6s permit, be an introductory remark, as.strikirig as

th.e subject can suggest, and as it^can be made by the -

ability of the
'

speaker; But if > -

;none such can be

found, without there being more show than substance^
Or without fd.efraiidiiig the body of the discourse of
the matter belonging to it, let the introduction be; as

pldin.as possible\;~ or let there be nothing which can
be strictly sd dalled,:in" preference to the fabricating
of an exordium,/.approaching too near to the charac-

ter, of sound
;
wi'thbut sejise.' .

v ,,

. Perhap'sj.in regard to what has been, recommend-
ed

r.pjf addressing the understanding principally ;

thei'e^may be demanded" the occasional exception of
the! preacher's havirig

:

r
takeri a subject, that admits of

a;n address to the affections ^ from the beginning to
the end' of the; discourse. /But^we may reject such -*

an; excegtibn, even: when the subject is in the hands
of a jpefsqri who can exeeute the design with con-
siderable judgmeht. This is a point on which we
'must be supposed to speak partly from our 'respect-?
i-ve feelings.

- But although, these are riot precisely
the same in all, the ( difference may be^-tHought 16

'""'. 7 .'''
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existj
not in substance, but in. degree. Jyen:-w

t
hen

a preacher, whose .character is approved of, and

whose talents are respected, , manifests the design
here questioned/of making the whole an address to

the affections ; and even .when -the office, thus un^

dertaken, is conducted without offence to the under-:

standing, and with the advantage of no small dis.play.

of -

eloquence, it will be found to leave the_,mind un-

affected :.,and the like apathy may be.- observed in a

congregation generally. In short, there seems to

apply the adage,
"
forewarned, .forearmed^' The

hearer .perceives the design of the speaker, and puts-
himself in a .posture of defence. It is otherwise,
when the eloquence seems . . that of the argument ;

arid not of the person, through whose mouth it

comesl : ;
-""

.

- r

But, if even what is here ppinted out, and only,

occasionally practised, is. an evasion of a reasonable

and important maxim, how much more so is -that

kind .of preaching, in which the principal property
is declamation : the : substance, of .sacred subiects'

'
- ,- ^. . .

' ~

.- ~ - >

evaporating in verbiage, and perhaps in forced figures,

and far-fetched -

conceits, mistaken
,
for eloquence!

The early part of life being especially in danger, of

this absurd -association of .vanity and insufficiency,
it is an additional reason^ for the bestowing of enr

deavours, to be acquainted with the principles -of elo-

quence. Even if they should nbt excite the!genius
of the student .to any considerable,attainments in that

line, they will at least prevent his being captivate?!

"by that false varnish, which, ^however it may impose
on ignorant and fanciful persons, will be despised by
the judicious scholar, and give no satisfaction to the

serious Christian..
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Differeiit\from this fault, but alike foreign to sound

reasoning,, is . a 'dogmatical delivery- of the senti-

ments of the" preacher, in a manner which seems to

imply., that" they are, to be received oir th,e ground
of his authority. There should -be carefully avoid-

ed every thing of this .sort, -which is rather calcula-

ted to excite in the minds of the hearers, doubts of

the most bbvioua truths, /than^to-force on them the

belief "Of others, \yhiifih, however: ^demonstrable, are

supposed to admit of specious contradiction, in the;

very circumstance of their being made subjects of

discussion. Besides, that this assumption .of dic-

tatorial .authority is ^always offensive to- -the under-

standings of mankind; it is a pity to, endanger the

prostrating of the reverence due to the ministerial,

character, whatever this may be, by arrogating to it

more than" it can rightfully claim
; especially at a

time when there must be perceived a/much more

popular tendency
rto the -extreme of- lowering the

character, than to another extreme prevalent in for-

mer ages, of an immoderate, exaltation of. it. In
other departments of p.ublick discussion ; as at the

bar, and in every description of representative as-

sembly ; the . speaker is kept within bounds in this

particular, by the danger of leaving orngarded parts
of his argument; in which he will be sure to be as-

sailed by his opponents. . In the pulpit, the sanctity
of the place should produce the same caution, ma-^
king a preacher as much afraid to hazard any unten-
able position, or to utter the most demonstrable

positions without their proofs, as if-he were sure that
some person wonld rise up ia contradiction of his
discourse, .x And he- ought -to.; rememberj': that, how-
ever the decorum of the oecasibn may prevent this;
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.
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'
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vantage ungenerously Ataken > and because, of the

silence imposed on the tongue. The advice here

given ought especially to be attended"to, w any cen-

sures- .passed on infidelity. All
railing, and all insuf-

ficient reasoning, gives the infidel an, .advantage, of

which .he will not fail to avail himself. '*AndUeven

in, the .case of - a ^wavering or, partially informed

Christian, when he has hearci'froni the: pulpit what
he subsequently finds to be unsustainable, and es-

pecially if it be misrepresentation of opposite opin-

ionj; the result -is at least Uirown int6
v
the scale of

the very error which the preacher had intended, to

oppose. -. , A '

In insisting^onithe prominent property of addresses;
to the understanding,, there is not recommended
a preacher's entertaining of nis audiehee;\vith nleta-

physical discussions, or with matters taken .firqm any
of the various branches of scientific erudition; - Even

this, however, is toj>e understood with the; e,xce^tipn
of a very short reference, when it may serve to ex-

plain the purely religious matter in
1 handr And thie-

exception is mad,e, principaJly because of the, neces- ,

sity sometimes^ lying on the p'reacherj of availing,

himself of the original languages of
Scripture,,

or of

some custom of the ages in which 'it was indited*

Even of this species pf : literature, he should be

sparing ; both because |iis habitual topicks of popur
Tar edification ought not to lean too, .much to the

occasions of such criticism: .and .because of the

danger of subjecting himself to the charge of an

ostentatious display of learning. Yet,.,. that there;

may .sometimes^be the call for it here admittedj must
tie evident frpm^ the course of the Diviae dispenr >
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aQnsj w&ich ~has 'subjected us to the /necessity of

resorting to su.ch helps, for the understanding of the

boojcsof Revelation. With this exception, however,
an Intnision on an audience -with discussions, the

sources of which are not accessible to the greater

number-of them, must be, to say the least,, a;wasting
of the, opportunity" of bringing before them what

might^, be interesting and instructive:. There is still

less to' be said for any of those recondite reasonings,

in which! the. preachek is hot only not likely to be

followed by the generality of his hearers ;
but the

points to be established are not of such a nature as

tp come directly hoipe to, their everlasting interests-^

however tnejr may have a remote relation" to them,
not. easily to be discerned by an ordinary understand-

ing. ;.;.-. In favour of the'exerqise of ingenuity in such

a sphere, and to the exhibition of learning 'also, a

plea is some.times made, in consideration of superior

advantages .possessed by some auditories, in point of

literaryinformation, To give even a "specious ap-

pearance to the plea, there ought to be an auditory
made up

j

of scientific characters. /Even: in such a

casey which nothing but some extraordinary circum-
stance can

give' occasion to,: the hearers rnay be .

supposed content, and., if not so, they ought to be

content, hoA^Bver superior to jthe commonality hvthe
,furniture >,6f their, understandings, to be now brought
to a -level with them, in regard to their common frail-

ties, ,their common duties,, and their cotaraon hopes.
But before an

.assembly, in which there is at least a
considerable ^proportion of people possessed of no
more than ail ordinary-measure of information, to

.acqpmpdate the discourse
1

merely to select charaO-

ters, who have obtained a higher grade of it, is one
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of- the. .most decisive proofs which a preacher can

give, of his being alien in spirit from the Divine
Founder of the ministry ; who stamped on the in-

stitution what was to be a property of it at .all times,

when he said~-"To the poor the Gospel is preach-^
ed." These at .all events, and, perhaps, besides

these, many more will be entirely uninterested in the

kind of preaching^ against which there is here put
in a caution. Even as to those for whom it is de-

signed exclusively, it must be evident, that the object
Was - rather their amusement than their edification.

And the probability is, that they will
'

disapprove'* of
'

the compliment "tendered to them, at the expense of

those who are thus. defrauded of their share of what
the place and the occasion call for. ;

- It falls in wjth this part of the subject to remark,

vthat in proportion to the importance of addressing
the understanding, is that of the perspicuity of what
is thus addressed to it, and of clothing it in language
which shall also be as perspicuous'as possible. 'By
this is not meant that the argument of the sermon

should be as naked as the demonstration of a mathe-

matical proposition : Although, if man were so con-

stituted, as that his affections were invariably to fel-

low the convictions of.his understanding, there could

not be too near a resemblance Between the subjects.

But although information is here the subject,; there is

another purpose of preaching that of persuasion :

And, as was intimated, this is the oftenest endeav-

bured with effect, when it is not in the persuasive

form; but .a truth is brought before the mirid/ and

seen in those of its relations, which clothe it with a

persuasion ofsits own. Now this is sometimes ac-

complished by incidental remarks, and^eyeh by an
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happy choice of language. It may, however, safely

tie Affirmed, that all amplification, and even every

,word which has no tendency to what has been stated,

por, yet to make the intended truth the more clear

to the understanding, may advantageously he .omit-

ted. JPor, all superfluity, either in .sentiment or in

diction,, is not only'what may be spared, but is hos-
'

tile to the object of the preacher, by making it-4ne

less, distinct to the minds of the hearers. So that

if the superfluity here complained of should even be

combined with argument, applying directly,to the

purpose,; yet the .substance of. the one is lost in the

emptiness of the Bother. It..would be a going be-

yond the proper limits of this address, to .prescribe

Titles for the attainment /of perspicuity. There is,

however, onev maxim strictly within these limits,: and
'it is' pre-eminent over every

v

other -that of never

undertaking to explain, or to prove, without a distinct

perception of the subject, together with the appro-
'

priate. arguments and elucidations. Perhaps per-

spicuity is never ^wanting, when the writer or the

speaker perfectly understands his. subject ; unless,

indeed,- he writes or speaks hastily, and without due
care. .--'-' -

'

There has been left much, unsaid, which might
have been brought forward profitably, on the sub-

ject ?6f instruction. But it is time to go on to the

other point- that of ^persuasion ':

'

taking the word in

,the enlarged , sense, comprehensive of whatever
cbnies under the^head of motive.-_ -According to this,

a minister will be persuasive, even when
, with effect,

he sets the judgments of God before the consciences
ofJus hearers. This is a latitude of meaning, which
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St.. Paul implied* when he said-"Jnpwing th^ ter-

rors of the Lord, w$ persuade men." ; V

We should carefully distinguish evangelical per-

suasion from that sort of preaching which is called

an addressing of the .passions. Some clergymen
have aimed at this in such a way, as/that tb^e/sensi-

bilities intended to v be excited have had no,more a

reference to devout affection, than if the hearers ha'd

been attending^to a novel or to a play. Without

any thing of this sort, the word of God may be so

ministered, as to come home to the .hejafts jof the

people, and to produce in, them a sense of sin, or

holy resolution as to any of the various- duties which.,

it can respect. Ambition -to excel in the other"way,
never fails to draw down the .disapprobation of-

alj,

well-informed and jucLicious persons. ~. Some affect

to be moved by it, lest th^b reputation ,for sensi^

hility should suffer. And if there shouid be some,
from whom the tears flow spontaneously, there is

little probability, that the effect. will be either tb.e

correcting of any fault, .or the improving of any
grace. Most of the descriptions which are heard 6f

death^bed scenes, and of humanity under suffering,
become exceedingly disgusting, on the principle here

stated. It js riot intended to deny, that such de-

scriptions are nearly
r

allied, and may ~be nlade sub-^

servient to duties, which it is within; the .province of

the preacher ^to inculcate. But the complaint is, '.

that the duties are too much lost sight of, in the

labours to excite sympathy.^ And the matter to be
inculbated is, that ,the excitement of, this,

r

without
reference to a religious end, is as much out of the

... A. :
. -./ -

" O. ... '"/--'. .- '.",..'' v ''.<' ' "-"

preacher's province, as ^vould be hi& acting,of a fie-,

titious character<>n a stage.'



.

;

^Phere;would be a great mistake; in Supposing, that

argument
Jand persuasion are so distinct, as- not to be'

capable- of combining ifl the same branches, and even

in the same sentences of a discourse. Far from

this, On an examination of some of the finest pas-

sages of any writer, celebrated for -the talent of per-

suasion^ it will be found, that the aim is the most

effectually accomplished, when the conviction of the

understanding would appear to be the only object.
But it happens, that in his efforts for this, his sen-

timents take such a dress, as that while they compel
an assent of the understanding, they excite a glow
also

,of the affections. This might be illustrated in

passages from eminent 'Writers, both sacred and pro-
fane. Still, there are certain places in a sermon, in

which, a peacher especially -sees opportunities of

bringing home his truths to the ^consciences of" His

hearers
; and, through that medium, of exciting their

hatred of what is evil, and' their love and desire of
what is good. .Sometimes this is best done at the

finding up of the different heads ; which has the

advantage of giving an agreeable variety to the dis-

course.. In other instances^it is niore- naturally re-

served to a concluding application : . In this . parf of
the discourse, there are opposite errors to be avoided.'
One of them, and what is to be found in waiters of
no mean fame, is the summing-up of what had" gone
before, in inferences so nakedjJhat they are like the
scholia affixed by geometricians to their demonstnf-
tions.

" The other, .is the going over the whole ground,
wth-a -laboured delineation of whatever of motive
can be drawn out of the subject^ to induce com-
pliatice with the duties comprehended in it. A re-
luctant hearer immediately puts himself into the"

'

'

7*
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posture?of defence, against an attack so formal and

undisguised; while a person more favourably dis-

posed, anticipating the whole circle of sentiment to

come this being the part of the discourse, in which
the least informed can commonly perceive the re-

sulting uses- acquiesces in a; cold approbation/ of

them
,'

but is not the* more persuaded Jby what is

brought before him on the occasion. - These ajter7

nate dangers are the best avoided, -by.the preacher's,

seizing of a few leading ideas, such as seem to him
the most impressive ; and 'his taking in of no more of
the preceding discourse than will arrange easily

under those ideas, and contribute to their strength.

Brevity is a circumstance essential/ to the effect. 7.

It must be obvious j
: that all here said relates rather

to the avoiding of fault, than to the attainment of

excellence. The laying down, of particular rules

for this seems forbidden ,by the wonderful variety. in.

the workings of the Human heart; "and the no less

variety of circumstances, on which the excitement of

its affections must depend. However, some, general
directions shall be attempted. .'

Onejs, always to choose a subject obviously.and

eminently interesting. Importance, indeed, may :be

said to belongvto every truth and every duty of reli-

gion : but it is in - different degree's. Besides, 4he
remark -.does not relate to a subject, merely as it is

in itself: which may be in the highest degree im-

portant, because, of its. relation to the whole system;
and yet not such, as that human interest, is so ob-

viously discernible in. it, as in some others. : A
preacher ,is the more inexcusable, when, in the

choice of a subject,.he- overlooks the attribute here

mentioned; because of the advantage which he
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possesses 'in this: respect, 'over publick speakers in

other\departments.. At the bar, and in a deliberat-

ing assembly, the subject, is dictated, lay circum-

stances, over which the speaker has no control'; but

in the pulpit, arid considering the ;wide range x>f

. subjects clbsely connected With the everlasting inter-

ests of the hearers, it would seem, that nothing can

betray into a choice of oner of minor conseqmen-
ices; except either 'a weak judgment of the person >

or the. paltry ambition of showing himself ingenious,
with -little concern how far J;he matter may tenji

to. religious culture. _r~-
>-'-.. -

Another direction, is for,, the preacher to fefel 'his

own interest in ;thev subject chosen. And
;
this is a

consideration, which weighs much . in favour of ah
attentive contemplation of every subject, oh which'

be Uixdertakes to prepare himself for the pulpit. It

may easily be conceived; indeed, from the difference

of susceptibility at different times,, that a man, un-

dertaking a' subject-without, much thought, and yet
under a conviction of its truth and "of its importance,

may find his mind not easily subjected toJhe corres-

pondent feelings; -But this can hardly happen^-^-the

subject being still supposed important id itself if

.he'-siibniit it to -the exercis'e of the mind, which we
callstudy if he Devolve it over and oyer -if he.be
solicitous to adopt such an ;arrahgement, as is the

most likely to render it intelligible^ convincing-
impressive:, And ifrto all this, he add a looking up
to Divine Grace

; not for immediate'inspiration, whicn
he has no right to expect- but for*an influence,
known "only in its effects, giving an ho}y direction to.

the mind, and warding off the undue influence^,
which might have been die result of human fraility.
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There can .hardly be supposed sjach %n habitual. dis^.

c.ipline as this, in the work of pulpit preparation,
~

\^ithput its exciting of some measure .of
sensibility:/;.

which, produced by such mea'hs, is certainly.no
weak ground on which to hope, -through" the. Divine

Grace spoken of, for a similar sensibility in others; _
Another direction, is for the preaqher to.have.a

view, nof merely to the soundness of the materials

which he brings together, but to their'being^pf such,

a description, and exhibited in such a form, x
as shall

'

be the most likely to command an inward testimony^
on the part of those for whose . edification they are

designed. Let it be supposed, that :from pure mo-
tives of benevolence, we were addressing a man on
some .subject, very interesting to his fortune or to his

reputation, and that what passes is in the_,presence
/of a near friend of. his, and one

,
whose opinion we.

know to be weighty in. his estimation. How careful,

should we be to conciliate to, our cause the interest

of such a friend ! In, urging^.any argument, how
much .pleased should we be with the^conviction, that

it must be agreeable to his sense of things ! And
-Jhow carefully should we wave any consideration,, in

our 'own eye .cqrrect, but concerning which /we

might dpubt. of carrying his consent along with us.!

I^ow, exactly -such a Friend; in the case supposed,I is

the monitor called Conscience, in the breasts^qf all,

our hearers ; with the exception . perhaps of a few,
whose consciences may be seared, and whose cases

may be desperate. To a minister who has a con-

science of his own, there can be no consideration

mpre powerfully dissuasive from all paltry passions

centering in himself, than the evident fact, that they
forfeit the influence of- this powerful pleader. On

- -"
. .

*
. .. \. *..,... '-*. ,

.- :-"'
'* -^ ,
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the contrary, aY it must be through his inslxumentaK

ity,if the preacher be so happy as to persuade ;- no-

thing can be more evident, than that this: is a cir-

cumstance to be attended to, in. the materials pre^

sented for the occasion : and this, not only when

appeals are made directly to the conscience which,

however, will be done to great advantage, when: they
arise easily out of the subject- but ^al'so in the scope.

t of the sernion generallyj and in that of every, one; of

its branches.

The last direction which shall be given, is; the

preacJher's judging favourably of his own discourses.;- .

riot in proportion to their becoming subjects of praise^

but in proportion ,to their appearing to. Have majle

impressions on the minds, of- the people. Of what

psisses in the minds of others, we must, of course;

be ;but imperfect "judges. Yet, sometimes the car*

riagej and sometimes the countenance, may show that

the good seed'has taken at least a temporary posses*
sion of the soil. As to, mere praise, it'is sometinies.

bestowed in such a manner as shows, that the heaVer

has had nothing- in view, beyond some .personal ac^

complishment of the speaker ; or at most, the dress

in which his subject was exhibited ; without any con-
nexion of it either with information offered to the

understanding, or of there being any thing tending
to the amendment of the heart. On this point-, there

ought not to be forgotten, what was referredS-to in a

former eonimentary, concerning the v eloquent bishop
of Glermbnt. When his Jdng said to him, ".You

always make me dissatisfied with myself," he gave
vent to the vbry feeling^ which,we ought io endea-

, vour to excite, in a greater or in a less degree, in all

our hearers. Of the great mass of them, it must be
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evident, beyond the danger of contradiction ; to the

best "of them also, it is in a measure applicable ; be?

cause they -naive' frailities which give cailse 'of humi-

liation. And even .as to the sons and the daugh-
ters of despondencyj they cannot be made dissatisfied

with themselves in any such sense, as shall be incon-

.
sistent with their being directed to the highest con-

solations of the Gospel.
'

On this point of persuasion, the preacher has a

prolifick source of encouragement in the topic,ks

supplied to hinTby our holy religion. Christialnity,

has been emphatically called a^ religion of motives.

To mention them in this place, would be to .disparages

them
; .because the display could not be made to an

extent adequate to their importance ; ..without taking

up a greater portion of this address than is con-

sistent with a regard to the matters .to which it is

especially appropriated. It may be proper, how-

ever, to remark, that the preacher's topicks of per-
suasion are , of a far higher grade than any at the

cornmarid of speakers in the departments of civil life.

Are -they armed with arguments, bottome'd on .the

respectable ground of human legislation ? He wields

the more potent armour of divine and indispensable

requisition. And do they urge the sanction of tem-

poral jeward and punishment ? This' is common to

^both ; while he discloses to the view of hope, the

bright regions of eternal day ;
and denounces to

iniquity, the opposite eternal retribution'which awaits

it. A protecting Providence and an influencing
Grace are sources of encouragement open to him

;

while there is nothing analogous to them in what
relates exclusively to the transactions, of the world.

A transient observer might suppose, that these mo-
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tiVes must essentially suffer in point; of efficacy, from

the frequency of repetition. But rtbis is not neces-

sarily the case : For they admit of being so varied

in form, according to the\different subjects -to be sus-r

tained rby them, that' even the habitual preacher,

although not haying always something new at .his

command,' may so accommodate, what is in sub-

stance familiar, as to prevent its being an offensive

species of repetition. . \, r -

Although in 'possession ,of .this very eminent- ad-

vantage, it must be confessed,
' that he ;

labours under

the disadvantage of a mofe powerful interest against ,

him, than is usually met .with ifi other departments
of public 'jspeaking. Take.-a court of judicature;
and 'generally, if conviction can be carried to ithe

judgments of the jcourt and of the jury,;
there is no

danger of an undue bias preventing Equity 'in deci-
-

sion.< In legislative bodies, there may_be a! greater

proportion of prejudice, and a greater excitement of

passion. This, however, does not commonly hap-

pen, as to questions in which the very existence of

society is at stake. But how great the difference in

,the Jine of evangelical persuasion I The. reason is,

a Counteracting cause, in the corruption of the human
heart. When Agrippa said^ ": Almost thou per-

persuadest-me to..be a Christian," he laid bare this

sore place; in our constitution ; and it is the same
which was referred to by St. Paulr when he said of

human nature, iiilits unrenewed state :-=-" The flesh

lusteth against^ the spirit, and the spirit against the

flesh
; and these are contrary the one to the other,

so thatv ye cannot do the things that ye would."
Here is a formidable enemy to conviction, and much
more so to persuasion ; especially, as there can be
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no: accommodation to his demands, in order -to gain
him- to our interest. Far from this;, if the ca'se :

so

require, 'there are> exacted
" the. cutting on;"; a right

hand," and "the plucking out .a right eye,"' mean-

ing in the spiritual
sense intended. And under all cirr

cumstance, there is to be invariably guarded against

"a. communion of light with darkness, and of Christ

with Belial." ""'."..' ;
In this, then, there must be acknowledged -to exist

a powerful resistance V6f any persuasive, talents of

the preacher, however eminent ;
and the reason of

_ its being exhibited, is to show the importance 'of

possessing, as niucfr as .possible, a counterpoise to it

in. the weight of professional and of personal ;cha-*

racter; the result., as to the former, ,of its being

properly, sustained by the person vested with it ; ahd,_

in regard to the latter, of an opinion entertained of

b
his sincerity ; especially of his being above the being

suspected of uttering any other than his well-weighed

opinions; and what, in his estimation., are, conducive
to the benefit of his hearers. During a sermon;, let

but:the idea occur to any mind^ that it is either comr

posed or -delivered with .a view ;
to thaexhibition^of

self; arid immediately all prospect of persuasion/ is

at an end. The same, effect would follow, in a

degree, in every other line of publick speaking.
But in the ministerial character it goes to theextent,
and is irremediable. TDhe like is the result /of the

hearers' recollecting of any passages of the preach*
er's private life; amounting to evidence, or what -is

deemed such, that religion exercises no control, or

what is ^very feeble, over his temper and ordiriary
conduct. If such a person- .possess-talents either

of argument or of persuasidn, they may perhaps
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extraordinary event indeed;, if ever, his discourses

should so come:home to 4he conscrences and .to the

affections of his hearers, as
v
to excite in them the

sensibility of disgust at what he ^cautions them to

avoid,, or love of what he exhorts them to pursue^

..Thus, there-may be perceived in human nature,

the^ ground of "a considerable connexion between

personal character' and persuasive .influence. Be-

sides^ the same may b.e-_ supposed to . be the result

of the high truth of Scripture, that " Paul may plant,
and Applies may water;" and 'all to no purpose,
unless,''". God give the increase." .For although^
in like manner as Oodraade ttje mouth of wicked
Balaam -the vehicle of prophecy, he may make the

ministry of other wicked men subservient to the

spreading of his blessed Gospel ; yet it is probable,
that the influences of his grace-will be the most
bestowed on the ministry of his faithful pastors ; and
that these are they who sow" the seed, which "

brings
forth rsome thirty fold, and some sixty, and some an
hundred." _

At the entrance on the subject of persuasion,
there was an intimation given, that the word was
not to-be taken in so limited a;sense, as to exclude
the motives which ; result from the "consideration of
the Divine judgrpents in a future state of'retribution.
The sentiment is now reverted

,to, in^rder to guard
against the danger of a" Teluctance

(

to / present ;
so

a^ful a consideration before the consciences of" a

congregation. No doubt it must be a sublime mor
tive, which shall elevate to 'the perfection of Ghnsr
tiaia virtue ; ^nd we have the authorityof an apostle
for the position, that

"
perfect love casteth out feat."-"'. " '-,..--"
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, Further :- .let the acknowledgment be,;made, that

there is a coarse, manner of proclaiming the terrors

"of the Lord, sometimes even marked-by vulgarity,
.which the preacher should be advised rather to, avoid

than to imitate. Still, there is the extreme, of not

proclaiming in the proper place, the woes denounced

by the word of- God ; and in not taking care, that

there .shall be occasionally,.in the course of preach-

ing, a proper opportunity of such^denunciation. If

the thought should, interfere, that the warnings, even

properly clothed, are too cbarsef for the manners of.

a cultivated auditory 5 the answer is r that there can

be no state of manners dispensing with the opening
of the whole counsel of God. It is a r

part of his

dispensation, that 4ie has threatened "tribulation

and anguish to every soul of man that doeth evil."

.To dwell entirely, or even principally on this awful

theme, is to overlook those more persuasive motives

of our holy religion, which make.it " a .drawing, with

the cords of love." But to -consider as useless the

other side of the two-edged sword of, Scripture, is

to make ourselves amenable to that denunciation by
the' prophet Ezekiel :

-" When^I say
J

unto the

\vicked, thou shalt surely die ; and thbu givest him
not warning, nor speakest to warn the wicked, from
his wicked way, to save his life, the same wicked
man shall die in his

iniquity^ but his blood will! re-

quire at thy; hand." '-:
'

In addition, to. the sentiments -delivered concerning
the two objects of preaching, there may be use in

something on certain questions, which have equally
a reference to both. . ."

:'
'-.,.

".' One of the questions^ and the "most /material of

them, is that of the comparative value of one species
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of preaching, called evangelical ;
and of another

species- of it, called mqraL If the competition

were stated to any: intelligent" person, a stranger to

the . circumstances on. which it is grounded, yet well

instructed in the Christian "system ;
he would wonder,

on the one hand, how there could be evangelical in-

struction without a comprehension of Christian

morals ; and/ oh the ptherijhand, how there could be

Christian- morality, not grounded on :Christian doc-

tFJneSi.:, And Jie would suspect, that the difference

were altogether the result of different senses annexed

to words. This, however, is not the case : there is

ar real difference in the mattery although the exist-

ence of the evil sometimes occasions there being
taken an advantage of the uncertain use of words;
,and a perversion ^of that advantage to improper pur-

poses.
-

'_
. ;,'

'

-._>.-.- ':'. ;.
t

. .

-"
".

It is not to be denied, but, on the contrary} is to

be deeply lamented, that- a considerable portion of

the clergy,are to be'faulted, not only for avoiding

subjects which- belong exclusively to Revelation;
but even for the treating of other subjects in such a

manner, as -that they seem very little improved .by,,

the .additional lights brought to them by Revelation,
and by. the sanctions with which it sustains them.
In short, there are some sermbns,: both from the press
and from the pulpit,"in which it would be difficult to

discover the intended, character of the composition,
but for a passage of Scripture under the name -, of a
text, in the beginning .;'.

and perhaps some slight
mention of the Saviourjof the world, in ;the con-
clusion. In some instances

j the .-discourse might
serve, if the subject have been ingeniously handled,
Mnuch better for an essay in: a periodiearworkof moral
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instruction, than for an occasion-,, the object of. which
is to open and to apply the discoveries tif the Di-

vine Spirit, as they are communicated in the
,word

of truth. This species of sermonizing seems to Jiave

been introduced by some of the (clergy, after the

restoration of Charles II., and it has been accounted

for from that other species of preaching, very much

bordering on Antinomianism^ which became fashion^-

able between the putting down of the Church x
in

the reign of Charles Jv and its re-establishment

under mV son-r-this may account 'for the opposite

extreme, but cannot justify it. .

On the other bandy the charge of me>e moral

preaching is not seldom Drought, when it is not welt
founded. To some ears, nothing short of Calvinism

comes under the character of evangelical preaching :
\. > - '. -'" ".. . O

.
J. ---

/
'.O-r

while again, to some, a sermon approaches to the

proper standard in this .respect, in proportion as it

has a tendency to ^excite animal sensibility. 'In acU

dition, there are some persons who entertain the

opinion, that to render ar sermon truly evangelical^
it should exhibit the whole Christian doctrine in

epitome. It is easy to perceive., that according to

the last theory, there is not in Scripture a single

apostolipk address, whiefranswers to the character of
a preaching of Christ. Let there be- taken, for irir

stance, that of St. -Paul, on Mars Hill, at Athens ;

or that of the same apostle before Felix; ; or thit

before Festus arid king Agrippa; or
'

that of St.

Peter to the Jews, on ,the day.of Pentecost
; or that

of the same apostle to Cornelius, with his;household

and assembled -friends ;
and it will be found, 4hat

there is sonic leading ; sense, prompted by the occaV

sion, and not a development so diffusive, as that the



spirit of the matter., printipally intended^ must'

be' lost in it. 'And yet; these 'were occasions^ on
which the addresserfound the hearers utter strangers

to the contents of ''the preacKed Gospel. Accord-

ingly, the argument drawn froni them, applies much
.more forcibly fb'the ordinary oceasioris of addressing

audiences, doubtless in some degree informed, al-

thougti having need for one or>for another point tb

be Celiiclicated of enlarged on, from time to time.

There have ;be6ri here stated two extremes^ and

the qiiesstioh bcCurs^i-What is the proper medium
for a mihisteiy satisfied of the censure^ due to them

respedtitely ? These two .directions seem r
sufficient :

firsts to :pfeach sufficiently- ofteh\on prominent doc

trines of Revelation ; not failing to" apply them to

rnoraV purpbses: and secondly, to preach also on
moral duties : but thisy under'the improved, forms of

the Ghristian system^ arid
:
enforced by its peculiar

sanctions.' These are important pcniits, and deserve

fdrthei' elu'cidatiohv '/ ^ -.-->-.

: It was said, that the preacher should discourse

sufficiently often, on the^promihent doctrines of Reve-
lation. ,

Wh'at proportion of 'his regard these should

occupy, caniipt be defined^; because it must depend
partly "on the states of different 'congregations; in

some of which) certain truths may be more denied of
doubted of than, in Others : but even where there

.does nc& exist either denial' or doubt} nor yet a-.de,-

fect of information,; there will be reason to bripg for-

ward such subjects, because of the usesto which they"
tend.' It- is one advantage" in this Ghurch,- that its

.principal holy days invite to the subjects which they
were -respectively' designed to commemorate: so
that they icariv hardly -be overlboked by any minuter,-
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without his giving .of cause to suspect the'soun^ness
of his faith. If, howeve.^ the truths now referred to:

should never be heard/from his lips, excepf~when
forced from him by such occasions; there' will be

reason to fear, that, he ,feels no interest therein ; and_

'that, therefore, whatever salutary. influence-belongs
. to them, must be lost on him. It was added under

this bead, that such subjects, when preached .'on,

should be applied to moral purposes. But under

these terms, there should be included whatever im-

proves the heart, as well as whatever regulates jibes,

conduct. On'tbis point, much ambiguity is the c.on-

sequence of. different ideas, annexed by different

people to the same words. .'Some,, under the. notion

of morality, include nothing beyond the decor.urn- of ^

outward-act
;
which may evidently be free from sig-

nal fault, while yet -the heart may be the seat of pol--

lutiori and'^pf uhsanctified passion. Such persons
do not_consider our Lord's sermon on the ;rnount

as moral preacing ; or the whole of .,the epistle
of St. James as ,a moral composition ; and yet,

they contain very little matter to any other pur-

-pose. The same may be said .pf~ the most of

the last .four chapters of St. Paul's epistle to tlie

Romans, and^ of-parts of some other of- his epistles;

But it- is to be suspected, that su^eh dKsatis^d
persons are sometimes correct in their charge of

fault; and not so in their manner of expressbg it :

the preaching .in question having no tendency beyond
decorum of conduct; rand on tnat account called

moral preaching, although it is evidently unworthy
of the name. It is a pity^ that such erroneous ap-

prehensions should be confirmed by 'any/scheme of

religious instruction, the end of .which may be acr
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cqmplished, consistently with , jhe leaving of the

inward man in
, a sinful state. Let ev.ery minister

be on, his guarcl .against; this; and .accordingly-, in

the1

opening of Christian doctrine, let there" be show-

ing its tendency, so far as; it is prohibitory, to the

unavailing to men of their sinfulness and their imperr
fection

; and so far as it is exhortatory, to the demon-

strating to them of the necessity, of being '.'holy,

both in body and in; spirit i~" ...". , .

There was further the advice, to exhibit; moral

duties, under the improved forms of the Christian

system. So far as this respects the renovation of

the heart, it has. been remarked on; but besides,

morals, as enjoined in the. pospel, extend beyond

what.they generally are in the estimation of the world;

There is no need to dwell particularly on the forgive-

ness of injuries, and some other matters, in regard, to

which Christianity.has-confessedly superadded to ,the
'

moral system of.the most enlightened oth,e Heathen

sages. .There is hardly, a. duty, the obligation -of

which is confessed in the abstract, Which, in the

detail, is not very much weakened by prevalent corr

rupt
'

opinion. Hence the, danger of dwelling too

much -on general truths, which, are shot over, the

heads of the most egregious delinquents^in practice.
'

It is only by .following crimXnaL-p^assion,. into those

its. more plausible workings, in, which it is- the most

jikejy to. escape.^he censure of the-world, perhaps
even to gain their approbation, that there can be-. -

brought home to the; conscience of the delinquent

the.,application, " Thou art the man," to whom^the-
intended ajdmonitipn is dbected. .

-

But it .was. further remarked, that even -in .the thus-

preaching of moral duties, they,should be sustained/
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;

by the peculiar sanctiongof Revelation. Here if
;fej.:

--

tn^tthe; minbterliiay the inbst signally entitle him- _

self to the ^reputation of an evangelical preachef,

taking the expression in the vprbper sense^ without

subjecting himself to the just 'censvire of entertain^

ing his audience habitually, with matters of specula-
tion. : thus accommodating himself to that frailty of

human nature, which makes , some .persons more

ready to listen to what will gratify their curiosityj

than to what will imprbv& their live^and conversationi

Although it is riot denied, but indeed contended, that

doctrinal subjects .should; in due /measure 'be stated

at :large, with their propeiV proofs ; yet, whetv the

truth of them is presumeii, and they are brought- in

aid of the design of produ6ihg' deTOiit and^virtuous

sensibilities, the use is nd JOnger speculative, but,

^practical in the most liberal sense of the iefm, as it

carries , along with .it our "best affections. , While"

thi3>e is not a single inbral duty, but what .admits of

being enforced in^thje manner here recomtnendedj it

is" .the only way in which thejopicks of enforcement

can; be so'variedj as to prevent the offence of cba-

tinual repetition; For although fastidiousness _at the

hearing of the sarrie truths,
'

clothed in nearly the

same expressions, is very unreasonable;, and a (

great
nindrance Of edification : yet, there is -a claim for as

much variety, as- is included m that saying of St;

Paiil- ".I have riot: shunned; to declare to you the

whole counsel of God;" v ; -f ;
:

Another question which may be -thought' proper
to be brought forward isy whether, or if it all^ under
what limitations, the discourses of a clergynian" may
manifest, his literary attainments ; meaning;

such as

have an evident relation to saert.d subjects ; -for as1 to
.
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any: ther^ it will doubtless be acknowledged, that

the exhibiting of them is an abuse of the pulpit, aa

well as an unequivocal evidence of vanity. But

there are some branches of human literature, which

must be confessed to have a near relation to the

opening of the sense of (Scripture. Of these there

are'two sorts, such as may be professedly referred

to, and such as may have a less sensible influence

on a discourse. Of the former, are the original lan-

guages of Scripture, and of history, and antiquities,

connected with it:. A preacher's availing himself of

these, helps, is sometimes absolutely necessary for

the explaining of a text. But if he will consult

popular edification, he will be sparing in this parti-
cular-; and, having an unlimited .choice of subjects,
will avoid those which call for a considerable extent

of criticism. It is allowable to him to have an ad-

ditional motive to this, in a wish to avoid the charge
of pedantry and ostentation. Some entertain the

idea, that a great difference in this respect is to be

observed, on account, of the various degrees of cul-

tivation of different audiences. But where is the

audience, in which there is not a considerable mixtures

of persons of slender capacities and of scanty infor-

rnatio.n ? And are these to be reckoned as cyphers,
for the gratifying of the curiosity of some cultivated

minds, the possessors of which have probably at

least as much need as the others, to be addressed a$

sinners ; and to be incited to duties incumbent <sji

persons of all degrees? There are not here recol-

lected any occasions, on which the hearers may be

supposed to be all scholars; except when they are

cpllegis>ite bodies, or of the clergy. Now, although
there may be conceded before either of theses, a

8
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greater latitude than before others, as to the point
under ''consideration

; yet even; this should have its

limits, on account of the immense importance of the ,

plain and practical truths, of which there will be 7

occasion to remind the persons referred to
; and to

which the treasures of literature should be made
subservient: if the preacher-'s being rich in them is

a circumstance, which there should be at all occasion

to make appear.
In alluding to literary attainment of a more insen-

sible influence, there was '.especially intended gram-
mar, including correct writing in every particular^ arid

whatever comes under the name of eloquence. In

tbe present improved state of society, there can her

no doubt, that a clergyman's payingof due attention

to the former, is necessary to elevate him above con-

tempt : and this, not only in the estimation 7of people
who have had the advantage of a liberal education ;

but with the less cultivated- also, to whom opinion of

character descends from those above them. But the

less is to be here said of the qualification, because of

its being visible in its effects only ; arid in such effects

as consist rather in the avoiding of 'fault, than in any
positive excellence. ;

v -
,

In regard to eloquence/with all the rules which it

prescribes, to please and to persuade ; so far as it is

a branch of literature, the study of it involves .the

_ study of human nature ; and therefore mus, in

various points of view, be worthy of a Christian

minister.
. Besides, if, for the illustration of its pre-

cepts, he were to fix his attention on the best speci-
mens of oratory, in the works of writers whether on

sacred subjects or on any other, yet stamped by the

approbation of the best judges^ through a long
1 tract
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of time ; Jt will not only enable him to distinguish

true from spurious eloqilence; but" help to excite in

him all good affections. After this commendation of

a knowledge of the subject ;
and with the confession,

that the mind can nardly.be' too well instructed in its,

rules-; there is hazarded the opinion, that a preacher,
in his preparation for the pulpit, should have little"

concern for the arraying of his discourse in. the dress,

of eloquence. If its figures, or any other of itsorna-

ments, should present themselves of theirown accord,
lef"them take their proper stations; but let it not

seein, that he has so far lost sight of his proper ob-

ject, as to go ; in quest of them. Or if, in his -prp^

gress, there occur any sentiment addressing itself"to

the conscience or to any sensibility of the heart, let;

it 'be
N

drawn from him by his subject, as a matter,

spontaneously growing out of his design^ rather than

as being a part of if. The opinion here expressed,
is very much strengthened -by what we, are told of.

the early ages of the Church; so far as the present
matter is concerned. It is said that within the first

two or three centuries, the usual practice of the

Christian clergy 'was,^ after' the prayers, to make a

discourse in explanation of some part of Scripture,
with an improvement of it

;
all in the utmost sim-

plicity of style. We have no remains, of these

discourses ;
but it can hardly be believed, that they

were destitute of the species of eloquence, which
trutns of the highest; 'importance force from the

mind, become warmed by them. The eloquence of

which^they are said to have been destitute, must
have been that artificial and studied species of it,

which was an imitation of the oratory of the Hea-
thetr in their 'popular" assemblies. This -became
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fashionable iii the Churchy in the fourth century*
But although that age has sent down to ours some

splendid specimens 'of genius, in -the works of a

Chrysostom, of a Nazianzen, of an-Austin, andvof

others
; ~yet it may be questioned whether"what was

thus gained in a command over the passions^; were
not more than counterbalanced by the loss of the

.
- - -i

: i

more habitual fixture of the affections. We read.of

the matters at last doming to such a pass, that per-
sons were placed at proper stations, to give signals
of sensible applause of the talents of the preacher ;

and that "in this loud testimony, it was expected of

the audience to, join. Surely, before there could,-be

tolerafed suchran abuse, there must have been a great

falling off 'from primitive integrity generally. Apd
that this was indeed the case, appears from consi-

derations unconnected with the matter now in hand.

On this subject of pulpit eloquence, there" shall

be made a remark which may be of use in reading

books, written with a view to improvement in that

line. The authors of such books naturally illustrate

their precepts, by examples from celebrated authors*

But the student will have mistaken "the aim, if he

should imagine that his own invention is to be on.the

rack, for the inventing of such excellences of dis-

course. Whenever there is found a blaze'of genius
of this description, it will appear/on an investigation^,

to have depended sometimes on adventitious circum-

stances; and almost always on a preceding train or*

sentiment, preparing the mind of -the speaker for an

extraordinary effort and the minds of. the hearers to

feel the force of it. : Hence it is, that a discourse

ifeannot be made up of the brilliant ornaments here

in contemplation; and accordingly, where they are
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much affected, the probability' is, -that in -their stead

there will be meretricious ornaments, not splendid

tq any eyes besides those of the' person who has

devised thern. "';' '

Although eloquence and elocution are in some

measure distinct subjects ; yet of the former the lat-

ter is so much an appendage, that there is \takeji

occasion to say something concerning it.* .

The lowest grade of it, is the speaking distinctly

and with propriety; There can. hardly be any need

to prove, that a minister cannot be too. desirous ;of

7

accomplishing himself in this particular^ provided bis

pains^to that effect disappear, :and the fruit of them

only be discernible in the pulpit. . Let him, how>

ever, mate sure of this measure of elocution, .before,

he permit his ambition -to lookup to a higher grade
of it. .For this happens sometimes to young men.;

and, when happening, can be accounted for ;only by
a "fancied perfection in voice andjn a command of

it; aniidst the chaims of which, imperfections of a
lower degree will hardly be discoverable. If, be-

sides what maybe the -result of an ordinary shar

of \Naturers gifts, and on application, at the com-
mand of every one, the recently ordained orator

should possess the gifts especially adapted to the

important uses of impressing .Christian; .truths, and

"persuading to Christian duties ; surely this his talent

ought not to be hid in a napkin ,; but he. is to make
the utmost use of it, under the influence of .an, en-

lightened
%

zeal and the true spirit pf -Christian, piety.
But let/the-young bird begin with moderate .trials

* The 'two terms, eloquence and elocution, are varbualy distin-

guished by different -authors. The' latter term, aa here .uaed, . w
confined to diction and attendant .action.

'

,. .
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of the strength- of his wings : and let hup,not con-

strue early praise into an unequivocal testimony, to

his merit. Young preachers have, in this,very line,

been buoyed up by praise ;
-the result, in some of a

false taste, and in others, of a good natural disposi-
tion to augur well from what they construed an

honourable effort; when a little
_,.time has shownj

that both speakers and hearers have mistaken incli-

nation for natural fitness
; arid* the former have sunk

to a level with the mass of their brethren, in respect
to the popularity and the praise attached to -elo-

quence. The sentiments here expressed concerning
the voice and thfe management of it, apply exactly
to that other branch of elocution, which consists in

action. There can be ho doubt of the utility .of it

when discreetly managed, nor of its being contempt-
ible^ under any other circumstances. To be used

sparingly, may be considered as a property resulting
from the nature of the subjects to which it is made
an appendage. For if they ,be such, and handled

in such a manner, as.suits rthe pulpit, they are not

so full of .passion as to require abundant action. ;tb

sustain it. For instance, if the preacher should, in

his zeal, discharge^ blows on any material object,
such as a cushion or a board, such zeal must be dis-

proportioned *o the occasions ; unless, in the vehe-

mence of his anger, the discharge on inanimate mat-

ter be what he had rather be'stqw on his hearers,

were they within his reach. There can be no doubt,
that such a grade of passion would.be very ill suited

to the duty in which he is engaged. -Every one

must '

perceive, that ,what was said on some 'other

points of leaving behind, on entry into"the pulpit, all

thought of the preparatory discipline, applies to this
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point -more; than torany other., For let there occur

to the .hearer, that the attentipn .of the speaker,

when: he should be alive- to the sacred theme of his

discourse, is drawn aside to the appearance of his

person ;
and if he should possess the gifts, of a De-

mosthenes or of a Cicero, they;will be lost as to any

religious effect to be produced.\ .
- -

. 'We may pass to another question, grounded on

the comparative pretensions of different modes of

preaching, its being extemporary, or from memory,
or from writing. Here again occurs the difficulty of

laying down rules which shall apply universally.

There can be no .doubt, that the "first mentioned

form has its uses, and these very striking. But if

the uses cannot be accomplished without tedious

repetitions, or without very verbose amplification, or

without palpable, errors of . diction, -the good would
seem overbalanced Jay the evil. The latter may be
borne with to some extent, yet this, has its limits.

If, indeed, we were to conceive what sometimes a

preparatory prayer insinuates, .that the preacher has

reason to trust, for -what he is to deliver, to imme-
diate illumination ; this ought to bear down all con-

trary .considerations. But within our communion,
it maybe taken as a point^universally acknowledge^,
that the discourse, whether extemporary or otherwise,

'ought to be preceded by study ;
and if the preacher

is not to make his sacrifice " of that which hath cost

Mm nothing," the way in which his labours may be
made the most effectual to the end designed, must
be to him the way to be preferred. So far as the

taste and the Yeelings of the deliverer of these senti-

ments are concerned who,,however, does not make
them a test for others-^the prihciple^here laid down

8*
"

'-

'
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would remove the greater number of extemporary

preachers whom he has happened to hear, from thajt

class to the other of writers of their sermons. >

The next mode mentioned, was the delivering
from memory. The danger attached to this, -is, it's

subjecting both of the mind and of the appearance
of the preacher to such, constraint-, as is unsuitable,

to the business, in which he is engaged, and cannot

fail to be offensive to the hearers. ; Of,the few within

recollection who^have aimed at this, the manner of

almost all was injured by it. And among the ob^

jections to this expedent, there is the increasing diffi-

culty, which will be the consequence of an'advancie

in'years. It is well known that this will occasion a

decline of memory, while the judgment and all the

other powers of the intellect may retain their vigour;
The only clergyman here known to have derived

advantage from it adequate to the pains taken, was
the late Rev. Jacob Duch<, of the city of Philadel-

phia. -When he began his ministry in Christ

Church of that city, his voice,- his prpnounciatipn,
and his action, were immediately subjects of great

commendation; but he had the disadvantage of

nearness of sight. -In a short time, however, he was
observed to lay by, almost entirely, the help of his

manuscript ; his hpticepf^which, when -it happened,
"became visible to the congregation, as he had to

bring his face very near to the cushion on which his

sermon lay.,.:
This amiable gentlemaH had a very,

extraordinary talent for -that particular exercise of the

memory, to which he was thus incited. There are

many still living, who know with.what ea'se he pre-

pared himself in this department. And he has been

often heard to acknowledge, that it would have been
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;to him/ a few days :after!the

delivery of' a sermon; :to have recited -a-single^para-

graph \of its contents. 'Certain itrlsj that ;he manir

fested too signs in the pulpit, of his being there puz?-

zled in the work of recollection. -And- this ;circum^

stance;, addech.to what has .been said of his voice,

and the praise, due
: to the correctness of -his action,

made his ^delivery exceedingly pleasing. :-Were this

addressed 1 to a young clergyman, known to be pos-
sessed of his particular cast of memory and his exte-

rior address -ithe rare accomplishment of voice may
be" put out of the question ~the advice to ^such .a

beginner would be, by all means to deliver himself

mernoriter. But it is hesitated ;to make the advice

general/ for the reasons which have been given.
There remaining only; tneTthird mode, and it being

that with which, if the sentiments here stated be

correct, the -great m,ass of -the clergy- should be: eon-

tent ; let the opinion now delivered .be guarded

against the -being misunderstood, as if ..intending that

they should read their sermons in .the same manner
as that in which any man Would.read to a cojftpaiLy
an unconhed book.

:Nor before ^.;a 'clergyman
brings a sermon- with him into the pulpit,,he ought,
on grounds irrelative to the. present question, to have
read over and- over what :is to be -laid before his ,

audience, and to have meditated on it, so as to have
his mind possessed of the contents, independently
bit their'being written. When he is thus furnished,
his manner will show: that he isxaware of there, being
an audience before him/ as well as a book under his

eye. If the evjdenee of being interested in what is

delivered were ^attached exclusively to extempora-
-neous preacihing, this ought:to be pronounced the:On!y
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allowable mean- of evangelical instruction.. But. it

is not so, as we- learn from records concerning

preachers of former days ; and from what may have

been seen within our own. In a letter of the; cele-

brated Dean Swift, there are some -good remarks on
this subject, and great encouragement to the kind of

-preparation here spoken of. The writer of this,

having illustrated a former remark by reference to a

late, living character, will explain his meaning here,

by reference to another. The preacher alluded to,

is the late Dr. Smithj who was always heard with

satisfaction. He had no uncommon .advantage of

voice; and of action, absolutely none. It is true,

bis sermons were of the first rank, for merit ; but

this is sometimes known to happen, without much
interest taken in the Hearing. This gentleman did

.not commonly make his sermons familiar to him, in

the degree already recommended ; and as may be

done, without committing them to memory. Why,
then, was he always earnestly attended to? -Besides

the acknowledged merit of his compositions, it: is

not here seen,; that there ^could have been any thing
besides the interest, which in the course of the 'de-

livery, he was observed to take in the subjects of

them. ; .

"
'

>-. :,.

Under these circumstances, the opinion is decidedly

entertained, that the object being not the exhibition
of talent, but the accomplishing of the ends of the

ecclesiastical ministry, the great majority of the clergy
will always be best employed in aiming at perfection,
within the verge which has been marked buh All>

however, here exacted of a beginner, is his being
sure of a competency to this, beforeJiis aiming at an

higher mark. One danger of the latter, is, his ac-
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'
" '

-

quiring of a species of eloquence, and .oi manner,
which will .be praised*, and even followed for a little

'while; but ;which, in&a. preacKer" habitually heard,

will degenerate to such insipidity, as to produce a

general indifference in his hearers. And this will

perhaps be imputed 'by him to a decline of.zeaL;

whih? it is .resolvable into the false glare of apparent

merit, which vanishes,when the: subject of it becomes

submitted to a more frequent and a more near in-
- '

. , * -
.

'

\
' -,'';;

spectipn. '.'-- ..'".

Perhaps there may be use in saying something on

another agitated question^ Whether it be allowable

in a preacher to deliver the sermons of other men,
of which there are so many confessedly excellent

given :\.Q the. publick from the press ? Unquestion-

ably, if he be incompetent Xto. the writing of such a

discourse as will be"acceptable to well informed per-

sons, he had better deliver to them the judicious
matter of other men, than to burden them with what
is unedifying of his own.

.
-But it is doubted, whether

such a minister should be left to his own judgment
in the .choice ; and, it is rather thought, that the

sermons should be prescribed to him, as the Homi-
lies were prescribed at the Reformation, because of

the great number of unlettered clergy. But at the

same time, let the question occur, Whether such a

person should be admitted to the ministry ? Under
the present improved circumstances of society,., it

may be thought, excepfr under some very peculiar

circumstances, that he should not ; because, in gen-
eral, he can hardly fail to have within his congregation
some of better 'information, who will despise him for

his low attainments, and whose contempt will ey6n
be imitated by others. ... .,

-
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Perhaps it will be asked, why, even supposing
the minister .possessed of a good understan'ding,;and

of-a respectable share of litertture, may'he'jiotJatail

himself of the labours of men. superior to himself ?

The answer is, that in this case his usefulness will

probably be 'injured. Should he borrow, no doubt

his view would be to sermons of considerable merit.

In this case, it will fare better with him than it

with many others, if some hearer be riot occasionally

acquainted with the mine from which he took his

,6re. Let.this be generally known, as in all proba^

bility will be the case, and the consequence will be,

that his hearers will always conceive-jof their being
addressed by sonie unknown character, through his

mouth : .unless, indeed, he deliver a v

very uninteresfc<

ing discourse, of which he, will be complimented
with the reputation of being the author. All this

would be the less worthy of consideration, if it were
indifferent to the effect of edification. But this is

not the case. There may be instruction under such

circumstances; but the preacher will hardly interest

the affections.

If a clergyman be favoured with an ordinary share

of understanding, and an education suitable to hir

profession, there is required nothing but habit to

enable him to commit his sentiments to -paper.

Doubtless, something more is necessary to his hand-

ling of a subject of Christian faith or morals* But
<>f -the information necessary for this, he should be

possessed, independently on the present question.
If he isr not to bring sacred subjects, before his au-

dience in-the form suggested by his own und^erstand-

ing, he is without one considerable motive, for revol y-*

ing such subjects frequently in his mind. There can
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by placing them in the various 'lights which habitual

preaching requires and leads to, he will be much bet-

ter prepared for stating them in conversation, than

he would ever become by mere tea'dingi.
-

"But let not this be understood, as a, discourage-

ment from the reading of other men's sermons; and

^Jpecially the best of them, in private, which will

have the^double use of furnishing with a store of

ideas, and the preventing of a false taste. Fbrif
there should be perceived/ by the preacher, that he
faiicies any characteristics of composition different

from those which have stopd the test of time,-he may
be assured that he is in a mistakefl trackj from which
he should make a retreat as soon as possible.
The amount of the whole is this : Let the preacher

.
-be well informed on sacred subjects generally : Let
binr revolve over and over those which he intends- to

bring with him into the pulpit : Let him form the

plan of his sermon in his mind before he ventures to

commit it to paper : And then, instead of torturing
his invention for novel concerts, 'and putting his ima-

gination oh the stretch , for flights of eloquence, Jet

him commit his ideas to paper in a natural order, and
in such .language as the most easily, presents itself ;

- liable however to a review, in order to lop off super-
fluities, and to confdrm his periods to his own habits

of delivery.
v The last remark suggests the propriety of saying

something on the subject of the style of a sermon.

Perhaps the abhorrence here entertained of affecta-

tion, may carry on this point to an extreme ; but
the opinion to be delivered is, that no man should
make style a matter of consideration, any further than
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for the prevention of, fault./ , The avoiding of siiper-

fluity on the one hand, and of obscurity on the other,
the not making of sentences so" long as to render .the

reading of them difficult^ nor so short as tOgiV^ap air

of stifiness, these and other faults may be guarded

against, while yet the writer.may retain his natural

manner of expressing himself; and in this-there will

always be some degree of variety, accommodated, to

variety of , sentiment, and of feeling among men.
The subject maybe illustrated by a comparison.
Different men have different gaits, in their respective

customary walking. But any man may be conscious

of such inattention, as must endanger his person, and
this he may endeavour to correct, without affecting
the air and carriage of another. It would seem, that

in like, manner, a writer may be so far attentive to

the construction, of-his sentences, as to make them
not disagreeable to the ear, without \yishing to attain

to any particular character of style. The" -aiming
at this has sometimes rendered a writer contemptible.
And perhaps it never fails to render his matter less

effective than it would hav,e proved in -his own natu-

ral manner ; which always partakes in some degree
of personal character, and must be on that account

the more impressive.
*

There shall be concluded the whple subject of

preachmg, with an article of advice ; applying to it

in -every point of view, in which it^has been, or can
be exhibited. - The advice is, that a preacher- re-

mark carefully the difference between the expedients
which arrest popular .attention for a while, but are

. interesting no longer than during their being novel ;

and such, solid and judicious means, ,as continue to

.be satisfactory. In the saying of this, there is alto-
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gether put out of view, the gratification of. vanity ;

'which is an object not to be .entertained, and there-

fore not worthy of advice^to favour the accomplish-

ment of it. But a clergyman, wishing to catch the

ear of theipeople,; with a view to religious cultiva-

tion, may adopt for the purpose some of the expe-

dients, against which there is herel put in - a .cau-

tion. Let l?im.be "assured, that they are base metal,

which will pass
: for coin, no longer than until the

washing off the surface. And this will sopiier happen
to his ,well intended but mistaken artifices,, than to .

the material to .which they ace liere compared.

2. Of Officiating in the Putilick Service, of the

'--.' CkuJrch.

''
This is made one of the principal divisions, rather

because of 'its importance^ than on account of any

multiplicity of remarks which it can give, occasion

to. In truth, they must be comparatively few, in a

department in which so little is left to the discretion

of the officiating minister. It is trusted, howeyer,
that there is importance attached to thematters
which are \o be brought forward. ..-',.'

"It would be a great mistake, to suppose that there

is so definite a line drawn1 between preaching and

public^, prayer, as that this does not partake of the

properties of the other.i Far from it, there 'can hardly
be a more effectual way of holding up to the minds
of a congregation the truths of Christianity^ ;than

.through the medium of their being comjirehended in

rational and evangelical services of devotion^ Jt is

not here meant, . that such services should have a

relation ; to the many controversies . agitated within

the bounds of the Christian Church. BuUthe doc-
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tribes which distinguish her as Christian, should'sure$;y
be comprehended*

-
It would bei foreign to the present

design, to undertake to show,^ what is here however

presumed to be the fact, that our different services

have observed the proper medium in this respect.
There is no small evidence of the; trutlr of the re-

mark, in the commendations bestowed on the liturgy^

by intelligent persons of different denominations ;

among whom, there being a prescribed liturgyIs held

to be .inconsistent with ChristfanV liberty. Of the

many advantages of an authoritative form, this 'is

not the least, that it preaches the Gospel to the

people, when they would look for it in vain from the

officiating minister ; who may strictly avoid whatever
can be supposed to offend against the doctrine of his

"Church; and yet, in his discourtesyshow
J

very
:

little

influence of that doctrine, or of the holy mbrality
which derives from the same source all its life and

spirit. There can hardly be occasion to prove, that

in the, estimation of a. well-informed audience, the

character of a .minister must needs sustain -a great

disparagement, .when ; there come from him, ,
in: the

desk, truths presumed to be of great importance;
while, of the same truths, little or nothing is.iieard

from him in the pulpit, On this account,-our Ghureh

may be esteemed happy in a "medium of; communi-

cation, of which it is not in his power
> to deprive

them. In addition to this, the reading of the Scrip-
tures in our churches, more constantly, aiid in a

greater measure than is done in lany othercommunion,
contributes much to the use here adverted to, of? a

preaching of the Grospel to the people, independent
on the willpr the character of the officiating minister.

If the opinion here delivered be correct, there



follows undeniably the inference, that every serious

clergyman 'of our/ Church, independent^ pn 'the

promises made by him of conformity to i^e liturgy,

pught to be, careful not to contribute to the pulling

down, of. this venerable 'enclosure of our orthodoxy.,

by substituting any of the practices with which that

sacred, property of it may seem unconnected ; be-

cause, let the principle bis once admitted,,that indi-

vidual opinion or taste may exercise itself in ,this

way, and immediately, the opinion or the taste of

anyone man is hot to be a rule for that of ,any other.

In : short, the whole will be at the mercy of caprice.

Opinion and taste Jiave been here mentioned, as

sources of deviation; and so they are, although of

deviation of different description. When 'we hear

of. a minister's abbreviating of the appointed service,

and of his being copious in that unappointed if per-
mittea! part, in which his own conceptions are

brought, forward
;
we may perceive plainly enough,

that he. considers the whole of the former as' needless',

trammels on him, however he~may partially corifbrm

to it for the sake ,of decorum to his engagements; or

perhaps from being aware, that a proportion of his

hearers entertain a .predilection for the Church into

which he has intruded. Wh(it then is the'source of
the ireedom taken ? Before an answer to this ques-
tipn, let it be .remembered,, that the person in (jues-

tipn is .destitute of all right to the old plea, of the

sin of submission to an asserted authority of the

^phiirch to decree righits and ceremonies. That plea
was founded on a prejudice, swhich has - been cph-

scientiously entertained by some ; and it is noTin
tended to, say any tfimg herepii the controversy'be-

tween them and usi But the subject has no relation
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to a man who has promised conformity to our twen-,

tieth article, provided he have a particle of integrity.

Still the question occurs What is the cause of his

irregularity? It . is here taken to be in substance

this: he is possessed" by the idea of such a' degree
of animal sensibility in the act of prayer,' as will not

consist with the spirit and wi,th the language of the

prayers of the Church. There is not one of them

with which it is less compatible tfian with the Lord's

Prayer, which she rhas taken from the Scriptures ;

and indeed -the same maybe said'NDf any- of the

prayers therein found. Hence it is, with ministers

of the description here stated, that they will be found,

after the most vehement passion and action during
their own unpremeditated prayers, when they come
to the Lord's Prayer at the conclusion, to sink to

temperance, if not to apparent indifference" in their

manner: for even the last has in some instances

, been remarked. The truth is, that neither any

prayers in Scripture, nor our Church prayers, breathe

a spirit
in unison with that of a wild enthusiasm.

And here is the secret of their motive for disengaging
themselves from the latter, as much as decency per-
mits.

But there was intimated another source of devi-

ation originating in taste, or the party's opinion of

his-own judgment in agreeable or correct writing.
Under this head, there may be brought all the

changes which some ministers suppose to be allow-

able, under the idea, that one or another matter may
be more happily expressed, than as found in the ser-

vice. Now, a minister, taking suck liberties, /either

is correct in his criticisms, or he is not. In the for-

mer case, why does he not consider, 'that ill chosen
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^

language, in a few instances, supposing it to exist,

had better\be endured, than a license which/has a

tendency to destroy all order ? In the other part of

the alternative, which has been known to happen in

several instances, he evidently goes out of his way,
to make absurdity, chargeable at his door; while he

supposes himself to have accomplished an improve-
ment. According to the ideas here entertained, all

license of this s'ort is the effect of vanity.' Certain

it. is, that where the object of a minister is the ex-

'hibition of himself, whatever merit there may be

either in the matter .or m. the expression of our pray-

ers, none of it is ascribable to him. But, says he
to himself, there occurs an Opportunity of showing,
frpw much the liturgy is susceptible of improvement

.
from my talents for criticism.-. It is here 'believed,

that a clergyman is always'more or less lowered in

estimation, by the fault which has been noticed.

They whose information is unequal to the. question
of the merits of his criticism, think the service good
enough /without his mendings: and they .of a higher

description do not think this a.ground,^on which he
should seek literary reputation by a breach of order.

Let it be remembered,-that these sentiments are inap-

plicable to any-questions which may arise on a con-
"

stitutional review of the service ; but such a faeasure

will never be worth
'

the sacrifice of personal conve-

nience, which it exacts, of those who may be employed
in it, if their labours-are to be re-judged and.rendered

.inefficient by every vain sciolist who may imagine
himself more competent to the work.

There has been noticed the fault of abridgingrthe

prescribed service, for the free indulgence of ranting

prayers in the pulpit. I5ut it is a less fault than the'
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incongruous one,. of a ranting manner of using tlie

prescribed form. This;> has been sometimes done 4

although, as is here supposed, and for a reason given*

very seldom. But there is another and a very dif-

ferent fault, that of affecting an oratorical
rand,

in

some Cases, even a theatrical manner in the prayers.
Elvery person in the habit of hearing sermons from

different preachers, .must have occasionally been disr-

gusted with the very .affected airs,, which, in '-the

ordinary intercourses- of society, denominate a man,
a cpxcombi It is-much: to be lamented, that such
a person should have become 'of the body of the

clergy ; and more so, that he should bring his-natural

character into the pulpit 3 but most of all, that he
should not forget it in the desk

; where it is not in

his power to accommodate,the sense to the attend-

ant manner. /There are some people who have
attained to so much of the Christian character, as to

join in the prayers with a minister who gives them
but little satisfaction either in the pulpit or in his life

arid conversation ; but it is to be feared there are

very few, although it must be confessed a still higher

grade of attainment, who can accompany himu with

devout affections, while they consider the service as

undergoing a solemn mockery, in the manner of the

performance^ If it were ever proper to disturb a

religious society by sighs and groans, this would
seem to be the occasion for them. . It is certainly
the abuse, the counteracting of which, by abstract-

ing the sense of the service from the demerits of the

reader, is the least in the power of the godly hearer.

Of the faulty readers which have been referred

to," there is at least this to be :commonly said, that

they have taken some pains to shine in the service ;
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feQ\sreyer unworthy the motive,, and however unsuc-

cessful the result. But- this does not excuse an op-

posite in^fference . and carelessness, in performing
the high duty of leading the prayers of a .congre-

gation. The character of the others has vanity for

its principal feature. This, however, such is the

variety hi the human .character, is occasionally found,

with some conviction of the truths of religion, and

perhaps some zeal.in its cause; although not ope-

rating consistently. But of the. fault here- noticed,
1

there is reason"to apprehend, that it is the mark of a

person seldom", perhaps never, engaged in the differ-

ent :exercises of worship, mentally. , And this leads

to the other suspicion, that, with the person supposed,
the

ministry stands on .the same footing .with that of

any ordinary occupation, whichjs engaged in
,
for sup-

port ; while every thing that can interest the aflec-

tipns is looked for to some other quarter. To a man
of such a stamp, there cannot be addressed any pa'r-

, ticular exhortation, but such as should go to a total

change of the rinward cast of character. i-

~It is /rather to he hoped, that every minister, be-

fore whom these remarks^ are; to come, has entered

on his office with an interest taken in its duties; and

particularly in that department .of duty, to which
there belongs the proper reading of the publick

prayers. Now, as there hav.e been known some,,

who, at their entrance on the ministry, have aimed
at the highest gr,ade of^oratory -in the pulpit, while

they have manifested, in the desk, n incompetency
to correct reading, and sometimes such vicious,pro-
nunciation as a. , sensible .school-mistress would not

endure, in scholars advanced beyond their spelling-
books } there may be uses in the hint here offered, of
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not" neglecting the more humble attainment^
ambition to reach that which makes a greater figure

before the world. The minister is nor advised to

hide his talent;,'whatever it maybe, in a 'napkin.
But perhaps he may have mistaken his talent

;
and

therefore let him try it in the humble department,
before he test it in the higher. Correct reading is.

within the compass of the 'endeavours of the mass of

those who have competent information for. the min-

istry. Some people, indeed, have .such imperfect

organs of pronunciation, that they can never be tol-

erable as readers, either in publick or in private, dt

is a pity on their own.-account, as well as on that of

the Church, that such should have made choice of

the ministry for their profession.
"'

But if a man be

possessed of a voice sufficient, with proper manage-
ment, to be heard over churches of the -ordinary

size; and of powers of utterance of the ordinary
^

standard, he may be supposed capable of. attaining
to a proper and edifying reading of the Common
Prayer. ,

.

'

\
-

All that has been here said, for the keeping of

ambition within the bounds of natural qualification,
is no more than the applying to the present subject
of the precept of Horace on that of poetry : "Su-
mite materiam vestris qui sctibitis aequam viribus."

Even if a man possess powers of a higher "grade
than that above supposed, and display them in the

pulpit, hs should be earnestly cautioned -against the

introduction of his impassioned eloquence into the

desk'; bebause not suited to what is there to be re-

cited. The best reading of any part of our service

.ever witnessed by the writer of this, was by, the

Reverend George Whitefield, in the administration
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of :the communion. It was the only time the writer

ever heard him read ; although he has heard him

several times from the pulpit. Here, his voice and

his action were at dines very highly impassioned ;

yet not more so than agreed with"the sense of what

he 'said. But there was not a particle oi that kind

of elocution, at the Lord's table.' The writerneyer,

in any profession, met with a speaker who had sa

many pleasing tones in the rhodulatioii of nis voice ;

which was also, ini itself very pleasing. If He had

ever diligently studied to ' attain to the-art of speak-

ing well; never was any man happier, in avoiding
all appearance of art in his delivery.
The next'best reader of the prayers, within' the

sphere ofthe acquaintance^ the. present writery was
a-gentleman already mentioned under, the head of

preaching, the Reverend Mr. Duch^. He was per-

haps not inferior to Mr. Whitefield in the.correctness

of his; pronunciation. His voice was remarkably
sweet; although short of the voice of the other gen-
tleman, in the compass of its powers, and especially
in. modulation. ' Mr. Duch was frequently oratori-

cal in his sermons, but never so in the reading of the

prayers ; although always read by him with signs of
unaffecte'd seriousness- and devotion. There have
been cited the examples of these two gentlemen ; .

because, being of acknowledged celebrity in the de-

partment of elocution the publick approbation of
them may be proof, that the proper exercise of this

gift is not precisely the same in" the desk as in the

pulpit. And yet.it does not follow, that there is less

endeavour to be used for accomplishment as to the

former.
,

-

"

In -
truth, there should be earnestly!recommended-
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a frequent and attentive reading of ,the> jQomrnoii

Prayer in private, with a view to the proper reading
of it in publick ; particularly in regard to the. pro-
nunciation of words, the emphasis, the modulation

ofthe voice, and the medium to be observed between
an utterance too slow or too rapid. There are^some
other matters of minor importance ; but the above

being the^principal, each of them shall be remarked

on^
''

"_ .

.. ''.'.- '..

In regard to the pronunciation of words ; .although
there seems to have taken place, -within memory,
many useless . and capricious changes^ according .to

the successions of fashionable standards ;
- yet there

may, be given, as to this point, precisely the advice

which the giver of it has been accustomed to" offer

to young persons, as to the article pf dress. The
advice has been, that in regard to the cut of a coat

or o a gown, they should appear like the rest of the

world 'jf-but that as to the changes taking place, they
should not make themselves remarkable, either for

anr early adoption of a fashion, or for going to the

extreme of it. Of late years, there has been a suc-

cession of writers, each of whom has claimed
-
the

merit of devising principles, which should give a

. new cast to the popular pronunciation. They have
also bad; the good fortune to acquire a considerable

degree^ of approbation. No doubt there will .be

other claims, with ,the like success. , The proper
line of conduct, is to take the present standard,
whatever it may be. This is not meant to discour-

age the minister's study of language, as a branch of

science
; and particularly the structure of his ver-

nacular language. But whatever may be his opin-
ions in his study, let him, in practice, take his tone



from society ; that is, from. the. more cultivated part

Off: it. This can hardly bring him tinder, the censure^
of 5 following the - multitude* to <Jp evil ;" but comes'

rather under the apostolick advice, of Cf
bebpming all^

>

things to all men/' for a beheficial purpose." .

v The importance of attending to; emphasis, is con-

spicuous in the circumstahce of its being essential*

to the sense of the service^ as, to that of every other

composition. Particular parts of the service mi^ht
be;.mentioned, in which' "a false emptiasis gives ia

foreign, and sometimes even A; ludicrous sense to the'

expressions. Some readers, having been told of the

importance of emphasis, ;
and being -desirous of

coming: -up to the height of what is, required of thenj-

in this particular, lay.a stress on so many words, a?

that, after all, the ..emphasis of the leadmg vfor;d
cannot be sufficiently distinguished. Every one
rnust perceive^ that; this isi an <

improper application
of a correct rule. ;

but however preposterbus the

abuse, it ought not to discourage a due attention to

the subjec.t, and the application, to it ofthe principles
of good. s^ense,v whichj if permitted to govern, w2l
ensure propriety; in this .particular. ,

The; proper modulating of ~

the yoice, is a matter,

whiehi like emphasis, faDs within the prbyince of

good, sense : \vith this important difference, hbypeYer,
inithe subjec.tSj that whereas, in. the one of :theni

there .is.;", an easy execution , of what the jiidgnieht

may ordain, it is not so in the. other; the .execution

depending here on ^e fQixpatipn of the^prgahs. of ar-

ticulation.. To this, may be, imputed an unhapjiiy..

mistake made by. some readers, in iattemptmg a ya-

riiety of modulation, tp:which their powers
1

are income

petent. 'Their : imagina'tions describei ; to them dte-

9 '.'""' .-";. *.
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grees of excellence, which they are desirous of at-

taining to
;
but in attempting this, they pass from

the solemn to the familiar^ and in other instances,
from one tone to another, in so abrupt a manner as

gives, a grotesque- appearance to the performance.
4fiVnd this, if the conjecture offered be correct^ pro-
ceeds from, their having of a worthy end in view,
without an endowment of nature adequate to "the

accomplishment of it. This is mentioned, not to

discourage the acquiring of the art of modulation,

fornothirig is more calculated to fatigue the attention,

than a continued monotony, but only, to temper the

endeavour with the caution, of accommodating it to

the extent of natural gift. This is different in dif-

ferent .persons ; and the diversity 'ought .riot to be ,

(disregarded, in the art of reading. .

^
;

The last particular mentioned, was a proper me-
dium between a too fast and a too slow pronunciation.

Now, although -the first is by far-the more common
fault; and, as the present writer has found by ex-

perience, very difficult to be corrected ;. yet, the

opposite extreme is a fault also. The proper me-
dium is to be attempted; but this, under the recplr-

.lection, that what is such to oneiman , may not be so

to another: for if he whose natural manner is quick/
should carry his corrections too far, he would prob-

ably sink into a drawl
;
whilej if the like were- done

by the person, whose Utterance is naturally too slow,
be <_would 'probably crowd his~ words together in? a

way which,would prevent their being distinctly heard.

The difficulty is. the greater, if it be, as is~ here sus-

pected, that hearers are m'fferently constituted,, in

jegard to what gives them pleasure or pain, in this

particular. What is said may be illustrated by the
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following statement; f
In the year 1771, the present

winter had .the good .fortune of hearing those two

great rneri, the. Lords Mansfield and Camden, in the

British House of j?eers, speaking in a legal cause

then before the house, in the capacity of a final/Court

of appeal. The two Lbrds mentioned., were on the

sarne side of tjhe question : for it was remarkable of

them/that they seldom agreed on political questions,

and that they, as seldom differed on the legal.
: The

cause related, to the succession to a title and an es-

tate; a^od was well known under the name of the-

Anglesea .cause. Their accidental hearer was of

course incompetent to enter into the legal merits of
it ;. arid was even' uninformed of the circumstances

of the .case. Accordingly, the only objects of his .

attention^ were the elocution of the respective speak-
ers.; One prominent property of the" manner- of

Lord' Mansfield was, it being so deliberate^ as that

every^yord seemed to have been well 'weighed be-

fore the utterance of it; while yet^ there was not a

degenerating into tediousness. On the other hand,
Lord Camdeji had a -volubility of manner,

'

which
was not carried so 'far as to prevent his being intel-

ligible.' Had it been in the power of the hearer to

have made the manner of either of these great men
his own, he thinks he should have chosen Camden's ;

and- yet, of the .two, Mansfield has beenvthe most
celebrated as a speaker. This is consistent with the

opinion already expressed, that we have riot all the

same-standard of .perfection, in the particular under
notice. ,The result of the whole is, that the proper
medium is to be obtained as far as possible. When
we hear a speaker, whose pronunciation is fliuch too
fast for us, finding that we cannot follow him in his
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train of sentiment,.we give over the attjempt. . fa-

the case of tqo slow a speaker,' we find, .ourselves;

continually disappointed by the. delay fkrid, in g6n-

seqtience, our attention wanders to some Qther subr

ject of contemplation. , At least, this takes place
with him who. now records it, anjl.he 'supposes it 'to

be so with others
i; although there

r
may be diflferent

degrees of slowness, at which our respective tedium

begins. .

On the extensive subject in fiand, there lia\re

been selected but a few p9ints ; and there has
Bjeejni

said but little in regard to them : an4 the only us4
is. to show, that the due reading of the service <Je- -

serves, to be. ma.de an object of serious care and.at-

tentioni. It is to the advantage of the
( present day,

that there are many helps in the approved wQ.rlfs of

ingenious men. Nevertheless,'whatever pains a min-

ister may bestow in thinking or reading on the silla*

ject, it is. requested of him most earnestly, that, . on

entering the desk, he will leave behind hiitn all direct ,

attention to his rules. It is in this linej as it is in

that of morals. In the latter, if a man have habir

tuated himself to act correctly,, and from proper mo-

tives, he. t will continue his course of G6n0uct as oic-

casions may occur, without thinking of the ^prinQi-

ples which influence him. With the same ease^ a

reader should be correct, without thinking cpntmually
.of the principles by which correctness is constituted.

The act of prayer is of too high a nature to suffer

the attention to be drawn aside to any reflections,

alien from the -sentiments which have a relation to

the adorable object of the duty. There were men-

tioned two
clergyraenj remarkable for their agreeable

reading of the prayers. In neither ofthem was ther&
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any thing whidh could have/led the 'hearers to sup-

pose, that, in the act of reading, their minds were

at all '.occupied by poncern as to the manner of per-

forming it: Had that 'been visible, it would doubt-

less have very 'much detracted from their excellence,

in the estimation of a critick; arid perhaps have

destroyed .it entirely,, as to
'

;the religious effect of in-

spiring or of increasing devdtidn. .

Before the leaving of the present branch of the

subject, there may be a use in saying something con-

cerning -that interesting part of the publick service

which is sung. : In the performance of' this, the

minister does not take the lead ; while yet it is sub-

jected to .his control. Many of the :

psalms intro-

duced intq the morning and evening prayer, were
intended -to be sung,Salthough they may be- said also:

.and indeed, the: same may betremarked of the whole

book -of .psalms ; which, as ir stands in the r
Prayer

Book, is .pointed with a view to its being sung. Be-
;sides this, anthems, taken,from Scripture, may 'be

introduced by the" minister into the service, without

the imputation of irregularity/ Further, the metre

psalms and hymns are especially supposed, in the

rubrick, before them, .to be sung after mprnirig and

evening .prayer, under the direction of 'the minister.

For these reasons, it is judged that the :preseht is the

prpper place for nQticing the~(departinent. We are

\on the subject of the" reading of the prayers ; -arid

this is an adjunct of it.

Devotional singing .mayjbe divjded ihto 'two

species : "that -whichj requiring''^a. more; than bEclmary

skjll,
is^ 'expected..-to Be petforined by select persons^

>espeeially\well informeid. and, practised; ih the ar't;

and" that which -may 'be accomplished by the con-
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siderably greater part of an ordinary congregation.
Under the former^head/niay

:

be'(conte.mplkte4'''wba[i
the Church intends by the name. of anthems : under <

the latter, both chanting and the singing of compo-
sitions in metre, whether psalms or hymns.- -

'

On the question of the comparative merit of the

first and of the third species of singing" there -have

occurred, according to the apprehension here enter-

tained, opposite extremes) Some would Banish

'whatever comes un_der the name of anthem, while

others avow, their hostility to singing in metre. Let
there be estimated the weight of each of these

opinions. - '.'.'

The present writer, having never met with the

first of them in England, and perceiving no tenable

principle on which it can be grounded, believes it to

have been owing, in this country, to the ill-judged,

.nd, in .some cases, niost indecent manner in which
the practice has been introduced. We are all aware,

of the association of ideas; . Now; thert, are many
serious people, who cannot/ disconnect the idea of

an anthem from the supposition; that the religious

exercises for which the . people, are assembled are

suspended, for the amusement of a Jfew persons
versed in the theory of musick, or perhaps only ani-

bitous of being thought so ; and who must 'be
^in-

dulged in this relaxation fromjthe irksomeness of listr

ening to services and a sermon, in which they feel

no interest. The plea is certainly palliated
'

by the

circumstance, that almost all the attempts here known
to introduce this higher grade of singing, have been

exactly such as were calculated to produce the dis-

satisfaction. The use to be made ofvthe fact is,'out

the one hand, to !bar the applicatidn-6f the.abuse to
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the; unqualified prohibition of that of .which it is a

profanation; and, on the other hand, to insist on the

impropriety of allowing .
the - thing itself, without a

strong presumption that it will not he so abused ;

such presumption t6 arise from a satisfactory know-

ledge of .the characters of the performers, of their

musical sufficiency, and of their being well trained
-

to their respective parts, before their exhibiting'of

themselves iii publick.
'

As to the singing -of poetry in rnetre, they who
entertain a dislike of it in the Church of England
have this to say, thatJt is riot known either in.the

rubricks, or in .the canons of that Church ; the ver- ,

sion of Sternhold and Hopkins having been intro-

duced without any publick sanction, soon after the

'Reformation : and the latter edition of Tate and

Brady-having been allowed by governmerit, without

any other ecclesiastical ^sanction than that, of the

Bishop of London of the day. So far is the latter

version from being considered as clothed with au-

-thorityy that, -to this time, they have continued to use

the former in a great proportion, .probably in the

greater number of the parochial churches, and in the

cathedrals; and yet, it is confessedly destitute of

publick sanction. But is there riot, in all this, con-

siderable^evidence:that .the said, species
of singing,

in which the people, could the jnost easily- join, .was

found so conducive to devotion, as-that the provision
for such- an- end was suffered to. come in silently,
'from a conviction of its utility? And as for there

not being ah ecclesiastical, sanction in the Church, of

England j it is a circumstance irrelevant to the case

of the Church in thisi country, which has permitted
the psalms and the hymns m metre te> be used after
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toortiing
and evening iprayer, and otherwise, 'at"tn

discretion of the minister.
1

Ther,e is something iso

agreeable to the mind in the idea of a general -act of

praise, adorned by ^poetry and miisick, and Sent up to

the Eternal throne by a large assembly of Christian

people; and, at the same time, it seems so natural a

'mean of increasing devotion, than ah abridgrnent of

this branch of publick worship would be ah: event

to be deplored.
- >

But why should there be such a prejudice against

ttietre, when the learned are of opinion, that at least

great proportions of the books of the prophets anil

of the book of psalms were originally in 'this dress ?

Bishop Lowth has taken much pains, and .it has been
.,'.-*' - * -

thought with considerable effect, to jeduce the ^pro-

phecy of Isaiah to its original metre. And if 'the
,
j. ...... y . ^ , , . .

*
. --* ,

"

principle thus proceeded on be correct, it is not im-

probable, that the psalms sung in those devotions of

the;Jewish Church which our Lord arid his apostles

attended, were in the metrical form. _ .
-

; But it is said; that at a certain period of the Chris-

tian Church there was a discouragemerit bf metrical

compositions, on the principle that they savoured
(
0f

the levity of Gentile worship. That there is neces-

sarily levity attached to metre,"may be denied: arid

'the mere circumstance bf its being tised by tbie

Heathen will not, it is to be hoped, find admittance

into the Church to effect a prohibition, atiy mdre
than that of the use of sorrie of her prayers by the

; Roman Catholicks; 'which has been :

seriously, biit

indiscreetly objected to her. .

-
Of metrej rhyrrie is not an-esseritial circumstariee.

Nevertheless, if this artificial accommodation to the

ear be peculiarly suited to the genius of bur l^ri-
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point maintained by very -able judges-^-

there seems no reason why we should',decline this

*>r -any other help, to the rendering .of the clothing

-qf religious sentiment agreeable akd captivating.

There are, however some of the . sacred composi-
tions :so stately, and others of them so full- of tender

passioD, that rhyme has,the effect of lessening the

simplicity of the one and the dignity of the other.

Of the first description, jtiere may be mentioned the

fiftieth psalm, beginning
-" The Lord, even the

'tndst mighty God, "hath spoken.", Of .the second,
the fifty-first psalm may foe mentioned, beginning
^ Have mercy upon 0003 Q-God, after thy great, good?-
ness '"~- the: solemnity of which is .exceedingly sunk

by the^short metre of ~Tate arid Brady, however com-
mendable their translation :, for it is here thought to

be so generally. Ther-e" shall also be mentioned iu

this place the hundred and thirty-seventh psalm, be-

ginning-- "By the waters of Babylon we sat dowi
1 and wept, when we-: remembered thee, O .Sion.

3

O f the psalms mentioned ,
l it is here conceived, that

Alexander Pope, master as he, was of numbers,.and
y

fiiend as he was to-rhynjei could not have imposed
its shackles on them, without its being for thejworse.

We may the Easier believe this^ if we. conceive of
sorrie poet- putting into rhyme Milton's Morning
flymn ; or his description of the Almighty, marking
but frpm the immensity of space, .the part of.it

which was cthencefprw,ard to be occupied by.our

system. To attempt to dignify such passages by
rhyme, is to disparage them. >

> -

ijNfotwithstanding this, and with the wish ,that.a few
~t>f - the psalms were- in blank .verse, yet with; the
caution that none but a consummate master, should
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attempt it, there: is felt a reluctance. itp part with

rhyme much more with metre. .

.-

On the subject of the singing part of the service,

this is the proper place of admonishing a newly or-

dained minister, riot to endure the indecencies^

which are sometimes obtruded on congregations by
persons who take the lead in the department. :.=- The
abuse thus noticed might be set in various points of

view, all of them aggravating^ the odiumof.it. But
it shall be here considered only in relation to the in-

jury done by it to our communion. Persons somer

times leave it on the professed prinqiple, that they
do not perceive a sufficient degree of seriousness .in

its members. The principle is indefensible: but

ought not we ta apply to ourselves .the intimation?-

"Wo be to him by whom -the offence cometh?"

Again^ a person of another communion enters one

of our churches in which such levity is practised.
He knows, that we boast of the excellency..of l>ur

Common Prayer; but the reading^of it comes to him*

under the weight of a
prejudice^ created by what is

contrary to all decency and common sense.
:
He.,

says to himself something which carries the^mean-

ing, that " we have no oil in our lamps"^ that we
have no real piety ; however, from a vague sense of

obligation, or from hereditary habit, we may deem it

expedient to keep up the forms., of worship. Such
a person, were he informed of the. whole truth,

would know, that at the very, moment of the cen-

sured impropriety, there are many devout persons

mourning over it in secret ; and that of those who
"

are not devout, at least the majority blame and des-

pise the incongruity. And fwhy has .it been,; at all

endured ? The answer is -for the gratification of a
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few ungodly persons: an'assertion, which should not

have been hazarded by the present writer^ had he

ever known a single devout; person amotig the prac-

tisers or the favpurers of what is here blamed. He
cannot follow them to their closets : he cannot look

into their hearts: but he can
, declare, with truth,

that he never knew ah individual of them, who de-

-noted, either :by deportment or by profession, that he

worshipped God in publick or in private.

Under the head of the ordinary publick service

of the Church, there falls that most solemn part -of

it^the administration of the holy communion. For

although not administered .on all the occasions of

assembling for publiefc worship, yet it may be. ad- _

ministered on
'

any of them. .Its being attended to

in pur churches only monthly, and on, the
r
three

principal festivals, is one of the many proofs exist-

mg, that the' piety of Christians is not so .ardent as

in the beginning, -There are few -

facts more satis-

factorily proved, than that, of the eucharist ^having
been administered in the -primitive Church every
Lord's day. -Accordingly^ it seems utterly unac-

cougtable, that- in "some religious societies, in which
it 4s administered seltlonier than among us,; they even
Censure the 'administering of it more frequently thata

is
, customary among themselves ; and - hold it tbf be

"
contrary to godly discipline.

-

Although solemnity and decency are doubtless

called for, by every branch of ecclesiastical adminis-

tration^ yet there is np, one, in which any thing con-

trary to these dictatds alike of reason and of piety,
would b6 so apt; to indict wounds .on devout minds,
or indeed so much argue: the absence of devotion

from, the mind of the minister. Accordingly he is
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exhorted, not indeed to that holy affection,'which it

would be dangerous; to represent as exclusively at-

tached to the part 6f the service now/ in question;
but to.be especially guarded against any irregularity,

into which he might otherwise be drawn in this re*

spect. r
-

;
.

: As to the considerations which should '

govern in

the "reading of 'the communion service,' what -has

been said already, applies here -of-course. .There

should, therefore, be dispensed with any further at-

tention to the department, were it not, that, there

may be use in stating to a newly^ordained minister,

the grounds of a transaction which passed in this

Church during the organizing of it
;
and further, in

putting him on his guard against what is considered

as an error avowed by a few individuals, since the

period referred to ; perhaps, merely' -from the not

being aware of the consequences to which the ejror

points ;
and of the feuds to which, if pressed, it

would give occasion." ,

It must be known to every reader of the ecclesias-

tical-history,of England, that on the second setting
forth of the liturgy in

'

the reign of Edward^ VI.

there were made two alterations of some moment, in

the prayer of consecration of the eucharistick ele*

merits. In the first liturgjf, there hadbeen an obla-

tion of .the bread and the wine, as commemorative> of

the body and the blood of phrist ; and an ^invo-i

cation of the Divine blessing- on these elements, for

their Ibeing sanctified to their proper - end : but on
the said review, these- particulars were omitted. 3t

is also well known, that the changes have been, in*

pUted^to the influence of two learned foreigners-r

Peter Martyr and Martin Bucer, who were fugitives



the persecutions "in 'Germany ; and had. been

honourably provided for by the British government,

in
:

the universities.
r v From the best inforinatiph to

be gathered', it is,;here thought, that considering the

unobtrusive
'

characters of those two men,
;however

free to give their" opinions^ when asked'-for-; and

^considering further the great learning and the inde-

pendent spirits of Archbishop Cranmer and his as-

sociates ;
the latter must have entertained the opin-

ion, that the parts of the service in question ; were

not essential to the ordinance ;
and that, having been

much abused by superstition, they were best dispen*
sed with. That the English reformers thought them

superstitious in themselves ought not to be believed,

because no evidence of it appears.
But whatever may have been the cause of this

revolution, it has been lamented by a great propor-
tion of the best informed clergy of the Church of

England ; who have ardently wished for a restoration

of what had been left out, at the time alluded to.

Hence it happened, that when a liturgy was'providedj
in the reign of Charles I. for the established Church
6f $cotland, at that time Episcopal;; they who ha,d

;the directipn of the business, of whom the principal
was 'Archbishop Laud, took care to insert what they
thought to have been unnecessarily omittea among
themselvesi The parts so restored were handed
down in the Episcopal Church of Scotland, after it

ceased to be an establishment. And there is no part
of the service, -to which the clergy of that Church
are more attached. For there ;is here reason to

think, that the matters in ;question are not uncom-

monly considered among them, as essential to the

sacramental act.
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There can be no doubt, that the two particulars
in question .were in.the forrri for. the consecration: of

the elements, at a period within the first three centu-

ries. This may especialfy be proved, ftom what are

called the apostolick constitutions : and although jt

is riot a necessary inference that they' were in use

within the age of the apostles, yet' even this may be

thought probable ;
. while, that they preceded any

corruption of Christian doctrine, seems absolutely
certain. That they are not in themselves a 'cor-

ruption of .the, doctrine, but, on the contrary, in

analogy with it, is here thought to arise clearly from

an attention to the subject. The oblatory clause has

has-been the most objected to
; and yet it is in hate-

mony with the original institution by our Lord.

What was to be done in remembrance of him, was
to be in a religious act; and, , therefore, as the

bread and- the wine were significative of his body and
of his blood

;
what could have been more natural,

than to present them in such an act of devotion,

as the emblems, so attached to the great object

represented ? In^ the remains of the ^pman Cle-

ment, we read expressly of the making of obla-

tions, as a part of the office of the clergy ;

and sujsely no one will allege, that there was super-
stition in his day in the Roman Church. That sen-

timents of this sort were subsequently, made the

foundation of superstition, must be conceded. But
if fhis argument have . any weight, it goes to the

extent of giving up the eucharist altogether; be-

cause the whole subject of it is of such a nature, as

exposes, it to the danger of abuse; Be it remember-

ed,-that the matter is not here* contended for so .far,

as to affirm the oblatory words to be essential to the
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commeTmorative eating of bread and wine. , They
are, hpwever, advocated, not only as defensible, but

as /impressive and edifying. It Would be another

thing, were the elements spoken of as comprehending
more than what is discernible by our senses. But
the contrary is taught by theirbeing called

" These

thy gifts and creatures of bread and wine :*' and the

words are after the objation ; which therefore could

never; .have been cqnceived of, as effecting .any

change. ./--'" .

v
..

As to the other branch of the subject, the invoca-

cation of the Holy Spirit, not on ourselves pnly^ for

that is in the English' service,- but as sanctifying the

bread and the wine, to their religious, application ;

it is.no more than similar to what is done in our bap-
tismal offices, when we implore God to ," sanctify the

element of water to the mystical washing away of
sin.'' This has never been faulted ; and yet,,,why
it should : be thought allowable .,

in the one case,
and superstitious in the other, would be difficult to

bp shown. ,>'
j -

, But .while," it is hoped, that an improvement,
adopted on- such good grounds,,and on, such mature

consideration, will -be perpetual in this Church;
there -is deprecated the adoption of ideas, which
have been sometimes expressed by individuals, of

there being .in the eucharist a sacrifice, an altar, and
a priest, in the strict- ;and proper meaning of the

, words ; and taking the last word in ;the Jewish
sense: of it. That in Englarid, every -thing of
this sort; was designedly dropped at the Reforma-

tion, cannot .be denied.; The word "
priest" ,is

-"
npe^JuTipoj," with an English termination ; and .not

the ^ jp;?," of the Jewish Church ; and that it was
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so understood by the reformers^ is evident frpm'tfeeir

I^atin liturgy ; which has always
"
presbyter,"'and

riot " sacerdos." As to "
altar,"

1

^e; baye nbt only
" table" in' its stead, throughout the ruljrJcks>; but it-is

well known, with what marked attention to the dis-

tinction, they who 'took the lead in that day changed
the altars then existing, into tables; Bishop-Ridley's
conduct was especially conspicuous, relative to the

subject, when he began his reformation of the mat-

ter, in the cathedral, of the metropolis. Of '^sacri-

fice" there is no mention, except in a sense evidently

figurative ; where, in the consecration prayer,
:in

reference to the celebration thenI going on, we 'de-

sire the acceptance of this our sacrifice of praise
and thanksgiving*" In the time of Charles I.,

Archbishop Laud has been, supposed to have jnani-
v fested an inclination to resume what had been relin-

quished by the reformers. Not that it is here ima-

gined to have been
^
his intention ^whatever his

enemies urged to the effect--^to accomplish- a return

of the Church of England to the Roman Catholiek

communion. Notwithstanding this, some-mnoy&tions
made by him, connected with the administration of

the eucharist, are more, in .harmony with the errors

of that Church, than with the doctrine of his own ;

and the said measures of the Archbishop are here

thought to have been one of the principalycause,s of

the temporary overthrow of the Church of England,
which took place in his day ; and of which he was
himself a victim. But be these things as they may,
that Church stands- at present on-its original founda-

tion, as to the points stated. Our Church has taken

them as there found
; and it is to be hoped, that the

purity of both, in respect to them, will be retained.
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'Frbm'ltijne to time, indeed, there ;have appeared in

the
'English

Church some respectable divines, 'who

have manifested a leaning tp the ancient errors. It

Has not, so far as is here knbwn, been found on the

Episcopal bench. Nevertheless, its having appeared
in that Church^ should make us the more jealous of

it, if it should lift up its"head among ourselves.

There .would be a mistake in supposing, that in

what has been said concerning sacrifice and altar, a

censure is designed on the figurative use bf the words,

which may occasionally be made to the advantage
of discourse, and without danger pf misleading any.
The word "priest," let it be again remarked, is/the

samtj as "presbyter:" although, whether 1

it 'would

not have been better, because inore unequivocal, to

have taken .this word, the former being also used as

the translation of "ijpsu?," and of sacerdds," may
:be

made a questibn.

' "

'''.-.?

There may be propriety in noticing further, that

the favourers of the theory here objected to justly-

finidj
;

faiilt with the practice prevailing both in Eng-
land -and in ^imerica, of placing the bread and the

vidne oh' the sacramental table before the beginning
of ttie service^ Thisis coritrary to- the rubrick, which
directs it 'to be 'placed there by

sthe priest, imme-

diately before 'the
grayer for the Church" militant.

This "nrast' have been in imitation of the primitive
Church ; in which :

;there was a prothesis br side

table, for the previous reception of thej elements.

The priest's
!

removing, of them to the Lord's fable

Was considered as an official act.
x

It is hot > agree-
:

arjl
:

e : tb
:

the ;

present write/s habits of tllinking, to fey
:

too ihuch stress on 'matters of order; but ias tfce
:

provision
; nd'w noticed was designed to: be : an-act -of
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devotion, although not accompanied by w.ordsyhe

wishes for the restoration of it, by thJ reducing of

practice to the existing rule. This would also nave

the good effect of manifesting .to those,; if there be

any, who cannot be complied with to the extent de-

sired by them, that there is compliance, as far as

good reason for it can be shown. '

3. Of Ministering in the Offices-^
- '

The design relative to the ordinary service is fin-

ished ; and there is now. a transition .to .the .third de-

partment, comprehending what are called the Offi-

ces of the Church. It. will not extend to a proof of

the duties,' to which the offices .respectively apper-
tain ;-rbut will/ be merely a suggesting of consider-

ations, arising out of the existing circumstances of

the Church. -

The first offices, in the order of the Sook of

Common Prayer, are the Baptismal the office for

the publjck baptism of infants; that for the private

baptism of the same; and that for the baptism of

adults. It is impossible
: to attend .to the first two,

without perceiving the inconsistency' between the

rubricks and the present universal practice of the

clergy.. According to the rubricks,. there should >be

no private baptism except in the case of sickness,

endangering the life of the child. Under, such a

circumstance, the rite is to be performed without the

sign of the cross, and without the- engagements of

-the sponsors ; which ." are' reserved to be made in

Church, in the event of the recovery of the~ child.

In the case of death, pothing essential will have been

^mitted. Now, there has pervaded both the Church
of England and theyChurch in the United iStaites,
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the ..-practice
of. using in.private Houses the form for

pubiick;."adn^istration/ :
. The contrariety between

fule^ and .practice has, at;the biest, a-very ill appear-

;ance : and it is jnconceivabie, how aiiy^minister can

ex<?use ,hfe share
,

of the irregularity; except on. the

plea admitted in civil jurisprudence and indeed not

without reasbn-: -that universal neglect, not 'noticed

by authority, is a. virtual change of the institution.

The, plea can be -of np weight,.except on the sup-

position .that the subject is
-,
a mere matter- of order,

-and rests on human will; which is the case of pub-
1

licity of baptism ; although doubtless the mostjcon-

genial with the character of the Christian"Church,

and.with the jpractipe of primitive antiquity. .

', -IJnless,there should take placer generally,,a more

;energetick exercise of discipline than thatwhich now

prevails, the adherence of any individual minister to

this particular requisition, would have a very unplea-
sant effect. Parents would avail . themselves . of
accidental opportunities, to have their children bap-
tized by other than tHeir proper pastors, which
would show " the nakedness of the land," in the

department of ecclesiastical discipline : for it is not

probable, that there would' be, a prevention of this

abuse, by presentations on the account of it, when
many worse irregularities pass unnoticed. These
statements have been gone into, as a ground^br the
advice to be now gfv^n-^-that if the minister, perceive
an openbg for the restoring of publick baptism, as

contemplated by the ruhricks, ,it is an object worthy
of his endeavour ; but that if this cannot be effected,
without the producing of a violation of order in

points, the remedy may be-worse than .the evil

which it is applied. -."If sp, .the remedying :of the
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imperfection here spoken of had
v

best he left 'to the

day, which we may hope will come, when whaleveir

is contrary to good morals or to good order will pro-
duce an exclusion from a membership of oiir

Church. In the mean time, the best aid that can

be brought by any individual minister to the pre-

paring for so good an end, is in an addition made to

the weight of ecclesiastical authority,. by the^sound-

ness of his principles, by his literary attainments,

and, above all, by his piety, and the integrity of his

character in every way.

The^ next particular occurring concerning these

offices, is the language in which the promises of the

sponsors are expressed ; and which are,frere referred

to, in order to advertise the young minister 6f the

difficulties which he will meet with, in 'the concep-
tions of many well dispose^ members ofjhisChurch,
whose scruples he should accordingly be prepared to

satisfy. In the first question addressed to the .spon-

sor, it is said -"Dost thou, in the name of this

child, renounce the devil and all his works, the vain

pomp and glory of the world, with all covetous de-

sires of the same, and the sinful desires of the 'flesh ;

so that thou wilt not follow nor be led by" them ?"

Although the words- "in the name of this child,"

are not repeated before each of the other questions,

yet they are understood. Accordingly, the sponsors
are put in the -place of the child, who is supposed
to answer.the jnquiries? through them. Now, this

is the circumstance which occasions the perplexity ;

there being an impossibility, it is said, for one per-
son to answer for another, absolutely ; and especially
for one as .yet 'incompetent to declare consent,jia
what is thus undertaken by substitution.
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- The impossibility is
:
so unquestionable, that the

circurnstance. should disprove the; supposition of its

BaVing been the meaning of the compilers ;
which

certainly ought to govern in the interpretation. They
have stated -what was really their design, in the sub-!

sequent charge ; which shows, indeed, tnat the

sponsors' hav0 taken on their consciences a weighty

.duty ; yet
T not such a one as -is either absurd or

useless. Yet iwby-rr-it. may be asked does the lan-

guage of the preceding -service put the sponsor in

the i place of the unconscious party answered for?

It is precisely what is done by parents iu various

ways; when they accept for their children estates,

attended
i by tjje performa'nce of conditions ; or when

they, entitle thenf to citizenship, 'exacting . of ihem
qertain duties, to be discharged by them' when they
shall have become adult. There may not be any

promissory words, on such occasions
; yet the acts

pf the parents amount to the same thing. But what
is the:consequence of subsequent non-compliance of

the. child ? Is it crime brought on the parent ?

Nothing like it ; although a forfeiture on the part of
the other, of what j^as to be held by such a tenure.

-There seems no difficulty in apprehending this ;

and yet, for the, want of its.heing properly explained,

there) is frequent hesitation as to an important duty.
Whether the questions and the answers might not be
made clearer to the apprehensions of ordinary people,
and whether it would, npt

; be an improvement, this is

not a proper opportunity to.jnquire. ]3ut there may
bejpropriety in preparing a newly ordained minister
for the, Difficulty. There is also a minor one, result-

-ing fr6m.^he'use of the
v singular number, in the ques-

tions proposed to the sponsors ; although the^plural
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number is used in the address immediately preceding.
The obvious solution of this is, that each sponsor
-answers for his or herse'lf, instead of their answers

being made in a-combined "capacity. The Ameri-
, can Church has explained this matter, by a rubrick

not found in the English Book of Common Prayer.
This e'xplicitness, however, has been' lost on. solne

ministers
; who, to show ho,w much better they un-

derstand the force of language,, than either the Eng-
lish compilers or the conventions which revised the

liturgy, address the sponsors in the plural number^
" Dp ye, in the name of this child," &cc. Nothing
but-a misunderstanding of.the' meaning of their own
words can excuse such ministers from the imputation
of intending to intro,diice a manifest corruption,into

the service. . The distinction made by the gentle-
men of the law, between a joint act and that which
is undertaken jointly'and severally, is founded in

good sense. The 'former binds each man only to

his reasonable proportion of the matter to be per-

formed; while the latter binds every one of them
to the whole. Like to this is the baptismal promise
made by the- sponsors, when they answer agreeably
to the object contemplated in the service. But the

promise is far short of such a sentiment, when it -has

been pared down bvthe innovation here complained
of-

..'

~'

'. ."

"

: ""''"

'.'" .-" ..'."';"..' "',
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/
Some persons have found a stumbling-block in

atiother matter, which pervades all our offices
v

o

baptism. It is that which recognises the subject, as

the regeneration Required in Scripture;
-

For, before

the baptizing !act, there is prayer for the benefit here

spoken of: after .the act, ! there is thanksgiving for

the benefit bestowed; and the connexion between
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the inward grace atid tbW outward sign$ is recognised
both before and after the act, 'in the address to the

spbnsorsj ana* in that to the dongregation. > In the

office for ^the't baptism of adults, there is an expla-
nation of thei passage

'

in the third chapter of the

Gospel of St. John, relating to the interview of - our

Lord wi^h Nicodemus. This is a prominent place
of Scripture oh the subject of regeneration ;

and

the Church applies it directly to ^the instituted rite/of .

baptism. ,, .:

Doubtless, all this is inconsistent with the modern
use of -the term regeneration. But, on the other-

hand, it must be contended, that the mere circum-

stance of the necessity oflooking to modern times for

such.a use of the word, is a presumptive proof of

there being some material error to be covered by it;

The phraseology of the Church, in this particular, is

nothing but.a continuation of'fhat^of all Christendom,
until the compiling of the liturgy, and for some time

after. The celebrated Calvin expresses hims~elf,in

language resembling that of the Church; And it is

remarkable, that \when there insinuated itself into

the ; Church Of England an attachment to the doc-

trine of Calvin, iio
;

offence was taken 'at the matter

now in contemnlation ; which will not .be found

among the faults alleged by the 'early Puritans,

against .the establishment.*

learned,

we have explained the virtue pf the sign to be" (it
and baptism) "is one. in. each, namely, the~ fatherly favour of
God,;remis8ion of sins, and eternal-life."-r-" Which (repentance
arid faith) although they are not formed .in them," (viz. infanta)"
yet is the seed of each hidden in them, by a secret operation of

the spirit.'^ ".Wherefore unless we throw a cloud over the be-
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It is true, that at, this very
time there sbeganr to

prevail .in the Church pf England, at /last effecting
a departure from her^, some nofel .opinions, very
inconsistent with the language, applied to the subject-

. ..- -
. . O O ^X\ I?

.

' . . J .' -.

of baptism; yet, so fast was this bound "on .the

Church by customr not merely, that of the, dark

ages,, but handed down from the earliest times that

no attempts were made to change it. v The opinions
alluded to may -tie reduced to two. One is, that of

the final perseverance of the saints
; which no dne

v

can consistently hold with baptismal regeneration.
The other is; that baptized infants cpntinue under
the wrath of God, x and liable to his judgments in

another world, unless rescued by a Regeneration

brought about inrajJult years, or in the approach to

them. .-...
-

v ./
"

To :
accommodate to these prejudices, which were

not thbught of until the .period of the Reformation,
or perhaps not long before, among . some of those

who are called the school divines, would require a^.

correction not only of the baptismal services/ but of
the whole system; in almost every department of

which there is either a director a virtual denial of

them. But if these services 6nly were in question,
it is to be hoped, that the present characteristic!?: of

them will be. retained, as a protest against modern
error. -And the subject is here intrpduced, .as fur-

nishing an opportunity of admonishing the minister,

that h, in the matters referred to, his instructions

should be at variance with the services ofthe Church ;

neficence of God, we are to
r
offer to him oiir infants, to whom he

has assigned a place among his friends and domesticks ; that is,

the members of his Church." Instil, lib; iv. cap. xvi. sect. 4

and,20. .

' "
:
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it becomes him to consider, how such inconsistency

can' be reconciled with the promises 'recently made,

by any explanation which shall be agreeable to in-

tegrity and truth. But if he' should maintain what

the Church conceives to be, evangelical doctrine on

the present subjects, the use of introducing them at

this time, will be, to prepare him for the occasions

probably to occur, of clearing her baptismal services

from objections And this he cannot do, without an

incidental proof of her adherence to the integrity

of Christian doctrine generally.
There shall be made a few remarks, tending to

sustain the seriousness of the occasions on which the

baptismal services are used, and a due regard to the

consequent obligations.

"It sometimes happens, that when an infant is to

be baptized,' and there has" been an invitation of

family connexions to be present at .the transaction,

a degree of levity takes place, ill suited to the being
assembled for a 'religious ordinance. The occasion,
it is 'true, is of a cheerful complexion ; and there is

no- design, in what is to be here said, to induce the

minister to change it into a gloomy one. But surely,
there is a reverent

J

behaviour, equally remote from'

the two extremes. That js the course which is. here

recommended : and when anything is uttered, evi-

dently expressive of the want of sense of religion on
the mind; if the minister do not 'show himself hurt

at the offence against the very foundation, on which
he. supposes himself to have bean administering a

divinely instituted ordinance; it is such a stejp to-

wards giving up the cause into the hands^of profane-
ness or of

infidelity, as makes it too probable, that he
would proceed to the extremity of abjuration, if there
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were eminent advantage to be gained, or considerable

danger to be shunned by it.

Relatively to the baptism of adults, the intimation

is to be given, that there is great need to fence it by
the strictest care, as to the character arid the suffi-

cient information of the subjects of it. Under the

religious circumstances of this country, there are not

any considerable temptations; to a person's conform-

ing to this rite of our holy religion, from
:ariy other

than a conscientious motive. But without the pros-

pect of gain, or for the gratifying of ambition, a man

may be forward to put his hand to the plough, with-

out his haying sufficiently estimated what" the fol-

lowing of it requires; Religion is evidently more
wounded by the apostacy of such a person, baptized
at an adult age, than

x

by that of one who had been

baptized in infancy. . .

As to the measdre; of information to be required
of an adult candidate for baptism^ the opinion is not

here entertained, that it should go" to a great .extent,;

examples to the contrary appearing in Scripture, as

in the baptizing of Cornelius and his household, of
the jailer and his household, and of the Ethiopian
eniich. These persons, indeed, had been made sen-

sible ofrecent exertions of Omnipotence, in the estab-

lishment of Christianity :^
and they were informed. of

thenature of it so far, as that .they received its Di-

vine Author, in the characters of their Saviour arid

their spiritual Lawgiver.
- In succeeding ages, the

same conviction is necessary, although obtained from
less sensible manifestations

;'
and the conviction can

hardly be possessed at the present day, withoutlnore

knowledge of the contents of the Christian system,
than existed in the minds of those early converts.
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It seems at least probable, that one cause of the rite

of confirmation, was the ensuring of a consequent

proficiency in knowledge ;
in the cases of persons

who, with a very imperfect knowledge of its contents,

and yet under full conviction of its heavenly origin,

had been admitted of the body of the faithful. The

very earliest ages are here spoken of : for when Jwe
come down to the fourth century^ we find a long

course of time and much pains, dedicated to the pre-

paring',of persons in the character of catechumens

for the rite of baptism.
There is another scruple, sometimes occurring to

the minds of well meaning people, in the renouncing^
of-" the pomps and the vanities of the world ;" which

they cdnstrue as intended to forbid many matters not

criminal; and against which their consciences would
have rib scruple^ any further than as it might arise

from the promise exacted of them, in this ordinance,

relatively to the presented infant. The history of

the .promise will throw light on\ the meaning of it.

When introduced .into the Church, it appears rfiom

passages in several of th
;

a fathers, to have been espe-^

cially intended against the Heathen shows. These
were accompanied by idolatry ; and, on this account,
if there had been no other, could not have been a^*'

tended by Christians, consistently with their pro-
fession.. But besides the idolatry, there were much
cruelty and lewdness exhibited on/ those occasions ;

arid therefore, these being practiced .after the ceas-

ing of the other, the* pastors of. the Church, still

cautioned the* people against frequenting them.
The! renunciation being continued, points to what-:
ever is immoral, and to nothing more. Any person
hesitating at such a promise as this properly under-
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stood, is not either a fit subject of baptismv or a

suitable sponsor for another. jBorne have even con-

strued the promise, as renouncing those habits of

dress which are suited to certain! circumstances and

states of life. It is impossible that this should have
been intended, however contrary excess and vanity
in dress to, the Christian profession, even if there had
been no such promise as that 1n question. The

promise is a renunciation of every thing opposed to

Christian morals. But for whatever comes not uridr

this description, the sponsor need riot hesitate, on
account of the language in which the promise is

clothed.
-" The .next of the offices of our -Church, is her..

Catechism; which -was evidently designed, princi-

pally, for persons baptized in infancy. It does not

follow, however, that an adult should be admitted

to baptism, without as much elementary information

as is therein contained. By this, it is not meant,
that the reciting of the Catechism by memory should

be the test of the qualifications of
~

an. adult ; because

a person may be competent to such a recitation, and

yet not to
,
the satisfying of an inquking ministerj as

to the requisite sufficiency. And on the qthesr hand,
a person may have .the requisite information, and

demonstrate it in discourse, without a recitation of

the very words, in which the Church has 'clothed

this compendium of Christian doctrine. But that,

agreeably to the opinion, already delivered, the

Church looks more to the party's sincerity of belief,

than to his or her extent of. knowledge, is evident

from the charge to the v, ".chosen witnesses," to call

on the party .to^be "
rightly, instructed in God ?s holy

word."
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When-catechising was introduced into the Church,

which must have been in the infancy: of our holy

religion, it" wa
r
s an exercise, that had no especial

relation to children ; and the instructions of it were

probably less addressed to -them than" to persons of

mature .age.
; It mnst be evident, that in those days,

when the great -mass, of the people were strangers to

the art of reading, catechising that is, the instruct-

ing by the way of question and answer, in the first

principles of the faith-r-was a much more effectual

Way than preaching, of communicating them to the

ignorant : and thisj not only because of the form of

the exercise, but because it was confined tcKthe most

necessary truths. However great the publick bene-

fit, achieved principally _by the art of printing, of an

ability to read in the great -mass of the .community".;

yet there has resulted the disadvantage pi. reducing
the learning of the Catechism to be a mere exercise for

children. It would be no. matter, as to the mere

acquaintance with that body of doctrine, if all were

taught to read, either in their infancy, or when they
are advancing to maturity ; and if, whether taught" to

read or not, .they were put into the way of being
instructed and examined 'in the Catechism, which is

possible.
-"

Even at the time of the Reformation, there were
.doubtless a great proportion of the people of Eng-
landit may be presumed, indeed, the far greater
number of them strangers to letters. And hence

.it may be inferred, that when the rubricfc requires of
the minis'ter to "

instruct and examine" in the Cate-

chism, it was intended,' not only that he should pro-
-pose questions and receive answers, but that, in re-

gard to persbns riot taught to read, the instructor
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should .repeat the words until sufficiently imprinted
on the memories of the instructed, to be followed by
them. It is true, that the rubricks- speak only of

11 children;, apprentices, and servants." ; But the

fifty-ninth canon of the*Chiirch of England has the'

more general expression of "
youth and other igno-

rant persons." And besides, in; a country in which,

all are contemplated, as born and .brought up within

the bosom of the Church, it. was natural to specify
that period only, which, jf it were properly improved,
would leave nothing to be done, at any other, as to

the matter in question. \ -

That: the Chureh.intended her ministers to instruct

in, the way which has been define^, is here cpnfi-

dently believed. '. And it will appear, to be neces-

sarily ; attached to the^ subject, if we consider, that,

on aixy-otjber principle, the'great mass of the
:pepple

were left unprovided :for, in the article of catechetical

instruction. A.t present, there are comparatively few
children who may not be prepared for examination

in their Catechism, either by their masters or mis-

tresses, or by their parents. But if, of those who

present themselves, there should be any whom Pro-

vidence has deprived of this advantage, it is clearly

held, that the minister should supply the deficiency,
however humble ;the employment thus assigned ,to

him. The. same applies to adults, willing to be

instructed in the same way. It will, however, be

.difficult to procure the attendance of such .;
because

of the.prejudicej that the,saying of Catechism is in-

cumbenton children, only,"*. ..' ^

* The sentiments which have been delivered are strengthened
the etyniology of the .word "

Catechism/' whiah: signifiesithe

by sound,. . .

'

-
,
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But there .occurs the; important question Whe-

ther a minister has discharged his whole duty in the

contemjplated work of instruction arid examination j

when ,he has proposed the questions,
and received

the answers in the CatechisnW "It is hot undertaken

to define at what liniits instruction, generally consi-

dered, should stop : and on this" point, something is

held in reserve. But it- is the' opinion, that under

the 'appropriate term of catechising, the Church

means no more than the furnishing of the memory
with- the matter which the Catechism contains.

The terms of the rubric specify the instructing and

the examining in this summary of Christian faith

and duty, without a word relative to the proofs; or

any other amplification of its doctrines. And aa-

plher rubriek enjoins presentment for confirmation:^
the attainment to a suitable-age ; on the condition pf

an- ability to -"
say the. Lord's Prayer, and the Creed j

and the Ten Commandments;" and also,
" to an-

swer to the. other questions of the Catechism." It

would be an unjustifiable interpretation of this, were

it. construed to dispense with such religious informa-

tion and impression
1

,
as may be made on the party's

mind, of the nature of the ordinance in prospect.

Still, in the retrospect to the catechetical department
merely, the terms used by the Church prove her satis-*

fied with the proficiency which has been stated.

Before further progress, let there be a caution

against entertaining too low an apprehension of this

proficiency. Persons living always under the blaze
of Christian knowledge, and "possessed of other ad-

vantages of a land illuminated by science,
: are apt

to imagine, that we can make all this our own, by
our native energy ; /and hot to perceive, that without
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the aid of external instruction, a great proportion of

mankind would be, in character, very little above

the brutes. Now, in regard to those classes of so-

ciety who labour incessantly for their subsistence," it

will not be rash to amfm, that the instruction which

they may acquire from the compendium called the

Catechism, the particulars being deeply -rooted in

their memories, often called up to their recollection,

and applied by an ordinary share of understanding
to the various occasions of life, is likely to be a bet-

ter guide to .them than any knowledge which the

uniformity of their pursuits is likely to permit- to

come to them from any other quarter. The remark,

however, is perhaps less applicable to this country
than to any part of Europe

1

;
because of the com>

parative ease of acquiring here a subsistence. But
it appliesjn a degree: and besides-, there are to, be

J L' ''"?". . ,
~ O *

, .
J - j"f', '

,

established general principles, which may be done,

consistently with due regard to an accommodation^ to

local peculiarities.
^>

Besides the application of the subject to persons
of the lower and the more laborious orders, it may
further be affirmed, that there is great demand, in the

higher, for the literary information of the Cate-

chism. Even in what is^considered as the first so-

ciety, it is not uncommon to hear remarks, which

argue entire ignorance of the first principles of na-

tural theology, and of 'the foundation of moral obli-

gation, If you were to ask.the persons to whom
this applies, 'whether they acknowledge the being of

a God, and a rule of moral duty ;~on these general

points their answers would be\ in the affirmative.

But in- an application of the subjects in their res-

pective lines of operation, they would riianifest a
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degree of the want of information and of reflection ;

the first of which might have been furnished to-them,

and the latter made the work of their own minds, by .

the instrument which . we call the Catechism and

whjch is probably very little
if|ftheir eyes. -Perhaps;

the effect might be 'produced ;
even if, there we're no

more of it than the comprehensive answers concern-

ing our duties to God and to our neighbour. So
that there is much use in the very moderate requi-

sitions, which may be drawn from the ^positive in-

stitutions of the Church, on "the subject of cate-

chising. Still, there recurs the inquiry Can nothing
be done towards the important object of the exer-

cise, besides the furnishing of the memory with the

prescribed answers to the questions? ;
The answer

is, that doubtless much may be done ; and that, it

may be worthy of attention, in this pPac.^ to esti-

mate the several expedients which have been adopted
for the purpose. .

*
Some . English .divines have recommended; that

the^. young persons be furnished by the catechising

minister, as he proceeds in the exercise, with infor-

mation additional to what is contained in the cate-

chetical answers ; and that they be afterwards exr
amined:by him on what they have been thus taught.
This appears to have been sometimes

v practised in

England/and in America
;
but it has not been'.gene-

ral in either. The objection occurring, is in the

difficulty of accomplishing the undertaking. The.
answers are supposed to be 'not from mere memory,
hut accompanied by an' exercise of the judgment.-
To obtain these from young persons, in the presence
of .casual/listeners to the exercise, is more than there
is reason to hope for, from any thing within the

10*
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limits: of : experience; which would also : lead*: ta

belieyey that?'.the .answers- given under; such circum-

stances^ must be insufficient tests of th$ respective

acquirements ; of the ; answerers, This remark .is

grounded on the timidity of a considerable propor-
tion. of young: persons ;

which is sometimes sovgreat,

as to: make it difficult to obtain, from them audibly,
even what they have committed perfectly to .menir.

ory. Still, the .object being- very gqod, if any. clergy-
man see cause to, hope .to carry it into effect, it is

not designed , to throw, any discouragement^: ir* sh
'

_ .

Perhaps it . has been from the ,being^aware, of the

difficulty stated, that some parochial clergymen put
into the "hands of children additional questions and:

answers :;
and ihese sometimes accompanied by ; texts

of . Scripture^ in: evidence of the- truths .affirmed,:

both: in the. Catechism and in such its supplementi.
Now, the committing of the one or the other to

memory,: is not for immediate use, but for a guide in

future life. It would therefore seem, that what 7 is--

shortj though comprehensive, is^mdre likely than the

same matter more dilated, to.be so engrafted, as?,to

leave an indelible impression of the intended truths j

an4 with what is' thds learned, other instruction, after-:

wards acquired, will happily combine; from whatr
ever quarter it may come, arid:without a committing
to memory of the precise words in- whichit may. be
clothed. In thejspeeies of enlarged,:exercise: of. the

memory now commented on> there is certainly a use

invthe texts of Scripture comprehejided;^ but whe-
ther they would not: be ,best confined- to rthe susr

taming p the matter of the Catechism, may:be made
a^ : question; without discouraging, the -enlargement
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here noticed, whete it may be thought expedient.

But independently on any such enlargement of the

wbrk-of memory,; it must be evidentthat catechising

opens 'opportunities of such short remarks;, as may,

perhaps, make, on youthful minds impressions never

afterwards to be erased., Accordingly, occasion is

taken" to recommend this ^practice ;
and it will be

i-endered still more useful, if there can he put some
familiar questions to the larger children ; and answers

received; from them, in .such a manner as is not cal-

culated to intimidate ; for if this "should be the effect

there is no good to be expected. .

-

There has been recommended arid on very res-

pectable authority the minister's taking occasion to;

explain, without a formal and written discourse^ somci

portion- of the exercise. This may certainly be
made instrumental to edification : but, as ^

is here

suspected not to that of the children, who will be
too young to be profited ; and who, it is probable,
will hardly be attending to what is said

;
but to any

parents or others : who may choose to be present on
suchL occasions. It is an error of a great proportion,
of the Christian world, that they affect to soar to

the highest reach of speculation, and to. dive into the

depths of mystery, while they are not sufficiently in-

formed of what, lies on a level with every ordinary -

understanding -the obvious truths of Scripture, and
the reasons on which its duties rest. That the error

allucted ; to must be checked, and that 1 an opposite
1

usefully inquisitive spirit must: be encouraged, by
what 'is here treated of, cannot but be evident.

The :sainev idea is said ; to.be carried much forther

b^some 'religious communions
; who require their

iriihisteFs -to discourse, on every afternoon of
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day, on some part, of their Catechism, and on that

only. Their is entertained no doubt of the wisdom

of the regulation ; but, Qn the contrary, the wish

that it ,were introduced into this Church
;
with the

reservation, however, that, being an -

innovation, it

would not meet with difficulties here unforeseen.

It will be perceived, that the greater part of what

has been advanced, is very much in the form of

leaving the ordained minister to judge for himself,

and according to circumstances, of the merits of the

different matters which have been spoken/of. There

is, however, at least one matter, not to be left oa so:

uncertain a foundation, and that is the duty indis-

pensably- lying on him, of giving an opportunity to

all young and other uninformed persons, of being
furnished with

s

the measure of religious information
.

contained in the Catechism. What are the means
to be adopted by him to allure them, and their

parents, guardians,, and masters, to send them to. the

opportunity thus, provided for them, must of course-

be submitted to his judgment. And what success

shall attend his endeavours in this line, must be left,

under God, to .the Christian disposition of all: con-

cerned.
'

_ .

The office coming next in order to the Catechism,
is Confirmation. The duty of the minister, as to

this rite, is too ^plain to be mistaken ;. , Whatever is

the sense of the promises made by the sponsors at

the baptism, the same the confirmed persons take on
themselves in .the succeeding ordinance^ To in-

struct them to the extent of this, is of course the

duty of the parochial minister ; sad if, in -the ex-,

ercise of this part of his office, it should be in his

power, by a word spoken in due season,!td make an
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impression on. the youthful mind that shall not be

lost in future life, it will not only be one of the best

exercises of his ministerial calling, but
~

also one of

the evidences of-th&uses of the particular ordinance

in contemplation.
"

'

>

It ought not to escape the notice of a
, minister,

how much this Church differs from those societies

of professing Christians, who exact evidence' of a

conversion subsequent to baptism. She knows of

no such matter in preparing persons baptized in in-

fancy for the rite of confirmation ; but presumes
-them to have been made the children of God in. the

preceding rite. It would be a shameful use of this

circumstance,' were any minister, agreeably to an

accusation laid in the very matter "here treated of,

to encourage the people to rest in ..forms ; these

having no effect on the life, except as a caution

against gross immorality and indecorum. There is

nothing of the kind in .the ecclesiastical institutions

of this Church : and she directs the attention of her

members to the
"

highest attainments, which cari.be

cpuiprehended under the idea of a renovation of the

spirit ; the principle of which is pledged in baptism ;

while whatever follows is calculated to call it forth to

exercise.
'

, .

"

/

There does not occur,
1 on the present subject,

more than one particular on whiqh 'there seems likely
to arise a doubt, in carrying the intentions-of the;

Churcfcinto effect. The- rubrick at the end of the

service, specifies that "
npne shall be .admitted to the

communion until theyv be confirmed^ or are: willing
and desirous to be confirmed." ,The Church evf-

dently designed, to declare, that, during the want 'of

opportunity of attendance on the brdinanice of con-
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firmation^; a devout person was not to be v debarred

from the consolations and the aids attendant on

another holy ordinance, to which the first was com-

monly preparatory. Even in England, .there 'must

be frequent occasions of having .recpurse to the dis-

pensation. The diocesses, indeed, do not compre-
hend,- as here, great extents of country ; so that; the

holding of -a confirmation in each dibcese triennially,

connected with the established custom .of calling out

altthe' proper subjects of confirmation in th6 respec-
tive neighbourhoods, at as early ages as consists

with the nature of the ordinance, would seem to-

provide sufficiently against the want of. opportunity.
Yet it frequently happens, that in consequence of
the extreme age and the attendant infirmities of. a

bishop, some arrive at maturity before an opportunity

presents itself. The question then is, whether a

person of this description; in the meantime become
a communicant, be required to; attend : at a succeed-

ing occasion of confirmation.. -

It would seem that the words of the - rubricfc do

not exact it. And what occasions the supposition^
"that the practice in England

'

is agreeable to this senr

timent is, that during the long space of time of the

connexion with the English bishops, they never re-

quired the candidates for orders from this country,
to submit to the rite of confirmation. They'knew
that tfiere was no opportunity for it at home : and

it does not appear on what principle -the ^matter can

have been dispensed with, except on the reasonable

presumption, of what: was indeed Implied in the" tes-

timonials of the candidates;, that they had been com-
municants : the* preceding" ordinance having vbeen;

passed ovetj not from; slight; but from necessity.
'
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It may be^nbt irrelevant to: record the opinion of

Archbishop Seeker on the-subject ; Especially as his

memory has been much respected: by our clergy/;,

not; only 'because of the general, excellency of Iris

character, but on account of the interest taken .by_

fain* in the concerns of the churches; in. these States^

while they were, -yet colonies of QreatrBritain^

Speaking of persons in the predicament here cbn-

templated, 4he says
" There are not indeed ;all the

sound reasons for the confirmation of such, as : of

others; nor hath the Church, I believe, commanded

any thing about their case, as it might bethought

unlikely, to happen. But stillj since it doth .happen
too. frequently, that persons were not able, -Or have

neglected
- to -apply for this purpose ; so, whenever

they apply, as by doing, it they express a desire to

fulfil all righteousness, . and may certainly .receive

benefity both from the profession and the prayers ap-

pointed in th office
j my judgment is, that they

should not be rejected^but rather encouraged."*
Th^ next service is the solemnization ;of matri-

mony. In this, there are not only ecclesiastical but

also civil'laws to be regarded. .The. latter being, dif-

ferent in different states, theirbearing on the:subject
shall :be treated of, only as they stand in : this^statelf

If- a clergyman should solemnize marriage under

any legal impediment^ he is;h"able to the ;very mo-!-

derate fine of 50. What ought to be far more

important to him -than anyone which might- have
beiea' imposed, he :brings a stain on his character ;

andj so- far as that of- the Church is implicated- in

his, on her's also. But the worst eonsequeace-of:.aU

*V61.iv. jr.47; t Eennsylvaniai .
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to him, is tbat it ought to be a burden on his con-

science. It is -a great oversight in the legislature,

or rather, according to what has been learned from

respectable authority, the effect of a -mistaken opin- 7

ion on the subject, that the laws do not inflict a

punishment adequate to the offence. In England
it is transportation: and if this should be construed

by any, as derogatory, to the clerical character, if is

here rather believed to be intended -with^ a rdirectly

opposite view. No reason can be given why the

punishment should not be something both of loss

and of disgrace, where the minister either knows of

the impediment, or does not take such means of .in-

formation; as the nature of the case requires^ Jn

tne case of young people in particular, the joining
of them in marriage \vithout -the consent of their

parents or guardians, there being no imposition to

plead, or the imposition being such as is invited, by
there being no demand of proper testimony from

proper persons, is an invasion of domestic.k rights,

which .ought, to cover the doer of it with infamy.

Accordingly every minister, recently ordained, should

be admonished to avoid so great a. crime and so great
a scandal. Let him remember, that, the only reason

of introducing a religious service, to accompany a

contract which, without it, would be both lawful and

binding, is lo give solemnity to the transaction;; a'nd.

J;h!t, therefore, when it is prostituted to the covering
of illegality and of undutifulness, the baseness of

the deed consists not only in an invasion of another-'s

rights, but in a prostitution of all the holy solemni-

ties of religious worship. ;:

Sometimes an apology for such' conduct is ground-
ed on the loose footing on which marriage rests : the
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licenses issued by government being notoriously

without the sanction of law,, so that if a clergyman
. proceed on such ah instrument, it does not acquit

him of fault in an illegal marriage ; and neither is,

the requiring of it exacted of, him in a marriage un-

questionably legal* Were, the writer speaking on

this point as a citizen, he would" contend, that it is

mistaken policy. But addressing himselfto a clergy-

man, he says, that in this character there is no reason

to complain. \A.ll that a'clergyman can have a right

to 6xp6ct is, that in the religious society of which

he is a minister, marriages celebrated by him agree-

ably to, the rules of his Church, and not interfering
with the civil rights of any member of society, shall

be
'

valid. Has the legislature interfered to forbid

this ? It will .riotlbe pretended. But for ~whpse sake

is there this -authorized sufficiency of his marriages ?

Certainly.it is not for his personal advantage, but in

tenderness to the religious freedom of his society.

Now, in that section: of his -society,, which' is more

immediately under his pastoral charge, there is little

probability that he will be deceived, into the cele-

brating of a clandestine marriage. Or, if there; be
use in. any further scrutiny than his own, it- may fee

provided for'by the society, without legislative inter-

ference^ In what way, then, would he be benefited

by a legal and legalizing license ?
'

It is,' as. solemniz-

ing the
:marriages of 'persons of various descriptions^

who may be unknown to him, until their appearance .

in this business. Now, it is riot said, that he is to

refuse such persons, if there should be offered to'him
sufficient evidence of their right ,to dispose of them-
selves in marriage. But it is contended, that if he
avail himself of the privilege which the; laws of his
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country indulge to him, he has no reason to complain
of the condition of not invading the rights of.others.

He may, reject;, if he
please, both the privilege and

the condition attached to it. The rnatter would be

otherwise, if the solemnizing of. marriage witBin his

communion v were attended, by dangers, which
neither he nor they could: guard against. They
reasonably consider ; it as a part of their religious

freedom^ to conduct such a, transaction under the

auspices of the -rites of their ecclesiastical system.
These sentiments are expressed in order to show

how evidently inexcusable a clergyman is, who, in

any instance, neglects the obvious means of; infor-

mation; much more, who keeps an open office for

almost all comers: it being understood, . either that

no questions will be asked, or that the answers to

them will be received, without the .knowledge of the

characters of those on whose, testimony so important
a -transaction is to be bottomed. It is not here

meant, that a clergyman is to go about in quest of

evidence on the merits of the case before him.

There would ..be a .lessening of himself in so doing.
The evidences .of the competency of the parties to

dispose of themselves should be brought to him ;

and, in failure of this, he should refuse. When the

domestick peace of any of his fellow-citizens may
be affected .by his determination," it surely ought not

to be made, up on evidence, which no dealer would
trust to, as security for payment for his wares.

;It- will be proper to apprize the minister of some

requests, which are occasionally made by parties

applying tp be married, but which should be uni-

formly and positively rejected.
One- and"'that- pre-eminently ^inadmissible- is
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ther omission of the .charge addressed to the con-

sciencesi of the parties, ^ Why should there be reluc-

tance to the hearing of this, if there be no wound

too tender to be touched, by such a probe? The

answer will probably be, that the solemnity attached

to this part of the service, is .too much for such a

season of sensibility. But is there not the same ob-

jection against calling on God , in prayer,y or the

giving of the benediction in his sacred name ? There

cannot oe shown: any difference, .in the two cases,

except that there is a sentiment running through the

charge, which may ; fall ; very heavily, on the - con-?-

sciences of- some persons, but ;which lights with en-

tire iharmlessness on the consciences of others. This

is: not intended to imply, -that in all cases in which

the charge is wished,to be- omitted, there is a con-

sciousness of a prior engagementi In some re-

quests, tq the/effect here known to-have been unsuc-

cessfully,made, there has been confident belief of the

contrary. In tnese cases; tha requests may be.irhr

puted simply to the desire, which is apt to possess
thefjninds of some, young persons, that, on these

very interesting occasions,,they may be indulged, by
a>brevity .not promiscuously granted : and were the

service reduced statedly to two sentences^ there

would be the requeste. of some^ that it might be re-

duced to -one sentence, in regard to them. The
result of ithe whole >is, -that the minister ought not,

On. any occasion, to dispense with the charge. He
must have -had very little intercourse with the world,

4f he have ;not seen reason r to believe, that some

young" people make and break matrimonial engage-
ments: with . a-levity that is utterly inexcusable. ;

If

he v

indulge a few by. the omission in question,, from
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the confident persuasion that they are not
;implicated

in former, engagements, he must extend the indul-

gence to all who ask it, . against whom he has no

'knowledge that they are pre-engaged, otherwise lie

offers -'insults. Thus he is drawn on to throw down
one of the most important barriers agajnst ^criminal

connexions; which, no doubt, have often been pre-
vented; by the circumstance, .of the solemn appeal ;

which must also be made to' Almighty God, for what

they know to be contrary- to truth. It is not often

indeed, that either of the parties has shrunk from

the question, when actually proposed ; although even

this lias sometimes happened. But how often.- the

.anticipation of the question may have interfered to

prevent a contemplated marriage, is more, than any
one can ascertain.

T" .
v

Another request occasionally ma.de, is for the

dispensing with a repetition of the words put into

the mouths of the parties by the service ; it being

sufficient, as they thinkj to assent by signs ; or, at

most, by the monosyllable Yes. As there may
be occasions, pn which one of the parties may find

some plausible : pretence to countenance the allega-

tion, that hebr-she did not understand the import of

the words addressed to'them
;
and as it is probable,

that the requisition has been^made for the very pur-

pose of guarding against such abuse ; the adhering
to the requisition is important, independently on the

circumstance of its being- a .part of the .service.

Doubtless in many marriages, probably,in the greater
number o them, there- can hardly be contemplated
the possibility .of the evil here referred to.

'

,
JBut

for a reason already given, there cannot be different

forms of service for different .persons. '-.
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'

Sometimes also it is requested; that the modesty
of the bride may be spared by a performance of 'the

serviceln almost entire darkness, there be^ng but little

light* and that from an adjoining room or an entry.

Now, let; it be' asked^ How. can the minister, with

a good conscience, record such a marriage, in a book

expected to pass in evidence in a court of justice ?

Further, what reason, is there to expect, that a Book",

understood to jje so kept, would be- admitted as evi-

dence? And, still farther, can a clergyman, if here*

after called on to prove the marriage, swear to a fact

of which he has no^ had the evidence of any one

of- his senses ? ;If people are so thoughtless, as to

commit their reputation, and the future interests of

their families^ to such hazards, -a .clergyman ought to

be so far a better guardian of them, as not to injure
them in the very act of discharging a sacred duty.
The same sentiment applies to another request,

occasionally made, of being married without witness-

jBS, ':,;' There are varieties in. human affairs, in which

th^jwbuld shake the validity of the transaction : and
if a man and .a woman can reconcile themselves to

suck, a species of "Felo de se," there is no need

that a clergyman should make himself accessory to

the fact': and Set it be still-aidded-r-independently
on the circumstance "of its being otherwise Bordered -

by the Church.
'

' V .

;

There might be here brought forwards some very
important questions on/ the subject of marriage ; .es-

pecially as concerns the degrees within- which, the;

connexion is allowable, . and the .. just causes of
divorce. . Bat -

they "are avoided
; because, . as they

are matters^which ought to come before some future

General Convention, agreeably. to the recoinmenda-
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tion of a former body of that description, it is not

wished to give a pledge whictrmay 'possibly be an,

impediment to a future impartial judgment, tBut it

will not be inconsistent with this caution, to mention

what has been all along the opinion and the practice
of the present speaker, in regard to the ecclesiasti-

cal institutions now existing. He considers aJl which

,
existed before the American Revolution as contin-

uing after it, until altered by competent" authority.
Whatever related to the jurisdiction 6f the mothet

countryj whether civil or ecclesiastical, wais repealed

by the act of Providence, which severed the Ame-
rican Church from herjurisdiction.' Since that event,

every part of the system, has been under review,
witjfothe single exception of the table which relates

to marriage. During the continuance of
'

this state

of 'things, it is here thought that there should be7 ad-

herence to the former regulations. But let it be

further noted, that although the subject has not been

acted on .by any General Convention, in the form

of canons : ;such a body have given their opinionMn
a resolution that it is contrary, to the law of Goct to

join in marriage any person divorced for any other

cause than that of adultery. The violation of this

principle, by any clergyman possessed of a know-

ledge of the prohibiting circumstance of prior mar-

riage, would be a virtual renunciation,of Christianity.
And he would do the same explicitly, if~the changes
of human policy should render it advantageous; to

him. .

There shall be' taken occasion^ to intimate the im-

portance of the conventual provisibn, jfbr the regis-

tering of every marriage. It exacts but little froubje

to the clergyman ; but inay prove of tlie utmost
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importance to the .rights and to the- reputation of the

marrying parties, as the present^speaker has witnes-

sed in u multitude of cases, ; He . will so far look

back to the former subject of baptism; as to^remark,

that .the like importance^ not indeed of reputation,

but of -pecuniary and of landed rights, ^attaches/ to

that subject also in respect to registering. The want

of a general civil provision, operating to the effect

of registering:, so 'far as marriages are /concerned,O - O ' - O ' " '

will, it"
1

is <here thought,,be .severely felt throughout
the United States, at some future time. :

>
-,

Of the Visitation of. ijie Sick. On this office

there shall-be made remarks, growing out ^of two

parts of the servicedThe Exhortation and the

Prayers.." ,. "._..-.'..,. .

:
^

.'

The rubriek before the exhortation speoifiBS,. that

the minister rshall address the party, jn that or the

like form. -As it sometimes happens that sick per-
sons are harassed in^ their 'states of weakness, by
thetjobtrudinff on them matters far wide of truth and

"ijftSBat"
. C3 .

- -----

sdBerness ;
it is to tbe purpose to mention, that the

Church must harve supposed' all necessary, and general

topicks to iiave been hahdled^bbwever briefly, in her

prescribed address. . Of, consequence.^ what -cannot

find tHere a ground-\york, must be judged by her

superfluous, or else she, has essentially erred in fes-

pect'to the topicks to be brought before, her naena-,

bers
;

in those their states of life; which.ought the
'most to make them the ^bjects of her solicitude. , It

is not- here alleged,; that The minister is tied^to the

precise words of the exhortation. In this respect,
a latitude is -ex-pressly giveq : And perhaps the.sen-

timents ini tha.t inslruraent, .may be intrpdupeS the
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more advantageously in the way of familiar conver-

sation,. . Neither, is i^denied, that in suc.h conversa^

tion, exigencies may: require enlargements,; in some
cases on one, and in other cases on another of the

tppieks; All intended to be guarded against, is the

ideaj that the Church has, been guilty- of any mate-

rial omission
;
which must be supplied by the superior

wisdom of the 'officiating minister. _

'

The office before us -calls, above every other,, for

the preparation in contemplation of
;
the passage of

Scripture, in which the minister of the Gospel . is

compared to "an householder, who brings forth

from his treasures things new and old." The
spirit

of the comparison is,, in his being furnished with,
arid having-ready to his call, all the topicks of edi-

fication which may,be required by any of the various

states of the, human mind. And this variety will in

no instances be so conspicuous, as rri the scenes

which sick beds present. When a clergyman sits

down to prepare for tlbe pulpit ',
.he has generally an

unlimited range of choice of subject: And. if tye, is

restricted- ofi occasions comparatively few ; stilMns

subjects are'-
to* be stated in the points of view in

which they concern mankind in general; It is other-

wise,, on a great proportion of the^ occasions, on

which the ministry is needed by sick and dying per-

son^; in whom there will often be found prejudices
and weaknesses, not to be met but by the preparation
which results from 'the-: contemplation of the truths

of Scripture,
N not-only as they are in themselves, but

in their bearings on the various operations of men's

spirits. It is under difficulties of this soft that a

clergyman will the most feel the. advantage of having,
his mind stored with those texts of 'Scripture, which
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contradict error, or sustain their opposing truths ;

and those texts, which either shake the foundation

of unreasonable presumptio%, or bear up the soul

against the terrors of unreasonable despondency.
It would be endless to recite all the difficulties

which occur in this department of the clerical pro-
fession. But there is one which, is met with so often,

and the sentiment on which it is grounded is so

fruitful of distress, that" it ,may be pertinently, and

perhaps usefully mentioned on this occasion. It is,

when the patient labours under the persuasion, that

there is no safety except under an internal assurance,
:

and consequent sensibility of the forgiveness of sin

and future felicity. On the supposition that this- ex-

pectation is agreeable to. Gospel truth, there ought ,

certainly to be an .abandonment of the Episcopal
Church. She has not given an intimation of it in

any of her institutions ; and the place where the

want of it appears the most conspicuously of all, is

in the preparation which she has made for the awful

hop of approaching dissolution. She indeed avails

herself of the crisis for the enforcing of the duty of

repentance ;
but of the acceptance of it she knows

nO test .besides the consciousness of sincerity within;
and the declarations of the Word of God without.

In .speaking of the prayers of the present service/
the principal motive is to make the acknowledgment,

1

of the considering of the service as less perfect thai*

the other services in this respect, that it has not pro^
vided for all the points which occasionally come into

contemplation in such devotions. Of the defects

which occur there shall be named a few, and those
the most prominent. Although there is " a prayer
for persons troubled in mind or in conscience," which

11
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is, indeed, .an excellent one, for persons under an

unusual degree of terror; yet there are gloomy and

desponding states of. mind,, far short of this, and

admitting of being adverted to very profitably.
x

Again, .there seems the want of, a prayer accommo-
dated to 'the extreme distress, sometimes visible in

attendant connexions and friends. There is indeed
" a prayer which may be said by the minister, in be-

half of all present at the visitation." It is not in

the liturgy of the. Church of England, but was

inserted, at the time of the review, from Bishop

Taylor's Rule of Holy Living and Dying". It is an

excellent prayer-, but does not go to the points now
in contemplation. Further., there are frequently
favourable symptoms in the case of a sick person,

'

worthy of being gratefully remembered in the so-

lemnity ; yet not so strong as to justify the compo-
sition called ."-A Thanksgiving for the Beginning of

a Recovery:" which was also taken from Bishop

Taylor. So that although this office seems to have
been improved ; yet,, on the supposition . of there

being still room for improvement, it is thought hot

contrary to good order, for a minister to add some-

thing of his -own, or from approved authors, suited

to the occasional circumstances which have been

mentioned; or to any others which may occur.

And he is advised to be prepared for such circum-

stances, by occasionally reflecting -gn the variety of

them, into which he may come unexpectedly.
There ought not to be finished these remarks,

without something said to a question of great prac-
tical importance. That a minister, when applied to,

is bound in duty to visit a sick parishioner, none
doubt. But the question is -whether the former
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should repair to the "patient uninvited. On an" ex-

amination of the institutions of the Church, there is

found no injunction on him to this effect. Pri re-

pairing to the higher authority of Scripture, there is

found the precept'-' If any be sick among you, let

him send for the elders of the Church .;" but nones to

the elders to go unsent for. If personal humiliation

only were involved in the offer and the -rejection of

religious aid
; a minister, having his heart much en-

gaged in the full discharge of evangelical duty,

might be laudably disposed to make great sacrifices,

for the satisfying of his conscience as to the duty
here the subject. But the truth is and there might
be produced cases in proof of the assertion that

he would be in danger of lowering, in this way, the

respectability of the ministry itself. If there be any
cause of hesitation in the matter, it must evidently
be much increased, by a conjunction of the labours

of different ministers, in the service of the same flock ;

because,, in such a case there may be some circum-

stance rendering the ministry of one of them pre-
ferable to the patient, without any implied under-

valuing" of the other. '

Accordingly, there is not seen cause to state it as

a duty on a newly ordained minister to make his

way, welcome or unwelcome, into the sick room of
a parishioner. But if it be known to him, from
conversation with the parishioner when in health,
that he conceives of there being a propriety hi such
visits in the time of sickness, advantage should be
taken of such a circumstance. Besides this, there

will occasionally occur, in conversation with various
friends and connexions of the sick, opportunities of

insinuating how readily any' proposal of such an
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intercourse would be complied with. If it,should

seem that there is entertained top low an idea of

clerical duty in the present instance, let the question
occur -Why the patient or his friends should be more
desirous of a spontaneous, than of a requested visit

from the minister ? It should be recollected, that,

in a great variety of cases, he will be ignorant of

there being any such occasion for his services : and

if, in any particular case, his knowledge of the occar

sion should be ascertained, this is irrelevant ; Because,

the matter in quest- of is a general rule. Still, the

question remains -Why a spontaneous visit, N or else

none ? There can be but one reason the maintain-

ing of the appearance of the party's haying merely,

submitte^ to a visitation, which a portion of, society
will be sure to pronounce superfluous and supersti-
tious ; and perhaps make a theme of ridicule, in the.

event of a 'recovery. Is the theory of the pastoral

duty to be accommodated to so corrupt a prejudice ?

It is thought otherwise. Above all, the ready,,

punctual, and strict compliance with the duty, when,

an opportunity for it has been given, ought to de-

monstrate, that if the minister does not visit in all

cases, it is not .in any case from indisposition. to the

duty on .his part.

The Communion of the Sick. The only remark
to he made under this office, relates to a difficulty
found in a strict adherence to the rubrick, which re-

quires, two at least to communicate with the minis-

ter and the sick person.
- The rubrick is the same

with that in the Qhurch of England ; except, that

for "three, or two at the least," there has been

taken the latter part of the alternative only. Now,
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pass, the whole -congregation -of which the sick per-

son is a member ; there can hardly be much diffi-

culty in' obtaining two communicants to join with a

sick brother or sister in the eucharistick sacrifice.

But it is otherwise in this country ;
so that, very

often, in a case of sickness ;which onay soon termi-

nate in death, either there must be a dispensation
with the required "number, or the patient must be

deprived of the consolations of the ordinance. In

such an extremity it would seem, that of two duties,

the more important is not dispensed with, by the

impossibility ojf complying with the other. The
latitude thus pleaded for, is agreeable to the letter,

as well as to the spirit ofthe requisitions. ~The pro-
vision for there being two at least, is indeed manda-

tory ;:and therefore ought to be attended to. But
it is not said, that, in case of a failure to obtain them,
the sacrament is to be refused. The blame, if there

be any, must be in re~missness as to the first particu-
lar. And this is especially incumbent on the sick

and their friends, to whom the command should be
considered as addressed. It is so far incumbent on
the minister also, as that he should remind the peo-

ple of their duty. But it is not perceived, that he
should withhold the ordinance, in punishment for

their delinquency.; and much less, when he is satis-

fied that they have done their endeavours without

success.

The Burial of the Dead. The improvement
made by the American Church -in this department,
has, it is trusted, left no plausible ground of objec-
tion against the service. In particular, it -is ^so de-
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vested of all reference to the state of the deceased

person, that no scandal of his fKfe need occasion

scruple in the minister, or disgust in the attendants

oh the solemnity. On this account,- some" have

wondered at the prohibition of its being said at the

funeral of an unbaptized adult. There is not here

seen "any good reason for the prohibition; yetj.it is

^n the rubrick, and should be complied with, on its

being duly certified to the minister, that the person
died unbaptized. If the enforcing of the exception,

by an inquisition into the circumstances of each case,

be thought by any to have a tendency to increase an

attention to the rite of baptism, the means are not

here thought suited to the end. :

But -there is another prohibition that of not read-

ing the service over persons who have laid violent

hands on themselves.
"

Her6, then, the remark ap-

plies as before, that .there is no reference to the; state

of the party : and the consequence of the remark

may seem to be the same^ But the rule ought to

be continued in this instance, on another ground
the maintaining of privacy and the absence of pa-

rade, with which families have hitherto thought it

the most suitable to deposite the remains of such,

their unfortunate members. Far be the thought of

wishing to extend to this country those severe laws

which, in Bother countries, revenge on the poor tene-

ment of clay the last misdeed of its deluded inhabi-

tant. But, surely, decorum and good sense will

declare in favour of the present practice, of a decent

sepulture : without any other than the most neces-

sary attendance.

" The Thanksgiving of Women after Child-
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birth" although standing a distinct service in the
' American liturgy, as' in the English, may yet be re-

duced to the thanksgiving prayer contained in it ;

which,
1

for convenience, stands - among the other

'occasional prayers, and thanksgivings, after the litany.

In this country, practice has generally put the .sub-

ject on a footing with occasions of recovery from

sickness, and other signal mercies received.
'

"Forms of Prayer. to be .used at Sea" are cer-

. tainly aVvery proper addition to the liturgy; but,
in this country, are not likely to come within the

sphere of the ministry, in. many instances. And
when the occasion for. it may happen, there does not

.seem likely to arise any difficulty in the discharge
of the duty.

'

.

".A Form of Prayer for the Visitation of Pri-

soners," was taken by the Convention from the Irish

editions "of the Book of Common Prayer. The
-form had been established by the viceroyalty of Ire-

land, with the approbation of the prelates of that

country,- and was, no doubt, composed by them ;

but was unknown to the English book, until the

late union of . the two countries, under an imperial

parliament. It is certainly ~a valuable addition to

the English liturgy and to the American. Perhaps
there are no occasions so trying to the feelings of

a clergyman, as those on which . he is called to ad-

i
minister instruction or consolation, to persons in the

unhappy predicament contemplated ;
and especially

to those whose lives are to be the forfeits of "their

crimes. There cannot be any necessity of proving
to a Christian minister, the duty of making; such
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sacrifices of feeling to calls so awful. But there

may be use in intimating to him the. two extremes,
which he should be careful to avoid. They are, on
the one hand, the so limiting of the mercies of ,God,
as to withhold the ;assurance of them, to - all who
come to him in repentance andYaith:; and, on the

ojher hand, the; yso making of present feeling an in-

fallible test of llncerity, as if there could be, under
the circumstances supposed, an equal degree of con-

fidence in it, with ,that which may accompany a long

perseverance in piety and virtue, amidst
tb^e

bland-

ishments of the World, and -without the^prbspect of

dath immediately before the eyes. There have

been known instances of persons under the sentence

of the law, very rapidly exalted in the estimationjqf
their instructors, from the character of . hackneyed,
sinners into that of experienced saints. And of

these, there have been known some, who, being un-

expectedly pardoned, have undergone a contrary

change as speedily as they made the former; No
more shall be here said, because a correct know-

ledge of the Scripture scheme, of salvation, will not

permit a minister to err materially hi this particular.
v -

>;
'

I

The last of the public offices, is that compiled by
the American Convention, called,

" A Form of
Prayer and Thanksgiving to Almighty God for-
the Fruits of ihe Earth, and all the other Blessings

of his merciful Providence." A minister can hardly
err in the use of it : and. the utility ef the appoint-
ment is so obvious, that one would hope there can

*

be no occasion to convince him of the duty of per-

suading to an attendance on it, as far as may. be in

his power. As the appointment contemplates, not
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only gratitude for the fruits of the earth, but publick
mercies generally; and, of course, these takerr in

connexion with whatever drawbacks .there may be

of publick calamity; a minister may find himself

invited by his subject, to say something on the civil

state of his country. Whenever this happens, let

him ^remember, that he should carefully consider

every step which takes him on such ifground. Civil

duties, such as they are confessedly bound on men

by the very-nature '"of the' social" state, and such as

they are^enjoined in ,Scripture, do not come impro-

perly,"if not too often, from the pulpit. But when
these subjects are dilated orr after such a manner, as

to, involve a discussion of party-politicks, there can-

nbe a more effectual way of making the pulpit
an -engine for the exciting and for the inflaming of

those passions, which the discourses delivered in it

ought to Have a tendency to prevent and to allay.
It is universally confessed, that divine worship' and
its attendant duties have a very happy effect, in the

line which has been specified. But the .Convention

of this Church; will' have erred greatly, if the only

day of."the" year which has been set apart by their

appointment, should be found to have ,a counteract-

ing effect, to that of all the Sundays, and all the

other holidays of the calendar. .

To the publick offices, there has been added

"Forms of Prayers to be used in Families." Con-

cerning these, there is nothing to be here said, ex-

cept to express the sorrow, that it is a species "of

duty so little attended to in domestick arrangement;
and the trust, that there may be expected a counter-

acting good example, at least in the families of the

11*
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clergy. In no line does there occur any consider-

able evil, without its involving of additional evils .in

its train. It is generally acknowledged as a conse-

quence of publick prosperity, that .too great a. pro-

portion of the time of the people is spent in dissipa-

tion. Even the circumstance of the interference of
.

-*-'"-
this with the regularity of hours setting aside the

indisposing effect on inclination -has a,tendency ^o

make family prayer an incumbrance. Here is an

argument, which should influence a minister to pro-

mote, as much as in him lies, habits whictyhave no
alliance with dissipationj by the doing of which, he
will be promoting domestick comforts, even consi-

dered independently on religion.
- It cannot, how-

ever, but be believed, that such comforts admitjof

great increase from those religious observances,
which bring into view all the sanctions, whereby the

rights and the duties of domestick relations are sus-

tained.

Although the third .department of this address is

finished; there may be use in briefly adding a few '

articles of advice, in regard to a ministersr's social

and domestick intercourse with his flock., ,

In the first _place, let- him be impressed by the

sentiment, that his visits -to the individual families

of his congregation had better be .spared, than be
such as . shall encourage the opinion, that his mind,
is either frivolous, or more ardent in the pursuit of
some object wide of the purposes .of his ^vocation,
than on tfiese. It is not meant to suggest, that he
is to abstain from all discourse concerning the mat-
ters of worldly interest, which, from time to time,
come forward in succession to engage the attention
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of the publick. The meaningvis, that they should

not be found to correspond with any favourite pas-

sions, or any too lively sensibilities of his own
; that

when the conversation can easily be directed to

wards edifying subjects, the opportunity should be

improved, and especially when the opportunity is

given by those with whom he converses ; the avoid-

ing of it at such a time being an evident abandon-?

merit of pastoral duty. Perhaps it may be the

opinion of some, that the -pastoral visitation of a

family should be with all the solemnity of authority,
and with the pressed design of inquiring into their

states of mind
; arid even into domestick govern-

ment in reference to religious concerns. It must
'_

-~ O
be evident to those who knovy the state of the

Church,, that .the far greater number of its families

would not submit to. such an investigation. If^it bec
indeed "a duty, resulting from their relation to the

clergy, the latter 'ought to insist on its being carried

into effect; and, in case of resistance, to shake off

the dust of their feet, abandoning the specifick char-

ges. But the giver-of these remarks is far from

.being convinced, that it is a duty. ,In the character

of a. member of a .congregation, he would not sub-

mit to it-; because it is an exercise of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction over the domestick, which is not en-

joined either in Scripture or in the institutions of
this Church. And as to any uses supposed to result

from it, they are more than counterbalanced by an

undue ministerial ascendancy, very liable to abuse.

None doubt, that the Roman Catholick practice of

auricular confession is occasionally applied to bene-

. ficial purposes ; yet, Protestants consider the danger

.
of its being horribly misapplied, an argument in ad-
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dition to that of its being unrequired. Of the two

practices, the latter seems the least alarming in this

respect, that it is the most subject to systematick
rule

; while the other gives the greater room for the

caprice of the individual minister. But, in contra-

riety to both of the-practicesj.it is here thought, that,

for the good to be done by the clerical order in this

line of duty, their .only arms are those of ^argument
and persuasion, aided by the opinion which they"
can, impress of .their sincerity, and of their personal
characters in all respects. Doubtless there is in this.-

an additional motive, not only to correct conduct,
but to such a state of mind, as will TOst enable them,
to conciliate to duties to which they have not a

power to command.-

In the Commentary on the. Questions in the Ser-

vices for the Ordaining of Deacons and Priests, there

was pressed the point, that a clergyman should 'be

careful to consider and to show himself the pastor
of the whole flock, and not of a party among them,

supposed to be especially attached to his interests.

The same sentiment may now be properly applied^

against the contemplated fault, as it respects the

danger of his being subjected; to the charge of pride.

Perhaps there is no fault, of which a clergyman is

so liable to be accused. It has often happened
within the speaker's knowledge, in instances in

which, to the best of his judgment, there was no

ground for the allegation. Probably it has been
sometimes the result of a clergyman's supposing,
that a reserved or a stately carriage is congenial with
the dignity of his vocation. In this he is mistaken ;

because that dignity may be brought into an alliance

with more substantial causes of personal respectabil-
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ity, and such as are entirely consistent with concil-

iating manners." /But when the prejudice is occa-

sioned by ,a difference of demeanour towards the

rich, and towards, the poor; and especially by his

avoiding of all society,- except of the former ; it is

certainly a just cause of disesteem. It is doubted,

however, whether this be- justly called pride ; and
whether i't be not rather a trait of the character ,of a

sycophant. Even in what may reasonably be con-

sidered as offence offered, . there should be care to

guard against confounding indignity towards the

person, with indignity offered to the profession : For
it is proper to be aware of the infirmity of nature,
which may tempt to s the confounding of the two

species of offence. 'If the question be concerning
the degree of forbearance under evident personal
offence ;-'\t must be perceived, that the precepts of

Christian humility exact-Jbeavy sacrifices in''this par-
ticular. And yet this sentiment is not to be extend-

ed so far, as to forbid sensibility to the injury ;. or

even to condemn the. manifesting of. the sensibility
in the deportment. But it is much the best, that

this should be manifested principally in 'reserve;

and in avoiding, as much as may be, future exposure
to the evil: this however to be without the har-r

bourihg of hostility in the heart ;" but, . on the. con-

trary, to be made consistent with the being on such

a footing with the party, as to be ready and likely to

be looked to by him for pastoral services to'himself,

or to those under his direction and controk On any
other principle than that here stated, every dispute
of a minister with a parishioner which, be it re-

membered, iriay take place with rectitude of inten-

tion in them both is in danger of cutting off such

11
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a parishioner f.nd his .family from all spiritual,bene-

fit, otherwise to be expected from their pastor. -

'There was also, in "the preceding Commentary,
some advice against engaging in the broils of politi-.

cal party. It may, be of use to extend the senti-

ment to another species of party that which is the

result of the contentions between families,, who are

members of the same communion. A minister may
be expected to engage on the one sjde or . on tne

other, as a sacrifice for ^services rendered, or for at-

tentions shown. Gratitude is both amiable in itself,

and is a duty ;
but cannot exact a return by. the

commission of sin. Like other 'duties, it has its

bounds
; and within the limits* which have been des-

cribed, it has no call to_come. To the entering into

the quarrels of people, and to the being made an

instrument of their passions, there is no obligation on

anyjuan ;
and least of all can there be the pretence

of it on a clergyman ; because of its unfitting of

him in regard to a portion of his flock, not only for

pastoral duty generally, but ;

especiaHy for that branch
.

of it which may enable him to heal a breach when
the passion causing it has begun to cool. If he

judge it not likely to be of. use to. intrude as the

composer of differences; let him not disqualify him-

self for being resorted to in so respectable a charac-

ter, by being a party where, if he have any thing of

the spirit of his profession, he would much rather be
a mediator.

Questions may arise concerning the parochial ar-

raagements of a congregation, and especially relative

to their management of their property and pecuniary
concerns. In matters of small moment,, a minister

had best take no part. In those of deeper interest,
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he had best deliver, his sentiments in proper time and

place, but with moderation; Byjhis he may hap-

pen to prevent .much of that kind of imprudence,
which is consistent with the best intentions. And
the weight, of his advice will always be the greater,

from the circumstance of his being sparing of- his

interference. In such cases, let him take
'

especial

care, not to treat an opponent of his opinion, as an

enemy, of his person. . Instances might be here

mentioned, of as
:

complete despotism in this depart-
ment as .ever was witnessed on a throne. Hence,
some have rashly. concluded, that it is best to deny
to the minister of a parish all share in the economy
.of their pecuniary concerns. This is an error ; .be-

cause it would, x
in general, b.e an exclusion of the

person who would be the more 'likely to advise well,

from bis being better informed than others, in man-

agement of .this sort. If he should^attempt to play
the .master, it is "hard indeed, if there be no mem-
ber of the congregation hardy enough to resist his

usurpation. But if this have happened. which is

indeed the case in some instances it. cannot be a

ground on which to
,
build a position ,

which would

pperate unfavourably in general;
-

.

- Every 'clergyman rperhaps it may be said, every
man in the .line of his profession -is liable to un-

reasonable requests. In this particular, however,
there are probably greater sacrifices exacted of a

clergyman, than of any other man; if for no other

reason, for that of "
becoming all things to all men,

so as by.any means to
gain some." Still, this is a

duty which has its limits; only, when refusal is bot-

tomed on unreasonableness simply, let it be .softened

as much as possible, -by graciousness of manner.
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Some, requests also will be .preferred, -tending 'tb

dispense- with the duties Jaid on the minister by the

Church, and ratified by his voluntary promise: It

is certainly very indelicate in any lay-gentleman to

attempt-such a thing as this
; relying" for success in .

it on his'personal character, and perhaps consequence

-given to him by his wealth. Let >

graciousness of

manner, not be withheld^ even here; but let it be

accompanied by such firmness, as is calculated' to

render the expectation/desperate, arid to prevent
the like of it in future.

.

>

Let it not be -thought a departing from subjects
of the greatest magnitude, to something of less im-

portance, when an exhortation is .
here given to a

punctual compliance with appointments : for, in

truth, there is no duty which can' be discharged

properly, without this circumstance attached to it.

Were the present speaker to begin life anew, one of

the most indispensable maxims of, his conductwould

be, to avoid, as. much as possible, the being asso-

ciated on any serious business, or the having of sta-

ted social intercourse of any sort, with persons hab-

itually destitute of punctuality. On a retrospect of

the past, he is obliged to impute to this cause^ the

misspending of a great proportion of his time. The
means here recommended for the avoiding_of the

like, would often subject a man to the charge-of
.rudeness ;

but if he can accomplish it with firmness,
and without passion, he will

reap' the benefit, with- ;

out losing any friendships which it can be desirable

to retain. It is
J

surprising, that this subject is so

, often contemplated, without notice of its connexion
witfa moral principles : for besides the violation of

the law of truth involved in the delinquency, a man
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has no more right to deprive his neighbour of the

use" of his time, than of any thing else which he

calls his own. And of him who will- be, unjust in

this particular, how shall it. be known that he will

be sparing in any other, -should temptation offer?

A gentleman, long since deceased, who filled an

high station in the civil line, and was a man of good
understanding, had a rather severe saying on the

present subject. It was ^ He who breaks. an ap-

pointm,ent would pick a pocket." The present adviser

will not carry the matter quite so far, but he can

truly affirm, -that he has seldom been acquainted with

an- habitual offender in this way, of whom, if his

other habits of life were known, there were not per-
ceived some, kindred deviations from the straight line

,of moral .principle. ,

At any rate, it must be visible to all who have to

transact with such persons any business that con-

cerns the Church, or charity, or civil policy, that

they render no services sufficient to counterbalance

the disservice, resulting from the want of punctual

regard to their engagements. In support of this

sentiment, there shall be here advantage taken of a

great name; the bearer of which was not more re-

markable for any of his good qualities, than for his

discernment of thVcharacters of men, and for .a sound

judgment 'in matters of ordinary practice. When
General Washington was at the head of the govern-
ment of ,the United States, the present speaker was

informed by a gentleman who was one of his official

counsellors, that in the discussion of characters, with

a%yie\y to the filling of publick offices, if it appeared
of any person, that he was known to be deficient in

punctuality,- it was a maxim with the President, that
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this* unfitted for the office in question, whatever fit-

ness in other points the party might be possessed

of- .'
.-. >>

There having been directed against one -great

fault, the law -of" moral obligation, it shall be applied
to another, which, like the preceding, is not seen

often enough in such an. association. What is 'here

meant, is indiscretion. That the best of men may
fall into this from mere frailty; and further; that

some, from constitutional impetuosity, or absence of

mind, may be indiscreet without moral turpitude, is

here allowed. The whole intended to be maintained

is, that 'much of what passes' under the names 'of .in-

discretion and imprudence, is sometimes -passion, and

at other times vanity ;
so that, when originating in

these, it would be prevented by a proper regimen
of the party's mind. That frequent acts of indiscre-

tion^whatever be its cause, lower a clergyman in the

eye of the world, will not ,-be doubted. The world

would be unreasonably severe, in not making allow-

ance for the infirmities of natural character. But in

every question of this sort, between society and the

individual, let a distinction be made between infirm-

ity and a faulty habit of mind. In very early life,

the speaker knew a clergyman, with whom it was
said to be a favourite maxim-^-" In the :name of God,
what has a Gospel minister to do with prudence ?"

The same clergyman was remarkable for his impru-
dences, and as much so for violence .of temper.
Had this submitted to the precepts of Gospel meek-

ness, it is probable, that there would have been an

end of the indiscretions, which at last alienated from

him all his friends.
'
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"In looking back on the whole of this exercise,

occasion is taken to add, that one benefit hoped to

result, from it, is the setting strongly before the mind
of a newly ordained minister ralthough he may be

expected to have satisfied himself of the truth of the

proposition, independently on . what has been now
laid before iim that his duties are not limited to the

pulpit and the desk
;
but that, in addition .to these,

he has daily duties, amounting to what would be

-reckoned, in any other vocation, a full employment
oL the agent's time. Very different ideas must be

entertained by any. minister, who supposes that his

flock may dispense with his services to such an ex-

tent, as does not interfere .with , the duties of Sunday.
If they are. riot wanted at other times, it is because

they are not worth .the having at any time. It is

contrary to all propriety, when ministerial duty is so

far mistaken, as_that in the language held relatively
to the settling and the employing of a minister, he is

said-to give such a proportion of his time to one con-

gregation, and such a proportion of it to another;
there seeming to be the presumption, that the only
time actively devoted to the-ministry, are the hours

spent in preaching and public prayer. If these

ideas were correct, there would be propriety in re-

ferring the clergy to some secular mean of helping
to .their subsistence; because idleness, which , is

odious in any description of persons, must be pecu-

liarly so in them. At present, their having of re-

course to such means is merely held to be
justifiable,

on .the score of hard necessity. But in the case sup-

posed, it would be in itself fit and reasonable 4 al-

though certainly an acquital of a congregation, from

the obligation of .supporting the burden of their pas-
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tor's entire maintenance; It may be presumed,
however, that all. such ideas are foreign to the

genius of the profession ; and that the Church speaks

wisely, when, in the exhortation in the
v

Ordination

Servce, she warns the person to be ordained to
" set aside, as much as he may, all wordly cares and
studies." The principles of the present adviser 're-

latively to the subject, are not 'severe : ahd he wishes

never to see a minister's boaily -labours of such ex-

tent, as to prevent his dedicating of a considerable,

proportion of his time to the cultivation of sacred,

literature, and of other literature -also, in connexion

with, and for the advancement^of that his especial

object. But let a parochial clergyman look at the

employments of secular life
;
and if his studies and

his activity in his ministry, combined^ do not occupy
him at least as much as men are ordinarily occupied
in the lines to which they are' respectively appro-

priated ;
let him be assured, that he cannot be living

in a compliance with the promises which he made
at his ordination : promises, pledging to an habitual

employment," which would have been obligatory, if

no such precise security had been exacted of him.

There is now submitted every article of preceding

advice, to the test of what an ordained person must

suppose will be his sense of it, when there shall re-

main nothing, that concerns his ministry, except a

retrospect of his ministerial conduct, together with a

prospect of the., effect which it is to have on his con-

dition in a future state of being. And with the hope,
that what has been said will be blessed to the.salu-

tary end of adding to his consolations at that impor-
tant crisis, the whole shall be concluded with wishes

in favour of the newly ordained minister [or.
minis-
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ters] ; ^and with prayers for his [or.-their] success in

his [or their] holy calling, and for all the satisfactions

which can be attached to it.

THE END.
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